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The	 04	 South	 Bristol,	 Maine	 Spirit	 of	 America	 Foundation	
Tribute	 honors	 DONNA	 PLUMMER	 for	 commendable	
community	service.
BE	IT	RESOLVED	 by	 the	Selectmen	of	 the	Town	of	South	Bristol,	Maine	as	follows:
WHEREAS	DONNA	PLUMMER	 has	 during	 her	 lifelong	residency	in	the	Town	of	South	Bristol	contributed	endless	
hours	 of	 community	 service	 to	 the	 South	 Bristol	 School,	 South	
Bristol	Historical	Society,	Union	Church,	and	The	Town	of	South	
Bristol	itself,	and
WHEREAS	DONNA	 PLUMMER	 has	 also	 served	 on	 the	Boards	of	 the	Thompson	Ice	House	and	CHIP,	worked	at	
the	 local	 food	pantry	and	coached	softball	and	other	community	
functions,	and
WHEREAS	 DONNA	 PLUMMER	 has	 utilized	 her	 varied	talents	 and	 dedicated	 herself	 to	 the	 betterment	 of	 South	
Bristol,
NOW	THEREFORE,	 be	 it	 resolved	 that	 the	 Selectmen	 of	the	Town	of	South	Bristol,	Maine	on	behalf	of	 the	 citizens	
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Budget	Committee
Brian	Farrin	 08	 Charles	Plummer	 04	



















































Excavation,	 Inc.	 for	 snow	 plowing	 and	 sanding.	As	 a	 courtesy	we	 have	
sand	available	 for	 the	general	public.	This	 is	 for	 individuals	who	need	a	















































AALBERG,	JEFFREY	 -	 9,00	 	 ,0.
AALBERG,	JEFFREY	TRUSTEE	 -4	 4,000	 	 ,7.0
ABARE,	MARK	A.	 -8	 4,00	 	 ,06.
ADAMS,	TRACY,	NANCY	&	ALISON	 6-4	 ,,600	 ,000	 9,686.6	
ALDRICH,	JESSIE	C.	 0-07	 ,600	 ,000	 6.86
ALEXANDER,	KENNETH	F.	&	IRENE	M.	 0--A	 6,00	 	 9.6
ALLARD,	CARL	F.	&	BEVERLY	E.	 0-07	 8,700	 	 80.97
ALLARD,	CLARKE	W.	 04-9	 476,800	 	 ,478.08
ALLEN	JAMES	P.,	TRUSTEE	 4-4	 0,600	 	 ,04.86
	 FELLOWS	POINT	RD	REALTY	TRUST	 	 	 	
ALLEN,	LOIS	H.,	TRUSTEE	 4-48	 67,900	 	 0.49
	 LOIS	H.	ALLEN	TRUST	 	 	 	
ALLEN,	LOIS	H.,	TRUSTEE	 4-46	 7,600	 	 ,.06
	 LOIS	H.	ALLEN	TRUST	 	 	 	
ALLEN,	MARY	W.	&	ANDREW	L.	 4-	 9,400	 	 7.4
ALLEY,	TIMOTHY	J.	&	MONA	JO	 7-48-E	 90,600	 	 80.86
ALLEY,	TIMOTHY	J.	&	MONA	JO	 7--B	 06,900	 ,000	 97.9
ALLEY,	WILLIAM	A.	&	JEAN	C.	 0-4	 46,000	 ,000	 48.0
ANDERSEN,	JANE	 -0-I	 8,00	 ,000	 ,48.
ANDERSON,	EDWIN	&	DEBORAH	 0-8-C	 ,00	 7,600	 978.67
ANDERSON,	ROBERT	V.	&	SANDRA	L.	 7-	 ,900	 ,000	 69.99
ANDREWS,	DAVID	W.	&	ELIZABETH	 7-0	 407,00	 ,000	 ,9.
ANDREWS,	ELIZABETH	Y.,		 -0	 4,400	 	 74.4
	 &	SHERBROOKE,	TEES	
	 CLIFFORDS	COVE	FAMILY	TRUST	 	 	 	
APPOLONIA	INC.	 7-0-A	 4,700	 	 ,9.67
ARMENDARIZ,	ALICIA	 7-09-D	 ,00	 	 9.6
ARMIGER	JR,	R.	DONALD	 4-47	 ,0,00	 	 4,09.9
ARNOLD	FAMILY	REVOCABLE	TR	 7-04	 99,900	 	 ,9.69
	 ARNOLD,	R.N.&T.W.,	TRUSTEES	 	 	 	
ARNOLD,	RON	M.	 7-0	 6,00	 	 ,7.
ARNOLD,	RON	M.	&	WILSHIRE,	TAYLOR	 7-0	 4,00	 	 ,097.7
	 TTEES,	ARNOLD	FAMILY	REV	TRUST	 	 	 	
ARSEM,	MARILYN	ANN	&	 09-8-B	 66,700	 	 ,06.67
	 BEVERLY	LOUISE	 	 	 	
ARTER,	JONATHAN	 6-09	 ,800	 	 97.78
ATWOOD,	MARION	T.	TRUST	 4-0	 89,600	 	 ,664.76
	 C/O	DIANE	PITT	 	 	 	
AVANTAGGIO,	FRANK	O.	&	MARY	M.	 6-	 44,800	 	 ,7.68
AVANTAGGIO,	FRANK	O.	&	MARY	M.	 6-0-A	 ,700	 	 04.47
BACHMAN,	GAIL	F.	 -	 ,06,00	 	 ,.9
	 CASTELLANO,	M.	LYNN	 	 	 	
BAGGS,	MILDRED	E.	 9-08-D	 44,000	 7,600	 ,.4
BAILEY,	JAMES	&	NANCY	 9-66	 ,900	 	 9.9
BAILEY,	NANCY	LEE	 6-	 7,400	 	 ,6.74
	 BAILEY,	JASON	DEAN	 	 	 	
BAIR,	LINDA	S.	&	EDWARD	W.	 --D	 ,9,00	 	 ,84.8
Taxpayers	List
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 
 
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
BARCLAY,	MARTHA	SEARS	&	 7-	 6,600	 	 94.06
	 FREDERICK	B,	TEES,	MARTHA	SEARS	
	 BARCLAY	TRUST	OF	0	 	 	 	
BARCLAY,	MARTHA	SEARS	&	 7-	 4,800	 	 ,9.98
	 FREDERICK	B,	TEES,	MARTHA	SEARS	
	 BARCLAY	TRUST	OF	0	 	 	 	
BARNET,ELIZABETH	R.	&	 7--A	 99,000	 	 ,86.90
	 LOUGHRAN,	CYNTHIA	B.,	 	 	 	
BARROWS,	TIMOTHY	M.	&	RUTH	 -	 8,00	 	 88.0
BARROWS,	TIMOTHY	M.	&	RUTH	 --A	 7,400	 	 ,67.4
BARROWS,	WALTER	L.	&	PATRICIA	C.	 -4-C	 48,700	 	 ,97.97
BARROWS,	WALTERS	L.	III	&	 -4	 8,00	 	 80.4
	 TIMOTHY	M.	 	 	 	
BARSOMIAN,	JOHN	&	MARIANNE	 9-8-06	 98,00	 ,000	 ,04.
BARTLE,	CHRISTIE	WARREN	 4-0	 ,68,00	 	 ,9.
	 REVOCABLE	TRUST	 	 	 	
BARTLETT,	EDMUND	&	MARY	 -0-A	 ,84,700	 	 8,0.7
BARTON	REALTY	TRUST	 6-0-A	 700,900	 	 ,7.79
BARTON,	ROBERT	P.	TRUSTEE	 6-0	 ,777,000	 	 ,708.70
	 BARTON	FOSTERS	IS.	R.E.	TRUST	 	 	 	
BATES,	GEOFFREY	B.	&	SUSAN	 --A	 8,700	 	 80.97
BEAUDETTE,	KATE	 9-0-A	 0,00	 	 67.7
BEAUDETTE,	KATE	S.	 9-0	 66,000	 	 4.60
BEAUDETTE,	KATE	SEWALL,	ETAL	 9-0	 ,94,000	 ,000	 ,667.0
BEAUDETTE,	KATE	TRUST	 7-46	 6,000	 	 90.60
BEAUDETTE,	SALLY	S.,	TRUSTEE	 7--A	 4,400	 	 ,678.4
	 SALLY	S.	BEAUDETTE	REVOC	TRUST		 	 	
BECKERLEGGE,	BARNARD	R.	&	 09-8	 698,900	 	 ,66.9
	 BARBARA	R.	 	 	 	
BEEBE,	ANDREW	&	JESSICA	LIVING	TR	 -08-B	 ,0,00	 	 ,49.9
BEEDERS,	JOEL	&	DEBORAH	 -0-B-	 4,00	 	 ,48.8
BELA,	SUSAN	WEBB	 8-0	 4,00	 	 69.0
BELL,	BARBARA	J.	 0--A	 ,000	 	 970.0
BELL,	BARBARA	J.	 0-4	 7,000	 	 70.70
BELL,	HARRY	R.,	JR.	 0-	 07,400	 	 .94
BELL,	HARRY	R.,	JR.	 0-	 0,600	 	 ,04.86
BELLE,	SABASTIAN	&	SCHUYLER	 0-	 48,00	 ,000	 ,04.0
BENNETT,	WILLIAM	M.	 04-0	 7,800	 	 ,.68
BERG,	STEPHANIE	K.	TRUSTEE	 6--B	 ,600	 	 ,60.06
	 STEPHANIE	K.	BERG	REVOC	TRUST	 	 	 	
BERGIN	FAMILY	NOMINEE	TRUST	 -0-M	 47,00	 	 47.
BERGIN	FAMILY	NOMINEE	TRUST	 -0-E	 7,00	 	 78.
BERGIN	FAMILY	NOMINEE	TRUST	 -0-L	 40,700	 	 ,7.7
BERRY,	CHARLES	R.		 8-0-E	 ,,600	 	 4,760.6
BERRY,	CHRISTMAS	COVE	LLC	 0-04	 9,000	 	 98.0
BERRY,	CHRISTMAS	COVE	LLC	 0-	 ,888,700	 	 8,94.97
BERTORELLI,	NORMA	 4-7-A	 484,400	 	 ,0.64
BICKFORD,	LUCAS	 0-7	 ,000	 	 .0
	 BICKFORD,	GRETA,	CUSTODIAN	 	 	 	
BIGONIA,	JASON	N.	&	QUALEY,	ERICA	J.	0-	 49,600	 	 77.76
BIRD,	GREGORY	&	PAMELA	 4-	 40,800	 	 ,04.48
BIRKETT,	JAMES	D.	&	SARAH	P.	 0-	 ,009,00	 	 ,8.8
	 ANNUAL	REPORT
 Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
BIRKETT,	JAMES	D.	&	SARAH	P.	 0-8	 ,900	 	 8.99
BIXIER,	JANET	IRENE,	TRUSTEE	 09-	 ,00	 	 68.
	 BIXLER	REALTY	TRUST	 	 	 	
BLAISDELL,	CHARLES	F.,	JR.	 09-0-C	 7,000	 ,000	 88.40
BLAKE,	ROBERT	 0--A	 9,00	 	 8.
BLAKE,	ROBERT	S.	&	CATHERINE	B.	 0--B	 6,800	 	 8.98
BLAKE,	ROBERT	S.S.	 0--D	 7,00	 	 .
	 REVOCABLE	TRUST	0	 	 	 	
BLANC,	EUGENE	T.	&	MARTHA	J.	 0-4	 74,900	 ,000	 88.09
BLANC,	JEFFREY	&	KRISTINA	 0-4-A	 4,600	 ,000	 44.6
BLANCHARD,	EUNICE	W.	&	DAVID	 -0	 4,00	 	 787.7
	 DILLINGER,	ELIZABETH	 	 	 	
BLANTON,	PETER	J.	&	CAROLE	 -8	 ,7,00	 ,000	 ,906.
BLOCK,	PATRICIA	L.	&	THOMAS	W.	 7-7	 4,00	 	 760.4
BLOCK,	THOMAS	&	PATRICIA	 9-	 89,700	 ,000	 86.97
BLODGETT	PROPERTY,	LLC	 7-78	 660,00	 	 ,046.6
	 C/O	S.	BRADLEY	BLODGETT	 	 	 	
BOLLINGER,	LEE	C.	&	JEAN	MAGNANO	09-40	 ,40,000	 	 4,7.00
BOLSTER,	GREGORY	P.	&	LESLIE	C.	 -	 660,800	 	 ,048.48
BORONSKI,	DELORES	M.	 9-0	 00,400	 7,600	 66.68
	 BORONSKI,	MICHAEL	E.	 	 	 	
BOURGOIN,	DONALD	R.	&	KAREN	K.	 9-0	 47,600	 7,600	 7.00
BOURGOIN,	SANDRA	&	ALFRED	C.	 9--C	 80,600	 7,600	 8.0
BOURNE	FAMILY	TRUST	 -8-0	 ,68,00	 	 8,4.4
	 BOURNE,	LINDA	ETAL,	TRS	 	 	 	
BOURNE	FAMILY	TRUST	 --A	 467,000	 	 ,447.70
	 BOURNE,	LINDA	ETAL,	TRS	 	 	 	
BOURNE	FAMILY	TRUST	 -	 46,00	 	 ,07.9
	 BOURNE,	LINDA	ETAL,	TRS	 	 	 	
BOURNE,	JUNE	B.	 -8	 8,000	 	 88.0
BOWERS,	BARBARA	R.	&	RONALD	N.	 -	 6,700	 ,000	 76.67
BOWLBY,	ROBERT	M.	 0-4	 ,600	 	 70.06
	 C/O	ROBIN	BOWLBY	 	 	 	
BRACKIN,	THOMAS		 09-	 44,800	 	 ,69.8
BRACKIN,	THOMAS	S.	&	MARILYN	L.	 09-	 ,600	 	 668.6
BRAMMER,	DENISE.	&	CLIFFORD	C.,	JR.	4-44	 60,400	 	 ,7.4
BREDRUP,	O	CHRISTIAN	 -6	 ,097,600	 	 ,40.6
	 &	ELIZABETH	M.	TRS	QPRT	&	
	 BREDRUP,	TURNER	A.M.	 	 	 	
BRIGHTMAN,	CAROL	 7-68-A	 0,000	 ,000	 899.00
BRIGHTMAN-UHL,	SIMON	 7-68-H	 6,00	 	 8.8
BRINKLER,	JAMES	E.	 7-4	 8,600	 	 98.66
	 FARRIN	PROPERTIES	 	 	 	
BRINKLEY,	R.	ANTHONY,	ET	AL	 -0	 ,40,00	 	 4,46.8
BROCKETT,	ROGER	W.	 -	 70,000	 	 7.00
BROCKETT,	ROGER	W.	&	CAROLANN	C.	-4	 ,70,700	 	 4,49.7
BRODSKY,	MARC	H.,	VIVIAN	S.	 09-04	 8,000	 	 ,64.0
BROOKE,	SCOTT	B.	 9-4	 ,600	 	 9.06
BROWN,	DOROTHEA	E.	TRUST	 -4	 6,00	 	 ,6.
	 BROWN	FAMILY	REALTY	TRUST	 	 	 	
BROWN,	DOROTHEA	E.,	TRUSTEE	 -44	 ,6,00	 	 ,008.0
	 DAVID	M.	BROWN	TRUST	 	 	 	
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
BROWN,	ELLA	&	LOWELL	 0-	 64,00	 	 ,9.0
BROWN,	LAURA	LOUISE	 0-4	 47,00	 	 ,467.
	 SHEPARD,	DAVID	A.	 	 	 	
BROWN,	REBECCA	 -09	 906,00	 ,000	 ,77.
BRUCE,	CATHERINE	 9-8-9	 7,600	 	 8.6
BRUCE,	CATHERINE	&	MOORE,		 4-07	 ,900	 	 7.99
	 EDWARD	BRUCE,	ET	AL	 -07	 ,00	 	 66.
	 C/O	CATHERINE	BRUCE	 	 	 	
BRUCE,	ET	AL	 -0	 68,000	 	 ,09.80
	 C/O	CATHERINE	BRUCE	 	 	 	
BRUNNER,	DIRK	R.	 9-	 4,000	 	 47.0
BRUNNER,	DIRK	R.	&	LINDA	D.	 7-	 4,00	 	 7.6
BRUNNER,	DIRK	R.	&	LINDA	D.	 7-	 ,6,00	 ,000	 6,866.8
BRUNNER,	DIRK	R.	&	LINDA	D.	 7-9	 ,900	 	 78.89
BRUNNER,	DIRK	R.	&	LINDA	D.	 9-4	 4,00	 	 4.
BRUSH	PETER,	MERRILL,	MARGARET	 -4-B	 8,800	 	 87.8
BRYER,	GORDON	R	 7-6	 99,00	 	 67.
BUFFUM,	MONA	F.	 0-6-A	 49,900	 ,000	 740.9
BUGBEE,	BARBARA	Z.	 04-7	 ,00	 	 6.
	 KLETZIEN,	DAMON	&	SHARON	 	 	 	
BUGBEE,	BARBARA	Z.	 04-8	 4,00	 	 ,677.4
	 KLETZIEN,	DAMON	&	SHARON	 	 	 	
BULGER,	TIMOTHY	J.	&	NANETTE	J.	 -0-P	 67,600	 	 09.6
BULKELEY,	WILLIAM	M.	 -0	 ,77,00	 	 7,09.
	 &	JONATHAN	A.	 	 	 	
BULKELEY,	WILLIAM	M.	 -0	 4,900	 	 ,69.9
	 &	JONATHAN	A.	 	 	 	
BULKELEY,	WILLIAM	M.	 -0	 84,700	 	 ,6.67
	 &	JONATHAN	A.	 	 	 	
BURIC,	ROBERT	&	ELSBETH	 -06	 40,400	 	 ,67.4
BURLEY,		TRUE	M.,	TRUSTEE	 0-0	 474,600	 	 ,47.6
	 TRUE	M	BURLEY	REV	LIVING	TRUST	 	 	 	
BURNHAM,	THOMAS	P.	 9-48-A	 99,800	 ,000	 8.8
BURRIS,	SUSAN	M.	 9-8-0	 889,700	 ,000	 ,7.97
BUSBY,	CHRISTINA	E.	 9-7-B	 4,400	 	 44.44
BUSBY,	LEON	E.	 9-7	 74,00	 ,000	 06.
BUSCH,	STEPHEN	&	SARA	B.	 4-7	 66,800	 ,000	 ,07.48
BYERS,	TERESA	B.	&	DOUGLAS	C.	 9-8-	 49,000	 	 ,98.90
C	&	J,	LLC	 09-0-G	 8,400	 	 884.74
C.C.I.A.	 0-0	 ,00,00	 	 ,40.9
C.C.I.A.	 0-0	 ,07,900	 	 4,04.49
C.C.I.A.	 08-9	 9,000	 	 88.0
C.C.I.A.	 08-	 ,800	 	 8.68
CAMP	O-AT-KA	INC	 -0-F	 47,700	 	 ,46.7
CAMP	O-AT-KA	INC	 -0-J	 48,800	 	 ,08.8
CANNING,	GERALDINE	R.	 -8	 6,000	 	 8.0
CANNON,	CAROLINE	C.,	TRUSTEE	 08-6	 68,00	 	 ,4.
	 GRANDMOTHER’S	REALTY	TRUST	 	 	 	
CANTILLO,	ANTHONY	V.	&	ELMA	O.	 7-6-A	 ,700	 ,000	 64.7
CARDILLO,	LEO	&	BOBBEE	LEE	 0-6	 684,000	 	 ,0.40
CARRIGAN,	DONALD	&	DONNA	G.	 7-8	 74,900	 ,000	 ,8.09
CARRIGAN,	DONALD	&	DONNA	G.	 7-9	 9,00	 	 49.
4	 ANNUAL	REPORT
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
CARROLL,	JAMES	&	HEATHER	 6-0	 7,400	 	 ,9.44
CARROTHERS,	CAROLYN	A.	&	MARK	 7-48-C	 ,400	 ,000	 664.64
CARUSONE,	JOSEPH	H.	&	JANIS	W.	 9-8-	 4,00	 7,600	 ,.
CASEY,	JEFFREY	 7--C-	 ,7,400	 	 ,46.94
CASS,	FRANKLIN	D.	&	ARLENE	E.	 -0-N	 ,000	 7,600	 ,0.4
CASSIDY,	CAROL	A.	PR,	STEER	HAROLD	0-4-A	 49,400	 ,000	 ,669.04
CATALINI,	MARK	&	ANGELA	 7-9	 6,00	 	 499.4
CAVIS	POINT,	LLC	 -	 ,480,000	 	 0,788.00
CENTRAL	MAINE	POWER	RE	DEPT.	 00-00	 ,879,600	 	 ,86.76
CHAMBERLAIN,	THOMAS	&	JANET	 0-	 80,900	 	 ,800.79
CHAMBERS,	S.	JAMES,	TRUSTEE	 7-80	 7,00	 	 ,07.8
	 CHAMBERS	SHORE-LEAVE	TRUST	 	 	 	
CHANCE,	CECILIA	 4-0	 664,00	 	 ,09.
CHANCE,	CECILLA	 -6	 9,600	 	 600.6
CHANTERELLE,	LLC		 -09-A	 74,600	 	 ,0.06
	 C/O	KIRSTEN	DENNEY	 	 	 	
CHANTERELLE,	LLC	 -	 776,00	 	 ,40.9
	 C/O	KIRSTEN	DENNEY	 	 	 	
CHASSE,	NICHOLAS	J.	&	JEANETTE	 -0-M	 44,600	 	 ,7.06
CHASSE,	R.	FRED	&	MILDRED	 4--A	 00	 	 .
CHASSE,	R.	FRED	&	MILDRED	 4-	 68,00	 	 ,.6
CHENEY,	TIMOTHY	 7-	 9,00	 	 96.
CHENEY,	TIMOTHY	W.	 7-4	 8,700	 	 7.67
CHENEY,	TIMOTHY	W.	 7-	 ,0,400	 	 ,4.4
CHESTER,	PHILIP	S.,	MARBLE,	EMILY	T.	 6-	 00	 	 0.6
CHESTER,	PHILIP	S.,	MARBLE,	EMILY	T.	 6-6	 6,900	 	 ,4.99
CHRISMAN	FAMILY	REALTY	TRUST	 0-09	 ,08,700	 	 ,88.97
	 C/O	ROBERT	GREGORY	ESQ,TRUSTEE	 	 	
CHRISTENSEN,	GUNNAR	 4-0-E	 78,900	 	 44.9
CHRISTENSEN,	MICHELE	M.	TRUSTEE	 0-0	 94,00	 	 ,89.7
	 MICHELE	M.	CHRISTENSEN	TRUST	 	 	 	
CHRISTIE,	THOMAS	C.	&	JANINA	E.	 -06-M	 7,00	 	 .6
CHRISTMAS	COVE	LAND	 7-4-A	 6,700	 	 0.7
	 INVESTMENTS,	LLC	 	 	 	
CHRISTMAS	COVE	LLC	 0-6	 894,00	 	 ,77.9
	 C/O	HERBERT	SEARS	 	 	 	
CHRISTMAS	COVE	PROP.,L.L.C.	 09-9	 77,700	 	 ,790.87
	 C/O	ANDREW	M.	DRUKKER	 	 	 	
CHRISTOPOULOS,	LINDA	 4-04-A	 40,00	 	 ,4.
CHURCH,	RICHARD	&	MARILYN	 -8-A	 ,800	 	 ,76.78
	 MOORHOUSE,	HENRY	&	ELIZABETH	 	 	 	
CHURCH,	RICHARD	A.,	TRUSTEE	 -6	 84,000	 	 60.40
	 DOROTHY	B.	CHURCH	TRUST	 	 	 	
CHURCH,	RICHARD	A.,	TRUSTEE	 -6-A	 6,700	 	 67.77
	 DOROTHY	B.	CHURCH	TRUST	 	 	 	
CHURCH,	RICHARD	TRUST	 9-8-	 40,00	 7,600	 ,47.7
	 C/O	FIRST	ADVISORS	 	 	 	
CLAAR,	JANET	L.	 -0-D	 6,800	 7,600	 ,067.0
CLAMPITT,	ETAL	 -9	 9,400	 	 9.74
	 C/O	RICHARD	CLAMPITT	 	 	 	
CLAMPITT,	JEANNE,	TRUSTEE	 -	 69,700	 	 ,98.07
	 JEANNE	C.	CLAMPITT	REVOCABLE	TRUST	 	 	 	
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 
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CLARK	ET	AL	 -	 ,04,00	 	 4,66.0
CLARK,	JULIET	KELSEY	 9--A	 7,00	 ,000	 640.
CLIFFORD,	ROBERT	&	CYNTHIA	 9-48	 7,400	 ,000	 8.44
COASTAL	PROPERTY	HOLDINGS,	LLC	 -09	 9,00	 	 9.
COLE,	EUGENIE	W.	 7-7	 60,00	 ,000	 77.
COLE,	EUGENIE	W.	 7-6	 ,00	 	 406.4
COLE,	EUGENIE	W.	&	MARY	W.		 9-44	 4,00	 	 .0
	 WESTON	FAMILY	TRUST	 	 	 	
COLE,	EUGENIE	W.	&	MARY	W.	 -0	 6,700	 	 7.77
	 WESTON	FAMILY	TRUST	 	 	 	
COLLENS,	JONATHAN	L.,	JR.TRUSTEE	 07-	 ,4,800	 	 4,76.88
	 IRREVOCABLE	TRUST	 	 	 	
COLLINS,	ELIZABETH	B.	&	STEVEN	B.	 -04-A	 47,700	 	 ,474.67
	 STEVEN	B.,TRUSTEES,	 	 	 	
COMMUNITY	HOUSE	UNION	CHURCH	 4--	 ,00	 ,00	 0.00
CONANT,	994	FAMILY	 8-0-D	 ,0,600	 	 7,6.86
	 PARTNERSHIP	LTD	 	 	 	
CONNELL,	WILLIAM	F.	&	MARRILYN	L.		0-6-A	 478,700	 7,600	 ,49.4
CONROY,	MICHAEL	S.,	PR	 9-4-A	 7,00	 	 ,04.6
	 CAROLYN	B.	CONROY	 	 	 	
COOPER,	ALWYN	B.	 -0	 98,00	 	 ,4.7
COOPER,	MICHAEL	&	CONNIE	 9-8-	 46,400	 ,000	 ,8.74
COOPERSMITH,	JUNE	R.	 0-44	 6,700	 ,000	 947.67
COOSE,	CHRISOPHER	&	 7-69	 9,00	 	 ,.
	 SILVERMAN,	LISA	 	 	 	
CORREA,	A.G.A.,	TRUSTEE	QUALIFIED	 6-6	 ,,00	 	 6,8.9
	 PERSONAL	RESIDENCE	TRUST
CORTESE,	GLEN	 4-6-A	 76,700	 	 87.77
COULSTON,	CANDACE	 -0-A	 06,00	 	 68.9
COVE	COTTAGE	TRUST	 08-	 86,00	 	 ,97.
	 C/O	ELIZABETH	BREWER	 	 	 	
COVENEY,	JOEL	&	BETSY	J.	 -07	 687,00	 	 ,0.
COVINGTON,	WILLIAM	&	ANN	 4-60	 48,800	 ,000	 ,047.8
COWAN	REALTY	II,	LLC	 6-0	 746,900	 	 ,.9
COWAN	REALTY	LLC	 7-7	 ,4,900	 	 6,9.99
COWAN	REALTY	LLC	 6--A	 ,000,000	 	 ,00.00
COWAN	REALTY	LLC	 7-8-A	 48,000	 	 48.80
	 COWAN,	RORY	J.,	MANAGER	 	 	 	
COWAN,	CHARLOTTE	C.	TRUSTEE	 -0	 709,00	 	 ,98.
	 COWAN	FAMILY	SOUTH	BRISTOL	0	IRREV	TRUST	 	 	 	
COWAN,	CHARLOTTE	C.	TRUSTEE	 -	 47,800	 	 48.8
	 COWAN	FAMILY	SOUTH	BRISTOL	0	IRREV	TR	 	 	 	
COWAN,	CHARLOTTE	C.	TRUSTEE	 -08	 9,400	 	 40.4
	 COWAN	FAMILY	SOUTH	BRISTOL	0	IRREV	TR	 	 	 	
COWAN,	CHARLOTTE	C.	TRUSTEE	 -0	 ,98,00	 	 6,070.4
	 COWAN	FAMILY	SOUTH	BRISTOL	0	IRREV	TR	 	 	 	
COWAN,	CHARLOTTE	C.	TRUSTEE	 -	 8,800	 	 6.68
	 COWAN	FAMILY	SOUTH	BRISTOL	0	IRREV	TR	 	 	 	
COWAN,	CHARLOTTE	C.	TRUSTEE	 -4	 ,000	 	 .0
	 COWAN	FAMILY	SOUTH	BRISTOL	0	IRREV	TR	 	 	 	
COWAN,	RORY	J.	 -0-E	 70,000	 	 7.00
CRAIB,	RODERICK,	JR.	&	LUCILLE	K.	 9-7	 88,00	 ,000	 89.0
6	 ANNUAL	REPORT
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
CRAIB,	RODERICK,	JR.	&	LUCILLE	K.	 9-08	 9,800	 	 84.8
CRAIB,	RODERICK,	JR.	&	LUCILLE	K.	 9-7-D	 90,000	 	 ,8.00
CRAIG,	SCOTT	A.	&	CYNTHIA	P.	 -8-B	 89,800	 	 ,767.68
CROCELLI	W.,	WARNER	D.,	&	 09-	 49,000	 	 ,.0
	 POOR,	EDWARD	E.	 	 	 	
CRONIN,	ELENA	R.	 09-0-E	 ,99,00	 	 ,77.
CUMMINGS,	BRUCE	&	KAREN	E.	 0-7	 ,00	 	 ,089.0
CUNNINGHAM,	MICHAEL	C.	 -08-A	 84,800	 7,600	 ,9.
	 VICTORIA	C.	 	 	 	
CURRAN,	ROBERT	PAUL	 8--A	 ,00	 	 69.
	 OWENS,	MARY	BETH	 	 	 	
CURTIS,	STEPHEN	J.	&	BRIDGET	M.	 9-8-0	 89,000	 	 7.90
CURTIS,	THOMAS	H.	&	DEBORAH	A.	 8-09	 68,600	 	 ,04.66
CUSHING,	ARTHUR	A.	&	HOLLY	J.	 9-9-A	 7,800	 ,000	 808.48
CUTLER,	SARAH	R.	&		 7-77	 4,00	 	 ,77.8
	 RICE,	CHARLOTTE	A.	 	 	 	
DAILINGER,	ELIZABETH	H.	 08--A	 00	 	 .
	 GARRELS,	CYNTHIA	ANN	 	 	 	
DAILINGER,	ELIZABETH	H.	 08-6	 ,00	 	 ,708.4
	 GARRELS,	CYNTHIA	ANN	 	 	 	
DALE,	SUSAN	 0-06-B	 ,4,600	 	 ,4.06
DALE,	SUSAN	 0-8	 ,690,400	 	 ,40.4
DALEY	PAMELA	 6-9	 ,680,700	 	 ,0.7
DALEY,	PAMELA	0	REAL	EST	TRUST	 0-8	 4,469,00	 	 ,8.4
DAMARISCOTTA	BANK	&	TRUST	 7-	 7,800	 	 ,66.8
DAMARISCOTTA	RIVER	ASSOCIATION	 -0	 7,000	 7,000	 0.00
DAMARISCOTTA	RIVER	ASSOCIATION	 -09-A	 ,76,800	,76,800	 0.00
DAMARISCOTTA	RIVER	ASSOCIATION	 6-	 ,009,00	,009,00	 0.00
DAMARISCOTTA	RIVER	ASSOCIATION	 6-7-B	 0,800	 0,800	 0.00
DAMARISCOTTA	RIVER	ASSOCIATION	 9-08	 960,600	 960,600	 0.00
DAMARISCOTTA	RIVER	ASSOCIATION	 0--A	 66,00	 66,00	 0.00
DAMARISCOTTA	RIVER	ASSOCIATION	 09-0-F	 ,700	 ,700	 0.00
DAMARISCOTTA	RIVER	ASSOCIATION	 -	 7,00	 7,00	 0.00
DAMARISCOTTA	RIVER	ASSOCIATION	 0-9	 87,00	 87,00	 0.00
DAMARISCOTTA	RIVER	ASSOCIATION	 -	 664,00	 664,00	 0.00
DAMON,	C.W.	&	ZEIGLER	A.	 0-0	 490,00	 	 ,9.9
	 TRUSTEES	SPRUCETOPS	TRUST	 	 	 	
DARA	PROPERTY	 0-0	 70,600	 70,600	 0.00
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 	 	 	
DARSON,	THOMAS	&	 -8	 ,77,00	 	 ,8.0
	 BERNSTEIN,	SEYMOUR	A.	 	 	 	
DARSON,	THOMAS	&	 -7	 ,00	 	 7.7
	 BERNSTEIN.	SEYMOUR	A.	 	 	 	
DAVIS,	JAMES	T.	 -9	 94,00	 ,000	 68.
DAVIS,	JANET	 0-6	 4,00	 ,000	 46.
DAVIS,	JEANNE	&	RODRICK,	MARILANE	-06-E	 40,900	 7,600	 ,8.
	 TRS	JEANNE	CAHILL	DAVIS	TRUST	&	
	 DAVIS,	JEANNE	C.	 	 	 	
DAY,	JONATHAN	 -	 ,,00	 ,000	 4,0.4
DAY,	RUSSELL	B.	 0-48	 ,777,400	 	 ,09.94
DEAN,	DAVID	J.	&	JANICE	E.	 0-40	 ,000	 	 .0
DEAN,	DAVID	J.	&	JANICE	E.	 0-6	 ,800	 ,000	 ,06.48
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 7
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DEAN,	LOUISE	M.	TRUST	 7-9-A	 ,00	 	 6.4
	 REVOCABLE	LIVING	TRUST	 	 	 	
DEBOLT	DAVID	A.,	TRUSTEE	 08-0	 890,00	 	 ,79.
	 DAVID	A.	DEBOLT	TRUST	0	 	 	 	
DEE,	JOSEPH	 -6	 8,900	 7,600	 09.
DENOTO,	THOMAS	G.	&	 4-8	 07,800	 	 94.8
	 BLAISDELL-DENOTO,	DONNA	L.	 	 	 	
DEVONSHIRE	REALTY	TRUST	 -9-A	 ,69,800	 	 4,866.8
DEVONSHIRE	REALTY	TRUST	 -9	 6,00	 	 00.6
DEY,	ETAL	 08-0	 90,700	 	 ,84.7
DIDIO,	JOHN,	PETERS-DIDIO,	INDIRA	 9-09-A	 89,00	 	 86.
DIDIO,	LAURA	 9-09	 6,00	 	 .8
DIDONATO,	PAUL	J.	&	JUDITH	A.	 0-0	 ,978,000	 	 6,.80
DIFFIN,	JAMES	T.	 09-0	 ,8,700	 	 4,087.97
DINSMORE,	WENDY	L	&	TIMOTHY	S	 -04-Y	 6,00	 	 80.9
DINSMORE,	WENDY	LONGE	&	TIMOTHY	-04-B	 9,00	 ,000	 .
DION,	DEVEREAUX	 4-4	 9,400	 ,000	 869.4
DJOKICH,	JOANN	J.	 7-	 4,800	 	 66.88
DODGE,	DAVID	 4-6	 90,600	 	 80.86
DODGE,	DOUGLAS	W.	&	MARY	S.	 9-49	 ,700	 7,600	 48.
DODGE,	LARRY	 9-	 0,00	 ,000	 67.8
DODGE,	MARY	SUE	&	KRISTEN	NOEL	 0-0	 8,00	 	 707.
DOWD,	SALLIE	P.,	TRUSTEE	 7-07	 46,00	 	 ,44.
	 SALLIE	P.	DOWD	REVOCABLE	TRUST	0	 	 	 	
DREWETTE,	IAN	W.	&	LYNN	V.,	 -06-G	 ,40,000	 7,600	 ,789.44
	 TRUSTEES,	LIVING	DREWETTE	TRUSTS	 	 	 	
DRUKKER,	LOIS	C.,	TRUSTEE	 09-7	 ,,00	 	 ,78.
	 LOIS	C.	DRUKKER	LIVING	TRUST	 	 	 	
DRW,	LLC	 7-0	 ,700	 	 77.7
DUDLEY,	DANA	O.	 -0	 8,00	 	 80.
DUNN,	LINDA	MARIE	&	 -4	 9,000	 	 ,.0
	 HADLEY,	DANIEL	MARTIN	 	 	 	
DURGIN,	PAUL	&	ELLEN	 8-4	 ,00,00	 ,000	 ,77.4
DURGIN,	TRISTAN	C.	&	 9-8-4	 74,600	 	 .6
	 DURGIN,	ELLEN	C.	 	 	 	
EASTMAN,	ANDREW	L.	&	RUTHANN	 -	 77,600	 	 40.6
	 HESSELSCHWERDT,	PETER	&	MARTA		 	 	
EASTMAN,	ANDREW	L.	&	RUTHANN	 -09	 8,000	 	 88.0
	 TRUSTEES,	0	REVOCABLE	TRUST	 	 	 	
EATON,	JEAN	K.	 0-08-B	 96,00	 	 97.9
EATON,	JONATHAN	M.	&	KATHERINE	W.	0-08-A	 ,400	 	 ,00.4
EDWARDS,	DONALD	E.	 7-9	 99,800	 7,600	 ,804.8
	 BEAN,	SUSAN	M.	 	 	 	
EDWARDS,	DONALD	E.,	BEAN,	SUSAN	 7-8	 84,700	 	 88.7
EGAN,	PAMELA	A.	 7-7	 6,700	 ,000	 947.67
EGGERS,	JAMES	W.	&	VICTORIA	I.	 0-0-C	 ,6,00	 	 7,009.7
ELEMENTARY	SCHOOL	 0-4	 ,60,00	,60,00	 0.00
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 	 	 	
ELIZABETH	Y.	&	SHERBROOKE	Y.,	 -0-A	 48,600	 	 0.66
	 TRUSTEES	CLIFFORDS	COVE	FAMILY	TRUST	 	 	 	
ELMER,	THOMAS	N.	TRUST	 -8	 ,0,800	 	 ,877.48
	 BROWN,	DOROTHEA	E.	 	 	 	
8	 ANNUAL	REPORT
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
ELMER,	THOMAS	N.	TRUST	 -7	 49,00	 	 ,6.0
ELSTON,	JAMES	 0-08	 6,000	 	 4.60
ELSTON,	JAMES	TRUSTEE	 0-09	 64,400	 	 ,9.64
	 ELSTON	FAMILY	RIVERSIDE	TRUST	 	 	 	
ELWIN,	WALTER	&	JANET	 -	 70,400	 7,600	 ,78.68
EMERY,	CAROL	 -08	 98,00	 ,000	 80.0
ENDERS,	VILLI	P.	&	CAROL	C.	 9-9-A	 76,600	 	 7.46
EON,	DAVID	P.	 9-46	 7,400	 	 84.4
EON,	DAVID	P.	TRUSTEE	 8--A	 ,96,00	 	 6,00.
	 CLARK	ROAD	REALTY	TRUST	 	 	 	
EON,	DAVID	P.,	SR.	 9-46C	 7,900	 	 .89
EON,	DAVID	P.,	SR.	 7-09	 ,00	 	 ,09.8
ERSKINE,	HARDEN	 4-	 7,600	 ,000	 ,.6
	 PETER	&	KIMBERLY	 	 	 	
ESCHAUZIER,	KRISTIN,	TR	 04-	 4,400	 	 ,40.44
	 ALEXANDER	INNER	HERON	REALTY	TR	 	 	 	
ESTABROOK,	GLENN	A.	&	LYNDA	 0-7-A	 ,600	 ,000	 7.06
EUGLEY,	LEONARD	A.	&	BEVERLY	A.	 -8	 86,00	 7,600	 8.
EUGLEY,	ROBERT	&	JEANNE	 9-0-E	 7,700	 7,600	 60.
EVANS	MAINE	LLC	 9-8-	 89,800	 	 78.8
EVANS	MAINE	LLC	 9-8-	 88,700	 	 74.97
EVANS	MAINE	LLC	 9-8-04	 87,800	 	 ,70.8
EVANS	SAND	COVE	REALTY	TR	 08-08-A	 ,7,000	 	 4,08.70
	 C/O	LISA	P.	EVANS	 	 	 	
FAIRSEAL,	LLC	 --E	 ,69,900	 	 ,0.69
	 C/O	SHAW,	DORIS	S.	 	 	 	
FALCONER,	HAROLD	A.	&	JUDITH	 4-	 7,000	 ,000	 ,8.40
FALCONER,	JACOB	A.	&	 4-8	 0,400	 	 6.4
	 ELIZABETH	E.R.	 	 	 	
FALCONER,	JACOB	A.	&	 4-9	 7,700	 	 84.7
	 ELIZABETH	E.R.	 	 	 	
FALLON,	EDWARD	P.	&	MARY	L.	 -0-H	 6,600	 	 97.6
FALLON,	MARK	&	ANNE	 -06-B	 849,400	 	 ,6.4
FARRIN	FAMILY	REALTY	TRUST	 7-09	 96,800	 	 90.08
	 C/O	JUDITH	JANOO	 	 	 	
FARRIN	FAMILY	REALTY	TRUST	 7-09-C	 0,600	 	 6.86
	 C/O	JUDITH	JANOO	 	 	 	
FARRIN,	BARBARA	 7-4	 44,400	 ,000	 ,8.4
FARRIN,	BRIAN	 9-9-A	 7,600	 	 .6
FARRIN,	BRIAN	A.	 9--B	 8,700	 ,000	 70.87
FARRIN,	BRIAN	A.		 9-	 ,400	 	 4.4
	 FARRIN,	BRUCE	A.	JR.	 	 	 	
FARRIN,	BRIAN	A.	 9-6	 ,00	 	 68.
	 FARRIN,	BRUCE	A.	JR.	 	 	 	
FARRIN,	BRIAN	A.	 9--C	 87,00	 	 7.
	 FARRIN,	BRUCE	A.	JR.	 	 	 	
FARRIN,	BRUCE	 09-06	 68,400	 	 ,948.04
FARRIN,	BRUCE	&	JUDITH	 9-	 ,800	 	 9.68
FARRIN,	BRUCE	&	JUDITH	 9--D	 7,400	 	 4.44
FARRIN,	BRUCE	A.	JR.	 9-9	 7,600	 	 .6
FARRIN,	BRUCE	A.	JR.	 9--A	 4,800	 ,000	 7.78
FARRIN,	JACQUELINE	 7-07	 97,000	 	 00.70
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 9
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
FARRIN,	JACQUELINE	 7-08	 60,600	 ,000	 77.76
FARRIN,	JANICE	M.	 7-4	 6,700	 	 0.7
FARRIN,	JR.	BRUCE	A.	 9-6	 ,00	 	 47.4
FARRIN,	JUDITH	E.	 9-	 90,900	 ,000	 7.69
FARRIN,	KENNETH	G.,	JR.	 0-0-A	 46,00	 	 44.
FARRIN,	LEONA	J.	 0-0	 ,900	 	 470.89
FARRIN,	NANCY	 4-4	 6,00	 	 ,6.
FARRIN,	NANCY	ET	AL	 9-6	 ,00	 	 4.
FARRIN,	PAUL	T.	&	PAULINE	I.	 7-09-F	 09,00	 7,600	 9.96
FARRIN,	RICHARD	A.	 7-09-E	 0,700	 ,000	 99.07
FARRIN,	RICHARD	A.	 7-	 8,00	 	 80.
FARRIN,	SAMUEL	B.	C/O	LAURIE	LYON	 7-08-A	 ,00	 	 .
FARRIN,	SCOTT	 -9	 67,700	 ,000	 48.77
FEINSTEIN,	JENNIE	DAPICE	 -	 0,600	 	 67.6
FERRY,	GEORGE	JACKSON	 -A	 9,800	 	 ,84.8
FIELD,	BURKE	R.	&	MARYJANE	 7-49	 ,4,000	 ,000	 ,79.0
FILLER,	MATTHEW	P.	&	KAREN	S.	 9-8-4	 49,00	 ,000	 ,494.8
FINK,	KENNETH,	JR.	&	JOAN	 7-06	 4,800	 	 ,07.98
FINK,	LLOYD	&	NIMA	F.	 7-06-A	 08,000	 	 4.80
	 C/O	KENNETH	FINK	 	 	 	
FIRE	STATION		 4-8	 9,00	 9,00	 0.00
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 	 	 	
FISHELL,	GORDON	ET	AL	 04-0	 9,00	 	 ,609.8
FISHER,	BETH	 8-	 ,,900	 ,000	 ,89.9
FISHER,	BETH	 4-8	 9,00	 	 96.0
FISHER,	BETH	 -8-A	 ,78,600	 	 ,9.6
FISHER,	BETH	 8-0	 70,000	 	 7.00
FISHER,	ELIZABETH	J.	 4-0	 4,000	 	 7.0
FISHERMANS	REALTY	IV	 7-	 ,469,700	 	 4,6.07
FISKE,	BRADLEY	S.	 7-	 68,00	 	 8.4
FITZGERALD,	LEE	E.,	TRUSTEE	 -09	 8,600	 	 ,9.6
	 LEE	EDWARD	FITZGERALD	LIVING	TR	 	 	 	
FLORY,	KATHLEEN	&	ROBERT	 0-	 ,09,00	 ,000	 6,448.6
FLOWER,	KENNETH	B.	&	RHONDA	G.	 7--B	 66,900	 	 ,7.9
FLOWER,	KENNETH,	SR.	&	RHONDA	 7-08-E	 88,400	 ,000	 89.94
FOLLAYTTAR,	CHERYL	SMITH,	TTEE	 -04	 67,00	 	 8.6
	 CHERYL	SMITH	FOLLLAYTTAR	FAMILY	TRUST	 	 	 	
FOLLAYTTAR,	CHERYL	SMITH,	TTEE	 -0	 477,900	 	 ,48.49
	 CHERYL	SMITH	FOLLAYTTAR	FAMILY	TRUST
FORSTROM,	ROGER	 9-0	 ,900	 	 49.99
FOSSETT,	JAMES	O.	&	MEREDITH	 7-6	 66,800	 	 87.08
FOSSETT,	JAMES	O.	&	MEREDITH	 7-7	 8,00	 	 80.
FOSSETT,	LOIS	 -	 68,800	 	 .8
FOSSETT,	MICHAEL	J.	&	COURTNEY	N.	 7-76	 4,00	 	 787.7
FOSSETT,	VALERIE	J.	 7-70	 ,00	 	 69.7
FOSTER,		PATRICIA	W.	 4-	 967,400	 7,600	 ,944.8
FOSTER,	DOLORES	 0-0	 66,00	 	 ,049.7
FOSTER,	GERALD	 7-69	 6,900	 	 .9
	 C/O	DONNA	HENRICH	 	 	 	
FOSTER,	GREGORY	L.		 -	 40,00	 	 4.
FOSTER,	GREGORY	L.	 -0	 66,600	 ,000	 ,877.6
FOULKE,	MAURICE	&	ANDREA	 09-07	 64,600	 	 ,99.6
0	 ANNUAL	REPORT
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
FOULKE,	MAURICE	&	ANDREA	 09-0-D	 0,00	 	 4.
FOX,	MARK	S.	&	SHARI	E.	 -0-B	 80,400	 	 ,79.4
FRAME,	TONYA	A.	&	MICHAEL	S.	 4-08	 8,00	 	 6.7
FRASCA,	RN	DAMON	&	FAITH	D	 04-8	 7,00	 	 844.7
	 HERON	ISLAND	LODGE	TRUST	 	 	 	
FRASCA,	RN	DAMON	&	FAITH	D	 0-06	 80,000	 	 868.00
	 HERON	ISLAND	LODGE	TRUST	 	 	 	
FRASER,	ROBERT,	VINCENT,	LINDA	 -4	 06,00	 7,600	 ,.9
FRENCH,	LOUIS	R.	TRUST	 0-08	 94,00	 	 ,84.
FREY,	NELLIE	 09-4	 04,00	 	 6.9
FREY,	STEVEN	A.	P.R.	 	 	 	
FRIEDEL,	PETER	G.	&	JANE	 7-8	 66,00	 	 ,90.
FROST,	RICHARD	A.	REALTY	TRUST	 0-	 04,00	 	 94.
GAGNON,	PAUL	 9-08-B	 8,000	 ,000	 849.40
GALLUZZO,	JAMES	E.	&	EMILY	W.	 0-9-0	 608,900	 	 ,887.9
GALLUZZO,	JAMES	E.	&	EMILY	W.	 0-9-04	 09,00	 	 98.8
	 JANES,	LAWRENCE	E.	&	MONACO,	NINA	J.	 	 	 	
GAMAGE	HEIRS	 6-8	 47,00	 	 766.
GAMAGE,	ADAM	&	TORY	 8--B	 8,000	 ,000	 87.00
GAMAGE,	ARNOLD	&	GLORIA	 4-	 9,900	 7,600	 97.
	 FAMILY	TRUST	 	 	 	
GAMAGE,	ARNOLD	L.,	JR.	&	GAIL	P.	 0-	 04,800	 ,000	 600.78
GAMAGE,	GREGORY	 7-9-A	 8,900	 	 76.9
GAMAGE,	TRAVIS	L.	&	TRUDY	L.	 7-48-H	 ,900	 	 66.09
GAMAGE,	TROY	 -4	 7,900	 ,000	 4.9
GANSON-MYSHKIN,	NATALIA	 7-8	 90,600	 	 ,80.86
GARBER,	JOHN	ETAL	 0-	 ,7,600	 	 7,8.6
GARDNER,	NOAH	G	&	CALEB	P	 -09	 ,47,400	 	 0,764.44
GARDNER,	ROBERT	&	ADELE,	TTEES		 -09B	 49,700	 	 ,4.07
	 ROBERT	G.	GARDNER	REVOC	TR	987	
GARDNER,	ROBERT	&	ADELE,	TTEES	 -09C	 ,79,000	 	 6,74.90
	 ROBERT	G.	GARDNER	REVOC	TR	987
GARDNER,	ROBERT	G.,	TRUSTEE	 -08	 6,00	 	 8.
	 ROBERT	G.	GARDNER	SEAL	COVE	TR	994	 	 	 	
GARRISON,	BRIAN	S.	&	LISA	G.	 -0	 ,96,00	 	 4,7.9
GAWLE,	EDWARD	 0-9	 40,00	 	 ,04.9
GEM	ISLAND	REAL	ESTATE	TRUST	 9-06	 9,00	 	 ,84.
	 C/O	MARK	VILLA	 	 	 	
GENTHNER,	MICHAEL	 7-09-B	 ,800	 ,000	 69.68
GIFFORD,	ET	AL	 09-	 60,00	 	 497.
GILBERT,	CLAY	&	JANE	 7-4	 ,400	 ,000	 68.4
GILMORE,	VIRGINIE	S.	ET	AL	 4-8	 4,09,900	 ,000	 ,489.9
GIORDANO,	WILLIAM	M.	 7-4	 407,400	 	 ,6.94
	 REVOCABLE	LIVING	TRUST	 	 	 	
GLENDINNING	JAMES	E.	&	MELISSA	D.	 7-	 09,00	 ,000	 94.
GLENDINNING,	HELEN	VIOLA	 -0-K	 64,600	 	 00.6
GLENDINNING,	SHAWN	A.	 7-6	 6,00	 	 8.
GLENDINNING,	WILLIAM	B.	&	HELEN	V.	7-	 6,900	 	 8.89
GLENDINNING,	WILLIAM	B.	&	HELEN	V.	-0-H	 7,000	 	 0.0
GLENDINNING,	WILLIAM	B.	&	HELEN	V.	7-7	 4,400	 	 48.4
GLENDINNING,	WILLIAM	B.	&	HELEN	V.	-0-F	 70,000	 	 7.00
GLENDINNING,	WILLIAM	B.	&	HELEN	V.	7-8	 0,00	 7,600	 906.7
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
GLENDINNING,	WILLIAM	E.	 7-	 88,00	 	 894.
GLENDINNING,	WILLIAM	O.	 -0-D	 466,000	 	 ,444.60
GLUSKER,	DAVID	J.	&	JULIE	P.	 -0-L	 6,00	 	 0.8
GONYEA,	ROBERT	J.	&	LORRAINE	S.	 9-8-8	 8,600	 	 6.06
	 TRUSTEES,	GONYEA	FAMILY	TRUST	 	 	 	
GONYEA,	ROBERT	J.	&	LORRAINE	S.	 9-8-7	 404,800	 ,000	 ,0.78
	 TRUSTEES,	GONYEA	FAMILY	TRUST	 	 	 	
GOODYEAR,	HENRY	M.,	JR.	&		 08-09	 ,,00	 	 ,479.7
	 JANET	C.	ET	AL	 	 	
GORALNIK,	JACK	C.	&	CAROL	ANN	 --A	 4,00	 	 9.8
GORALNIK,	JACK	C.	&	CAROL	ANN	 -	 600,00	 	 ,860.9
GORRELL,	REBECCA	&	L	GREGORY		 08-8	 9,00	 	 8.
GOULETTE,	RENE	 0-	 88,00	 ,000	 49.
GOULETTE,	RENE	 9-46B	 ,400	 	 79.44
GOWEN,	KRISTIN	S.	 9-6	 0,800	 ,000	 9.48
GRANFIELD,	LISA	 7-6-F	 78,00	 ,000	 8.6
GRAVES,	SAMUEL	T.	&	ELIZABETH	C.	 7-	 40,800	 ,000	 ,4.8
GREENBERG,	DAVID	&	MARY	L.C.	 0-9-08	 09,00	 	 98.8
GREENBERG,	DAVID	&	MARY	L.C.	 0-9-07	 09,00	 	 98.8
GREENBERG,	DAVID	&	MARY	L.C.	 0-9-09	 09,00	 	 98.8
GREENBERG,	PATRICIA	T.	 -	 6,00	 	 74.
GREENBERG,	PATRICIA	T.	 -9	 9,000	 	 ,.90
GREENE,	CHERYLL	 4-4	 9,900	 	 ,0.69
GREENE,	DEBRA	 9-7-C	 ,00	 ,000	 66.8
GREENE,	ELIZABETH	A.,	ETAL	 -0	 760,900	 	 ,8.79
GREENE,	SHARON	D.	 7-7	 64,000	 	 88.40
GREENE,	SHARON	D.	 9-0	 68,000	 	 0.80
GREENE,	SHARON	D.	 7-44	 ,00	 	 0.8
	 SHERMAN,	EDWARD	&	ALICE	H.	 	 	 	
GREENE,	SYLVIA	G.	 -9	 ,,600	 7,600	 4,70.80
GROVES,	JUDITH	E.	 9-8-8	 78,00	 7,600	 ,7.
GROVES,	M.	DUANE	&	RUTH	C.	 -8-C	 6,00	 	 ,66.
GULDEN,	TYLER	K.	&	KATHLEEN	B.	 9-7-A	 74,000	 ,000	 8.0
GUNDERSEN,	GUNNAR	&	SALLY	 9-47-A	 4,000	 ,000	 99.0
GUNDERSEN,	GUNNAR	ERIC	 9-4-D	 9,700	 	 87.7
GUNDERSEN,	THOMAS	P.	 9-47-E	 0,00	 	 4.6
GUNN	COTTAGE	CORP.	 04-7-B	 00	 	 0.6
	 C/O	J.	SHERMAN	BARKER	 	 	 	
GUNN	COTTAGE	CORP.	 04-7	 ,600	 	 ,0.06
	 C/O	J.	SHERMAN	BARKER	 	 	 	
GUNN	COTTAGE	CORP.	 04-7-A	 ,00	 	 7.7
	 C/O	J.	SHERMAN	BARKER	 	 	 	
GUNN	COTTAGE	CORP.	 04-06	 00	 	 0.6
	 C/O	J.	SHERMAN	BARKER	 	 	 	
GUTHRIE	ET	AL	 9-8-	 77,700	 	 40.87
GUTHRIE,	ELWIN	A.	&	EILEEN	M.	 9-8-4	 494,00	 ,000	 ,497.6
GUTTENTAG	FAMILY	REALTY	TRUST	 7-0	 ,06,00	 	 ,9.9
GUTTENTAG,	STEVEN	&	 8-0-C	 ,476,700	 	 4,77.77
	 WINICK,	STACY	H.	 	 	 	
GUZZO,	RICHARD	A.	&	NANCY	G.	 4-0	 86,00	 	 886.9
GUZZO,	RICHARD	A.	&	NANCY	G.	 4-9	 ,800	 	 7.78
	 ANNUAL	REPORT
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
HAAS,	DIANNE	L.,	TRUSTEE	 7-6	 9,00	 	 ,.4
	 DLH	TRUST	OF	JUNE	998	 	 	 	
HAGEN,	E.	CHRISTOPHER	 04-0	 7,000	 	 ,60.70
HALEY,	MARGUERITE	 0-	 09,700	 	 40.07
	 C/O	CLAUDIA	FOSSETT	 	 	 	
HALEY,	SHIRLEY	 4-7	 4,900	 7,600	 698.4
HALL,	ANDREA	 7--A	 7,00	 	 7.8
HALM,	DOUGLAS		 0-06	 79,800	 7,600	 0.8
HALM,	DOUGLAS	R.	&	 0-0-A	 ,46,00	 	 ,86.
	 BARKALOW,	DRUSILLA	J.	TEES	 	 	 	
	 DOUGLAS	L.	HALM	FAMILY	TRUST	0	 	 	 	
HALM,	RUSSELL	H.	 0-0-C	 ,77,00	 	 4,69.6
HALM,	RUSSELL	H.	 0-0-B	 ,8,700	 	 4,9.67
HAMILTON,	KENDALL	M.	 -0	 64,00	 	 ,9.9
HAMILTON,	SALLY	G.	&	MARK	I.	 9-7	 ,00	 	 69.6
HAMMOND,	NATHANIEL	T.	&	KAREN	 4-6	 9,00	 ,000	 ,7.
HAMMOND,	RICHARD	C.	 7-8	 08,700	 7,600	 8.4
HAMPDEN,	MICHAEL	D.	&	CENA	S.	 7-68-B	 8,00	 	 6.0
HANEY,	WILLIAM	D.,	RICHARD	P.	&	 4-6	 ,900	 	 ,090.89
	 EMOND,	MARGARET	H.	 	 	 	
HANKS,	WILLIAM	E.	 7-6	 64,00	 	 ,988.6
HARKNESS,	HEATHER	TRUSTEE	 04-	 474,900	 	 ,47.9
	 HERON	ISLAND	REALTY	TRUST	 	 	 	
HARLEY,	LILLIAN	BEARD	&	 0-4	 ,00	 	 76.6
	 BEARD,	RONALD	CURTIS	 	 	 	
HARRINGTON,	ROBERT	J.,	JR.	 08-	 6,400	 	 ,09.4
HARRIS,	HEATHER	H.	 7-6-B	 ,600	 ,000	 6.86
HARRIS,	JOHN	C.	&	MARY	H.	 7-47	 84,00	 7,600	 ,7.9
HARRIS,	JOHN	C.	&	MARY	H.	 9-46-A	 60,00	 	 496.6
HARRISON,	WILLIAM	S.	 0-	 490,600	 	 ,0.86
HARRISON,	WILLIAM	S.	 0-	 00	 	 .
HART,	DAVID	C.	&	SARAH	P.	 -6	 ,7,00	 	 ,.6
	 HART,	STEVEN	&	JENNIFER	C.	 	 	 	
HART,	WALDO	L.,	II	 -7	 ,6,00	 	 4,0.
HART,	WALDO	L.,	II	 -	 98,00	 	 ,908.7
HARTZOG,	GRETCHEN	 07-07	 ,6,000	 	 7,9.0
	 STEINHAGEN	TRUST	 	 	 	
HARTZOG,	JOSHUA	J.	 -07	 ,467,800	 	 4,0.8
HARTZOG,	LARRY	D.	 07-08	 ,,700	 	 4,.7
HASKELL,	PATRICIA	P.	 7-6	 9,900	 	 99.69
HAWKINS,	SHARON	M.	TRUSTEE	 -9	 ,07,00	 	 ,4.
	 MANCHESTER	FAMILY	TRUST	 	 	 	
HAWKS,	STEVEN	H.	 9-7	 04,000	 ,000	 98.0
HEAD	TIDE	COTTAGE,	LLC	 0-06-A	 70,800	 	 ,87.98
HEARD,	PERRIN	B.	 08-7-A	 8,700	 	 ,806.7
HEARD,	PERRIN,	TRUSTEE	 08-7	 ,4,00	 	 4,440.7
	 BAGG	FAMILY	TRUST	 	 	 	
HEARTH,	CHRYS	 9-47-B	 660,00	 ,000	 ,0.4
HENRICKSEN,	ALBERT	N.	&	KAREN	L.	 9-0-B	 76,900	 	 48.9
HENRY,	BUSHNELL	P.	&	 4-09	 7,800	 	 ,7.8
	 STASZ,	BUSHNELL	BIRD	ETAL	 	 	 	
HERALD,	DARICK	F.	 --B	 40,400	 	 4.4
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 
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HERON	ISLAND	RE	TRUST	 0-0	 ,00	 	 7.0
	 C/O	EDMUND	H.	DAMON	 	 	 	
HERON	ISLAND	RE	TRUST	 0-08	 8,00	 	 ,606.4
HERON	ISLAND	RS	TRUST	 0-0	 490,900	 	 ,.79
	 C/O	EDMUND	H.	DAMON	 	 	 	
HERON	ISLAND	TRUST	 04-	 09,800	 	 ,80.8
	 C/O	JENKINSON,	RICHARD	ETAL	 	 	 	
HERON	ISLAND	VILLAGE	 -7	 6,00	 	 60.
	 IMPROVEMENT	SOCIETY	 	 	 	
HERSEY,	STANLEY	L.	JR.	&	ALISON	J.	 -04	 6,000	 	 ,0.60
HESSELSCHWERDT,	PETER	L.	&	MARTA	-4	 8,900	 	 ,00.9
HEWINS	PROPERTIES,	LLC	 7-	 88,00	 	 89.4
HEWINS,	CHARLES	K.,	JR.	 6-08	 0,400	 	 7.4
	 HEWINS,	FRANCES	R.	PR	 	 	 	
HEWINS,	CHARLES	K.,	JR.	 6-	 6,00	 ,000	 ,68.
	 HEWINS,	FRANCES	A.,	PR	 	 	 	
HEYL,	PETER	S.	&	ADAIR	R.	 6-09	 ,6,700	 	 ,6.47
HIGH	ISLAND	CORP	 4-7	 ,,800	 	 6,87.8
	 C/O	ALISON	LAHNSTON	 	 	 	
HIGH	ISLAND	CORP	 4-6	 ,9,800	 	 7,46.98
	 C/O	ALISON	LAHNSTON	 	 	 	
HIGH	ISLAND	CORP.	&	SHELDON,	C.	 4--A	 7,800	 	 .8
	 GILMORE	ETAL	 	 	 	
HINCK,	CLAUS	F.,	IV	&	ANN	R.	 09-	 ,000	 ,000	 744.00
HINES,	MICHAEL	S.	&	LAUREN	J.	 9-8-0	 7,00	 	 4.7
HIRSCH,	E.	DONALD	JR.	&	MARY	 -0	 84,600	 	 ,6.6
HIRSCH,	E.	DONALD	JR.	&	MARY	 -04-B	 44,900	 	 ,7.9
HIRSCH,	JOHN,	TRUSTEE	 08-8	 ,0,00	 	 6,4.
	 CHRISTMAS	COVE	TRUST	 	 	 	
HIVIS	 0-06-A	 7,00	 	 704.
HIVIS	 04-0	 ,00	 	 7.0
HIVIS	 04-09	 478,00	 	 ,48.
HIVIS	 04-	 48,00	 	 49.
HIVIS	 --A	 6,00	 	 .
HIVIS	 04-4	 ,400	 	 77.4
HOAGLAND,	BENJAMIN	HUDSON	&	 7-68-C	 ,00	 	 ,00.6
	 CAROL	M.	 	 	 	
HOFFMAN	ETAL	 09-08	 6,400	 	 ,09.4
HOLBROOK,	JOHN	 -6	 ,8,600	 	 ,777.66
HOLIHAN,	VIRGINIA	M.	 7-66	 7,00	 	 44.0
HOLLADAY,ET	AL	 7-	 0,600	 	 ,04.86
	 C/O	SCOTT	HOLLODAY	 	 	 	
HOLMAN,	ROGER	L.	&	SUSAN	M.	 -0	 67,600	 	 ,08.6
HOLME,	CHARLES	&	SANDRA	 7-40	 489,00	 ,000	 ,48.
HOLME,	CHARLES	&	SANDRA	 7-4-E	 8,00	 	 80.4
HOLME,	CHARLES	&	SANDRA	 7-4	 ,400	 	 8.4
HOLME,	CHARLES	F.	&	SANDRA	J.	 7-4-B	 7,600	 	 674.6
HOLT,	ANTHONY	 --A	 9,00	 	 69.
HOLT,	ANTHONY,	COOK,	DEBORA	H.T.	 -	 8,600	 	 79.66
HOOD,	ROBERT	&	KARNA	TRUST	 -7	 ,4,800	 7,600	 4,7.
HOOGENBOOM,	ARI	&	OLIVE	 04-04	 4,600	 	 ,406.6
HOPE	TRUST	CHELMINSKI	 6-07	 46,700	 	 764.77
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HOPE	TRUST	CHELMINSKI	 6-	 7,400	 	 ,.4
HOPE,	KENNETH,	TRUSTEE	 0-	 ,44,900	 	 4,0.9
HOPKINS,	DENNIS	M.	&	TONI	L.	 -0-C	 8,000	 ,000	 ,9.40
HOPKINS,	ELIZABETH	M.	 0-08	 80,900	 ,000	 86.69
HOPPER,	DAVID	P.,	JR.	 -	 49,800	 	 ,084.8
HOPPER,	RANDY	D.	 -0-Q	 67,00	 	 08.0
HOPPER,	RICHARD	R.	 -A	 ,900	 	 7.99
HOPPER,	VERONIKA	 -0	 9,00	 7,600	 0.6
	 DEMPSEY,	HEIDEMARIE	 	 	 	
HOSEY,	M.	MARLENE,	TRUSTEE	 7-7	 69,00	 	 ,99.
	 GREEN,	RICHARD	D.,	TRUSTEE	 	 	 	
HOUSE,	ANDREW	 7-48-G	 9,600	 ,000	 96.66
HOUSE,	ANDREW	&	REGINALD	 7-4	 74,900	 	 .9
HOUSE,	ELIZABETH	 7-4-D	 9,00	 7,600	 4.6
HOUSE,	MARGARET	 7-	 47,000	 	 ,.70
HOUSE,	MARINEL	 -0	 ,00	 	 660.9
HOUSE,	PATTY	A.	 7-68-F	 08,00	 ,000	 6.0
HOUSE,	PRISCILLA	R.	 7-4	 79,700	 ,000	 8.97
HOUSE,	REGINALD,	JR.	&	KELLEY	 7-	 ,400	 ,000	 74.4
HOUSE,	RONALD	E.	 4-	 9,900	 ,000	 ,80.79
HOUSE,	RONALD	E.	 4-4	 68,000	 	 0.80
HOVANCE,	JAMES	 0--B	 6,00	 	 0.8
HOVANCE,	JOSEPH	R.	&	JEANNE	H.	 0-	 606,00	 ,000	 ,84.4
HOVANCE,	JOSEPH	R.	&	JEANNE	H.	 0-	 48,00	 	 ,96.4
HOWARD,	ROBERT	E.	&	THOMAS	P.	 09-4	 ,,700	 	 6,8.67
HOWARD,	THOMAS	P.,	TRUSTEE	 4-4	 47,00	 	 46.
	 THOMAS	P.	HOWARD	004	TRUST	 	 	 	
HUGHES,	CHARLES	&	BARBARA,	 7-	 90,900	 	 ,8.79
	 TRUSTEES,	HUGHES	FAMILY	TR	 	 	 	
HUGHES,	SUSAN	H.	 09-9	 70,00	 ,000	 ,46.7
HUGHES,	SUSAN	H.	 09-4	 0,900	 	 .09
HUMPHREY,	GORDON	&	IDA	 6-6	 ,800	 ,000	 ,000.68
	 ROSS,	LINDA	 	 	 	
HUMPHRIES,	ROMILLY	&	ELIZABETH	 09-7	 464,000	 ,000	 ,404.0
HUNT,	LLOYD,	TRUSTEE	 04-07	 4,900	 	 ,400.89
HUNTER,	JAMES	D.	&	HELEN	S.	 -6	 46,400	 	 ,.84
HUNTER,	JAMES	D.	&	HELEN	S.	 -	 ,,00	 	 ,7.
HUTCHINGS	JR,	GEORGE	R.	 4-0-F	 ,00	 	 7.7
HUTCHINGS	JR,	GEORGE	R.	 4-0-A	 80,000	 	 48.00
IKALAINEN,	ALLEN	J.	&	BARBARA	 -0-C	 9,800	 	 ,6.8
INGRAHAM,	TIMOTHY	 6-0	 ,78,800	 	 ,4.8
IRELAND,	JOSEPHINE	M.	TRUSTEE	 0-	 ,96,00	 	 4,949.
	 JOSEPHINE	M.	IRELAND	TRUST	 	 	 	
IRELAND,	JOSEPHINE	M.	TRUSTEE	 0-4	 6,800	 	 796.08
	 JOSEPHINE	M.	IRELAND	TRUST	 	 	 	
IRELAND,	JOSEPHINE	M.	TRUSTEE	 -	 40,600	 	 ,0.86
	 JOSEPHINE	M.	IRELAND	TRUST	 	 	 	
ISLAND	VIEW	CONDO	ASSOC	 0-9	 9,900	 	 9.69
JACKEL,	DONALD	P.	 -	 6,900	 	 796.9
	 MCCARTHY,	MEGAN	E.	 	 	 	
JACKSON	REALTY	TRUST	 4-0	 9,00	 	 ,887.0
JAFFE,	EMMA	JANE	&	JACOB	HENRY	 -4	 78,00	 	 .7
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JAFFE,	MICHAEL	M.	&	DUTMER,	JANN	 -	 99,00	 	 ,07.4
	 TRUSTEES,	JAFFE	LIVING	TRUST	 	 	 	
JALKUT,	THOMAS	TRUSTEE	 0-0-C	 68,000	 	 ,977.80
	 CHELTIO	REALTY	TRUST	 	 	 	
JANES,	LAWRENCE	E.	&	 0-9-06	 09,00	 	 98.8
	 MONACO,	NINA	J.	 	 	 	
JANES,	LAWRENCE	E.	&	 0-9-0	 647,00	 	 ,007.
	 MONACO,	NINA	 	 	 	
JANES,	LAWRENCE	E.	&	 0-9-0	 09,00	 	 98.8
	 MONACO,	NINA	J.	 	 	 	
JINISHIAN,	JOHN	R.	&	PATRICIA	L.	 4-	 46,00	 	 76.
JOHNSEN,	HEATHER	&	JOHN	H.	 09-	 ,4,700	 	 ,9.7
JOHNSON,	CORNELIA	C.	 8-04	 9,600	 	 907.06
JOHNSON,	EMILY	F.	 6-	 60,000	 ,000	 46.90
JOHNSON,	ET	AL	 -0-B	 7,00	 	 44.0
JOHNSON,	LINDA	B.	TRUSTEE	 -04	 ,87,600	 	 ,66.6
	 LINDA	B.	JOHNSON	REVOCABLE	TRUST	 	 	 	
JOHNSON,	LOU	ELAM	 -0-A	 68,800	 	 ,04.8
JOHNSON,	SUSAN	LAUGHLIN,	TRUSTEE	0-	 8,600	 	 ,89.6
JOHNSON,	SUZANNE	L.	 0-	 6,000	 	 48.60
JOHNSON,	VEVA	&	TIMCOE,	EILEEN	 4-	 9,00	 	 4.
JOLICOEUR,	DONNA	 7-48-J	 4,00	 7,600	 9.87
JONES	POINT	REALTY	TRUST	 0-0-A	 989,900	 	 ,068.69
	 C/O	ALEXANDRA	TOTTEN	 	 	 	
JONES	POINT	REALTY	TRUST	 0-04	 ,4,700	 	 4,78.47
	 C/O	ALEXANDRA	TOTTEN	 	 	 	
JONES,	ANDREW	&	LYNCH,	JOHN	J.	 -4-A	 44,00	 6,600	 ,94.87
	 TRUSTEES,	ANDREW	F.	JONES	REVOCABLE	TRUST	 	 	 	
JONES,	HUGH	S.	&	ALLEY,	TINA	B.	 4-6	 7,00	 7,600	 680.76
JONES,	SHERIDAN	F.	 7-4-A	 90,600	 	 90.86
JONES,	SHERIDAN	F.	 7-4	 9,00	 7,600	 96.6
JORBEL,	ANDREW	C.	 -0-E	 76,800	 	 88.08
JORGENSEN,	JOHN	S.	 -0	 6,00	 	 7.
KALENIAN,	PAUL	A.	&	CATHY	H.	TRS	 09-4	 78,400	 	 ,7.04
	 CP	KALENIAN	REVOCABLE	TRUST	 	 	 	
KALER,	CLINTON	D.	 7-6-A	 4,800	 ,000	 7.48
	 KALER-POLAND,	TAMARA	J.	 	 	 	
KASS,	PETER	H.	 -0-B	 46,00	 	 44.
KASS,	PETER	H.	 -0-G	 4,800	 	 ,79.68
KASS,	PETER	H.	&	NINA	M.	 -0-H	 66,800	 ,000	 ,00.98
KAYMEN,	ANANDA	 7-6-C	 6,900	 ,000	 948.9
KAYMEN,	SAMUEL	&	LOUISE	 7-6	 ,70,900	 ,000	 ,69.69
KEATING,	DANIEL	&	 9-8-0	 ,700	 	 ,090.7
	 MCALESTER,	ANNE	MARIE	 	 	 	
KELL,	JAMES	G.	&	LOIS	E.	 -	 ,00	 	 76.0
	 KELL,	RAYMOND	S.	&	SUSAN	C.	 	 	 	
KELL,	JAMES	G.	&	LOIS	E.	 -8	 9,00	 	 ,.
	 KELL,	RAYMOND	S.	&	SUSAN	C.	 	 	 	
KELLETT,	ELIZABETH	T.	 7-6-E	 66,000	 	 04.60
KELLETT,	ELIZABETH	T.	 7-6-B	 09,600	 ,000	 6.66
KELLEY	FITCH	COVE	REALTY	TRUST	 0--B	 ,77,400	 	 ,8.94
	 KELLEY,	W.	&	PESKIN,	S.,	TRUSTEES	 	 	 	
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KELLEY	FITCH	COVE	REALTY	TRUST	 0-06	 9,000	 	 ,88.0
	 C/O	WILLIAM	KELLEY	&	SARAH	PESKIN	 	 	 	
KELLY,	CAITLIN	S.	 4-0	 7,00	 	 4.
KELLY,	CONSTANCE	A.	 7-8	 6,00	 ,000	 ,68.4
KELLY,	CONSTANCE	A.	 8-	 ,600	 	 .6
KELLY,	MARGERY	F.	 	 	 	
KELLY,	MICHAEL	J.	 4-9	 84,600	 	 ,9.6
KELLY/PESKIN,	MARINACE	 0--A	 ,04,00	 	 ,4.7
	 VANDER	HOEVEN	ETAL	 	 	 	
KELSEY,	ALISON	 --A	 ,600	 ,000	 686.96
KELSEY,	CAROL	R.	&	LANCE	T.	 4-	 70,900	 	 9.79
KELSEY,	CAROL	R.	&	LANCE	T.	 4-	 4,600	 7,600	 ,89.60
KELSEY,	CHRISTOPHER	J.	 9-	 84,900	 ,000	 9.09
	 GAGNON,	CAROL	 	 	 	
KELSEY,	CINDY	 6--A	 79,00	 ,000	 .
KELSEY,	JONATHAN	R.	&	JESSICA	 -	 66,800	 ,000	 ,7.98
KELSEY,	LANCE	&	BERG,	STEPHANIE	 6-	 47,00	 	 47.
KELSEY,	LARRY	J.	&	ERIKA	H.	 7-0	 ,800	 7,600	 69.
KELSEY,	LEWIS	E.	&	LINDA	C.	 7-9	 9,00	 	 906.
KELSEY,	LEWIS	E.	&	LINDA	C.	 6-4	 07,700	 ,000	 99.77
KELSEY,	LEWIS	E.	&	LINDA	C.	 6-0	 76,600	 	 7.46
KELSEY,	PAUL	&	BOURGOIN,	SANDRA	 9-	 ,07,400	 	 ,84.94
KELSEY,	PAUL	&	ROSEMARY	 0-46	 9,00	 	 8.8
KELSEY,	PAUL	&	ROSEMARY	 9--B	 96,00	 7,600	 ,79.
KELSEY,	PAUL,	JR.	 -B	 8,00	 	 .7
KELSEY,	PAUL,	SR.	 -	 7,000	 	 0.0
KELSEY,	PAUL,	SR.	 --L	 66,400	 	 0.84
KELSEY,	WILLIAM	A.		 7-0	 ,67,900	 7,600	 ,6.9
KENNEDY,	CONSTANCE	S.	 -	 6,00	 	 ,9.4
KIDDER,	JOHN	TRACY	&	FRANCES	T.	 --F	 ,489,600	 	 4,67.76
KILLEEN,	ANDREW	F.	&	MEGAN	K.	 8-0	 96,400	 	 ,99.74
KILLEEN,	ANDREW	F.	&	MEGAN	K.	 8-0-A	 64,700	 	 00.7
KILLEEN,	DENIS	&	DOLORES	TTEES	 -07	 0,00	 	 94.0
KING,	DAVID	M,	 6-0-B	 ,64,00	 	 7,9.9
	 FREDERICK	H	&	GEORGE	P	 	 	 	
KING,	JOAN	F.	&	ROBERT	M.,TTS	 0-	 44,800	 	 ,7.68
	 JOAN	F.	KING	REV	TR	 	 	 	
KING,	KATHLEEN	B.	 7-7C	 ,00	 	 9.0
KINS,	MARGARET	B.	&	ALEKSIS	 -8-A	 47,800	 	 ,9.8
KLEINMAN	ARTHUR	M.	 -0	 ,47,600	 	 4,8.6
	 TRUSTEE	KLEINMAN	TRS	 	 	 	
KNIGHT,		MONA	 -4	 ,00	 ,000	 44.
KOCH,	FRANK,	GAGNON	PAUL	C.	 9-7-B	 ,00	 	 79.7
KOCH,	FRANK	J.	&	CYNTHIA	R.	 9-7-C	 99,400	 ,000	 ,04.04
KORNAHRENS	FAMILY	TRUST	 -0	 4,04,800	 7,600	 ,90.
	 EMMONS,	HOLLY	K.	PR	 	 	 	
KRAMER,	ROGER	&	CARMEN	 4-	 67,00	 ,000	 ,049.4
KULP,	ROBERT	E.,	JR.	 08-	 49,00	 	 ,6.
KUNIHOLM,	HOPE	E.	&	 0-0	 67,800	 	 ,088.78
	 POTTER,	SUSAN	K.	 	 	 	
	 TRUSTEES	IRREVOCABLE	TR	 	 	 	
KUNKLE,	ELIZABETH	 -06-I	 ,6,00	 	 ,460.
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LAIRD,	ROBERT	 -08-E	 786,00	 ,000	 ,40.
LAMB	FAMILY	HOMESTEAD	CORP.	 -0	 9,400	 	 ,87.74
	 C/O	MARY	GILLMOR-KAHN	 	 	 	
LAMIA	CHILDRENS	TRUST	II	 6-0	 404,400	 	 ,.64
LAMIA,	THOMAS	R.	&	SUSAN	E.	 6-04	 ,6,00	 	 ,.7
LANE,	ALAN	P.	&	TRACY	L.	 7-6-G	 90,800	 ,000	 7.8
LANPHER,	LAWRENCE	COE	&	 9-07	 ,9,800	 	 6,797.68
	 CLAUDIA	LEE	 	 	 	
LASALLE,	CATHY	L.	&	RICHARD	A.	 7-84	 767,00	 	 ,78.
LAUDER,	GEORGE	V.,	 -8	 ,40,00	 	 9,74.6
	 FREDERICA	R.	&	LEIGH	B.	 	 	 	
LAVENDER	MARGARET	LIVING	TRUST	 8-0-B	 ,44,000	 	 4,66.40
	 STACKHOUSE,	SARAH	&	NEWELL,	DEBORAH	 	 	 	
LAVENDER,	MARGARET	G.&	JOHN,		 8-0-H	 6,00	 	 4.
	 TEES	MARGARET	GAY	LAVENDER	0	LIVING	TRUST	 	 	 	
LAWSON,	GREGORY	W.	 4-0	 8,600	 ,000	 70.6
LAWSON,	JEFFREY	P.	 9-8-9	 48,00	 	 ,96.4
LEASK,	RICHARD	&	MEANS,	BARBARA	4-40	 98,00	 	 ,908.
	 TR	LEASK/MEANS	FAMILY	TRUST	 	 	 	
LEBOUTILLIER,	SHERRILL	ET	AL	 6-8	 84,600	 	 ,9.6
LEBOUTILLIER,	SHERRILL	ET	AL	 6-04	 8,00	 	 67.9
LEDGE	HILL	LODGE,	LLC	 -06	 4,800	 	 4.98
	 C/O	KATHLEEN	TAYLOR	 	 	 	
LEDGE	HILL	LODGE,	LLC	 -	 7,800	 	 ,60.8
	 C/O	KATHLEEN	TAYLOR	 	 	 	
LEDGE	HILL	LODGE,	LLC	 -0	 800	 	 .48
	 C/O	KATHLEEN	TAYLOR	 	 	 	
LEEMAN	ET	AL	C/O	IRENE	LEEMAN	 7-6	 9,400	 	 99.4
LEEMAN,	BRIAN	K.	&	MICHELLE	M.	 0-0	 940,900	 ,000	 ,88.69
LEEMAN,	THURLOW	&	SALLY	 0-4	 69,800	 ,000	 49.8
LERNER,	HELENE	M.	&	ELLIOT	D.	 7-60	 ,00	 	 ,70.8
	 TRUSTEES,	LERNER	TRUSTS	 	 	 	
LEWIS,	ANNE	R.,	TRUSTEE	 0-	 ,89,700	 	 ,70.07
	 LEWIS,	LAURA	P.	 	 	 	
LEWIS,	ANNE	R.,	TRUSTEE	 0--A	 99,00	 	 ,07.4
	 LEWIS	DAVID	E.	 	 	 	
LEWIS,	RICHARD	A.	&	MARGARET	W.	 9-7-B	 0,00	 7,600	 880.09
LIBRARY	TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 7-68	 78,800	 78,800	 0.00
LINCOLN,	KENNETH	 -0-G	 79,00	 ,000	 8.7
LINCOLN,	KENNETH	 -0-H	 6,800	 	 4.08
LINCOLN,	PHILIP	 -0-L	 ,000	 ,000	 4.40
LINCOLN,	ROBERT	 -0-C	 9,800	 	 40.8
LINCOLN,	ROBERT	S.	 -0	 8,00	 	 98.
LINDBLOM	COVE,	LLC	 0-0	 ,96,00	 	 ,708.
LINDSAY,	MAURICE	&	REGINA	 4--A	 66,900	 	 ,06.9
LITTLE,	GEORGE	P.	ET	AL	 08-09-B	 ,4,700	 	 4,76.7
LITTLE,	GEORGE	P.	ET	AL	 08-09-A	 6,00	 	 8.9
LONG,	CAROLYN	E.	 04-08	 79,00	 	 ,79.8
LONG,	JANE	P.	&	SAMUEL	B.	III	 -08-C	 9,00	 	 604.8
LONGE,	J	KENDELL	&	JANE	TRS	 4-	 7,400	 	 ,07.94
	 LONGE	REVOCABLE	TRUSTS	 	 	 	
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LONGE,	J	KENDELL	&	JANE	TRS	 -0	 7,00	 	 .
	 LONGE	REVOCABLE	TRUSTS	 	 	 	
LONGE,	J	KENDELL	&	JANE	TRS	 -04	 4,900	 7,600	 ,.
	 LONGE	REVOCABLE	TRUSTS	 	 	 	
LONGE,	JAMES	T.	 -04-A	 40,800	 ,000	 7.8
LORENTZEN,	HELENE	ASPEN	 --B	 ,9,00	 	 4,77.
LOUDERBACK,	MARIANNE	&	TERRY	 -	 ,49,00	 	 4,6.4
LUKENSMEYER,	CAROLYN	 -	 6,00	 	 ,99.9
LUKENSMEYER,	CAROLYN,	 -	 60,00	 	 496.
	 STILES,	ARTIN,	PORTER	 	 	 	
LUNT,	JOHN	T.	 4-	 ,800	 	 66.8
LYMAN,	C.	FREDERIC,	JR.	 -07	 6,400	 	 74.84
LYMAN,	C.	FREDERIC,	JR.	 -9	 4,600	 	 4.6
LYMAN,	C.	FREDERIC,	JR.	 -0	 ,900,00	 	 ,890.9
LYMAN,	C.	FREDERIC,	JR.	 -04	 70,00	 	 87.6
LYNCH,	JOHN	J.	&	MARTHA	K.	 -4	 ,400	 	 ,60.44
MACCREADY,	PETER	E.	&	ROBIN	M.	 -	 04,600	 	 64.6
MACCREADY,	PETER	E.	&	ROBIN	M.	 6-	 ,44,00	 ,000	 4,8.
MACCREADY,	PETER	E.,	INC.	 -6	 67,00	 	 08.0
MACDONALD,	MICHAEL	&	CARROLL	 -0	 ,46,900	 	 4,44.9
MACK,	JOHN	W.	&	DEBORAH	B.	 9-8-07	 ,6,900	 	 ,94.9
MACKENZIE,	EMILY	M-S	ETAL	 09-0-A	 ,00,900	 ,000	 ,074.89
MACKENZIE,	RICHARD	C.	&	 09-0-B	 ,000	 	 ,646.0
	 EMILY	M-S	ET	AL	 	 	 	
MACLEOD,	NORMAN	&	LEE	 6-0	 ,00	 	 0.6
MACLEOD,	NORMAN	&	LEE	 6-9	 ,00	 	 ,09.8
MACNEIL,	BRUCE	M.	&	LINDA	H.	 4-	 ,07,00	 	 4,0.0
MACNEIL,	BRUCE	M.	&	LINDA	H.	 4-6	 0,00	 	 6.
MADDEN	CHRISTMAS	COVE	LLC	 07-0	 84,900	 	 ,6.99
MADDEN	CHRISTMAS	COVE	LLC	 07-06-A	 674,000	 	 ,089.40
MADDEN	CHRISTMAS	COVE	LLC	 07-0-A	 800	 	 .48
MAGNUSON,	SCOTT	R.	&	 4-09	 79,00	 	 ,7.
	 PINE,	SHAAREN	H.	 	 	 	
MAGNUSSEN,	DONALD	&	DIANE	 -0-B	 ,00	 7,600	 6.9
MAGUIRE,	KENNETH	 4-	 4,700	 7,600	 697.8
MAHAN,	CLIFTON	R.,	JR.	 0-40	 94,900	 	 ,898.9
MAHER,	THOMAS	&	BONITA	 8-0-D	 86,00	 	 ,97.
MAINELY	FAMILY,	LLC	 4-9	 ,046,800	 	 ,4.08
	 THUNBERG,	JON	C	MANAGER	 	 	 	
MALLORY,	CHRISTOPHER	H.	 8-4-A	 ,0,00	 ,000	 ,06.
	 &	KRISTIN	L.	 	 	 	
MANCHESTER	RS,	HARPER	S	&	 -46	 68,700	 	 ,.7
	 MANCHESTER,	RC,	II	 	 	 	
MANCHESTER,	AVERY	C.	 -	 69,000	 	 ,98.90
	 ARMSTONG-MANCHESTER	PAMELA	 	 	 	
MANCHESTER,	C.H.	FAMILY	TR	 -7	 67,700	 	 ,9.87
	 C/O	S	PETER	MANCHESTER	 	 	 	
MANCHESTER,	C.H.	FAMILY	TR	 -4	 09,000	 	 ,77.90
	 C/O	S	PETER	MANCHESTER	 	 	 	
MANCHESTER,	C.H.	FAMILY	TR	 -6	 7,600	 	 .6
	 C/O	S	PETER	MANCHESTER	 	 	 	
MANCHESTER,	DUDLEY	H.	JR	ET	AL	 -4	 00,800	 	 .48
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 9
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MANCHESTER,	GEORGE,	II	 -4	 ,8,00	 	 ,668.8
MANCHESTER,	LINDA	K.	 -0	 0,00	 	 ,8.6
	 KAYS	LANDING	TRUST	 	 	 	
MANNING,	RACHEL	J.	&	ROBERT	H.	 9-4	 0,00	 ,000	 899.
MARBLE	ELIZABETH	C,	CIOCCI,	GARY,	 6-0	 8,600	 	 ,8.96
	 MEHLHORN,	SUSAN	M.	 	 	 	
MARBLE,	ELIZABETH	C.	 6-	 8,700	 	 80.97
MARDOIAN,	PENELOPE	A.	 -0	 ,89,00	 	 ,687.4
	 REVOCABLE	TRUST	 	 	 	
MARINACE,	JOYCE	TRUSTEE	 0--C	 ,0,900	 	 9,67.89
	 MARINACE	REVOCABLETRUST	 	 	 	
MARSH,	HELEN	H.	 9-8-0	 894,400	 ,000	 ,78.4
MARSHALL	TRUST	 4-7	 6,000	 	 ,9.0
	 MARSHALL,	LAURA	TRUSTEE	 	 	 	
MARSHALL,	JANET	N.	F.L.T.	 08-9	 ,99,00	 	 ,980.8
	 RHODES,	HELLMUTH	F.L.P.	 	 	 	
MARSHALL,	JANET	N.	F.L.T.	 0-04-A	 6,00	 	 9.
	 RHODES,	HELLMUTH	F.L.P.	 	 	 	
MARSHALL,	JANET	N.	F.L.T.	 08-0-A	 400	 	 .4
	 RHODES,	HELLMUTH	F.L.P.	 	 	 	
MARSHALL,	MARY	 09-0-C	 8,00	 	 ,84.
MARTIN,	ALICE	D.,	TRUSTEE	 08--A	 ,687,600	 	 ,.6
	 ALICE	D.	MARTIN	QPR	TRUST	 	 	 	
MARTIN,	TRACY	A	&	VINCENT	J	 --B	 ,66,400	 	 ,6.4
MARTINO,	ROBERT	&	CAROLYN	 0-	 9,00	 	 70.
MARTINO,	SHIRLEY	R.	 0-6	 8,900	 	 678.9
MASON,	DAVID	B	&	MARGARET	R	 9-64-A	 8,000	 ,000	 70.70
	 D	B	M,	INC.	 	 	 	
MASON,	GEORGE	T	&	SHIPLEY	C	 7-7	 ,00	 	 7.7
	 &	THOMAS	J	 	 	 	
MASON,	SHIPLEY	&	 -08-D	 ,900	 	 979.9
	 BURLEY-NASIN	JULIE,	TEES	 	 	 	
	 THE	SLOOP	NELLIE	REALTY	TRUST	 	 	 	
MASON,	SHIPLEY	C.	&	 7-	 9,000	 	 ,886.0
	 SEARS,	ANN,	TEES	 	 	 	
	 FARM	REALTY	TRUST	 	 	 	
MASTERS	GEORGE	S.,	JR.	&	RICHARD	 0-0-A	 97,800	 	 9.8
MASTERS,	RICHARD	 9-4	 8,800	 	 99.8
MASTERS,	RICHARD	&	GEORGE	 9-8	 6,800	 	 .08
MASTERS,	RICHARD	&	GEORGE	 9-0	 9,000	 	 7.90
MASTERS,	RICHARD	C.	 0-44	 9,00	 	 8.8
MATERNE,	ELLEN	 -0	 66,600	 	 ,6.46
MATERNE,	ELLEN	 -7	 0,00	 	 0.
MAUNZ,	DON	L.	&	CAROLYN	L.	 -8-0	 ,7,00	 ,000	 4,86.
MAYER,	ERNEST	J.	&	LILLIAN	M.	 -06-C	 76,400	 7,600	 ,.98
MAYER,	LAWRENCE	&	CHRISTA	 7-0	 604,000	 ,000	 ,88.0
MCCARTHY,	PATRICK	&	NORMA	 -0	 89,00	 	 ,77.4
MCCARTHY,	PATRICK	E.	&	JENNIFER	W.	09-0	 ,77,800	 	 ,449.8
MCCLOY,	CHRISTOPHER	&	VIRGINIA	 0-04	 47,000	 	 76.70
MCCORMACK,	WILLIAM	ARTHUR	 07-06	 ,90,400	 	 ,690.4
MCCREARY,	ROBERT	G.	&	MEREDITH	M.	09--B	 ,6,800	 	 ,46.08
MCDANIEL,	FAMILY	LTD	PARTNERSHIP	 09-7	 8,00	 	 ,7.8
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MCDANIEL,	FAMILY	LTD	PARTNERSHIP	 09-8-D	 ,00	 	 .7
MCDERMOTT,	JOSEPH	&	MARTHA	 9-	 87,700	 	 7.87
	 TRUSTEES,	MCDERMOTT	TRUSTS	 	 	 	
MCDOWELL,	SHIRLEY	M.	TRUSTEE	 -49	 68,00	 	 ,978.7
	 MANCHESTER,	RUTH	W.	 	 	 	
MCFARLAND,	ADELE	E.	C/O	PAT	BLOCK	-0-A	 4,00	 	 40.4
MCFARLAND,	ADELE	E.	C/O	PAT	BLOCK	-	 806,400	 	 ,499.84
MCFARLAND,	ADELE	E.	C/O	PAT	BLOCK	-7-A	 69,00	 	 8.4
MCFARLAND,	ALDEN	&	ANN	C.	 7-	 0,00	 ,000	 ,.7
MCFARLAND,	AMY	JO	RICE	 9-47-C	 68,600	 ,000	 488.6
	 RICE,	N.	KATHERINE	 	 	 	
MCFARLAND,	MAXINE	 -4	 04,900	 	 94.9
MCFARLAND,	NEIL	B.	&	EMMA	B.	 0-4	 69,00	 ,000	 800.4
MCFARLAND,	SHAYNE	 9-0-D	 9,000	 ,000	 ,06.80
MCFARLAND,	VIRGINA	 7-0	 6,900	 	 84.99
MCFARLAND,	ZOA	M.	 7-	 78,00	 7,600	 808.79
MCGURK,	CAROL	ANN	&	JOSEPH	 9-8-6	 4,800	 7,600	 ,4.
MCINNIS,	KAREN	G.	 9-8-6	 79,900	 	 47.69
MCKEON,	CAROLYN	H.	 -04-C	 87,00	 ,000	 ,666.
MCLAIN,	DOUGLAS,	JR.	 7-48-A	 6,00	 ,000	 4.0
MCLAUGHLIN,	ROBERT	F.	 7-7-A	 0,000	 	 .0
MCLAUGHLIN,	ROBERT	F.	&		 7-74	 ,977,700	 ,000	 6,096.77
	 ROBERTA	M.	 	 	
MCLAUGHLIN,	ROBERT	F.	&	 7-7	 4,00	 	 44.6
	 ROBERTA	M.	 	 	 	
MCLAUGHLIN,	ROBERT	F.	TRUSTEE	 7-7	 6,00	 	 ,.
	 FIRST	PORTERFIELD	TRUST	 	 	 	
MCLOON,	MARYJANE	 7-7B	 0,00	 	 .9
MEARS	COVE	PROP	OWNER	ASSOC.	 9-8	 ,00	 	 44.7
MEETING	HOUSE	REALTY	TRUST	 -06-R	 7,000	 	 .0
	 C/O	EDMUND	BARTLETT,	III	 	 	 	
MEETING	HOUSE	REALTY	TRUST	 -06-J	 7,000	 	 6.0
MEETING	HOUSE	REALTY	TRUST	 -06-K	 7,000	 	 0.0
	 C/O	EDMUND	BARTLETT,	III	 	 	 	
MEETING	HOUSE	REALTY	TRUST	 -06-A	 7,700	 	 ,08.87
	 C/O	EDMUND	BARTLETT,	III	 	 	 	
MEETING	HOUSE	REALTY	TRUST	 -06-O	 77,00	 	 40.
	 C/O	EDMUND	BARTLETT,	III	 	 	 	
MEETING	HOUSE	REALTY	TRUST	 -06-S	 7,00	 	 7.8
	 C/O	EDMUND	BARTLETT,	III	 	 	 	
MEETING	LANE	ROAD	ASSOC	 -0	 ,000	 	 7.0
	 C/O	MARY	FALLON	 	 	 	
MEETING	LANE	ROAD	ASSOC	 -0-R	 ,800	 	 .8
	 C/O	MARY	FALLON	 	 	 	
MEHLHORN,	PAUL	&	SUSAN	 -0-J	 70,000	 	 7.00
MELICAN	KAREN	S.	&	THOMAS	E.	 -7	 467,700	 	 ,449.87
MERANZE,	WALTER	&	ARLENE	 0-0	 4,778,00	 	 4,8.7
MEREDITH,	WILLIAM	H.	 8-	 ,84,600	 	 ,7.06
MERRICK,	DOUGLAS	C.	&	SUSAN	E.	 0-0-A	 ,94,000	 7,600	 4,886.84
MERRILL,	HANK	&	MOLLIE	REVOC	TR	 6-	 ,700	 	 ,6.47
MERTZ,	ROBERT,	TRUSTEE	 06-0	 48,400	 	 ,8.04
	 MERTZ	TURNIP	ISLAND	TRUST	 	 	 	
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METZGER,	PATRICIA	A.	TRUSTEE	 -0-B	 44,700	 	 ,8.67
	 PATRICIA	A,	METZGER	REV	TR	 	 	 	
MEYERS,	ELIZABETH	F.	 08--A	 ,9,700	 	 4,06.67
MICHEL	FAMILY	RE	TRUST	 -6-A	 ,6,800	 	 4,4.68
	 C/O	CHRIS	MICHEL	 	 	 	
MICHEL,	MARGARET	A.		 -6	 69,000	 	 8.90
	 &	CHRISTOPHER	A.	 	 	 	
MILDRUM,	ELIZABETH	K.	 -48	 47,000	 	 ,46.70
MILES	RESIDENCE	LLC	 -	 ,60,800	 	 4,88.48
	 C/O	AMELIA	CRAMER	 	 	 	
MILLER	ISLAND	TRUST	 8-0	 7,900	 	 ,.99
	 RICHARDS,	JAMES	G.	 	 	 	
MILLER,	KAREN	CHAMPNEY	 -8	 48,00	 ,000	 ,470.9
MILLER,	KAREN	CHAMPNEY	 -08	 4,700	 	 9.7
MILLS,	LAURA	H.	 4-	 498,400	 ,000	 ,0.94
MILLS,	III,	LADSON	ARTHUR	 7-7	 97,00	 	 6.6
	 MILLS,	CHRISTINA	PRESTON	 	 	 	
MISNER,	CHARLES	&	SUSANNE	ET	AL	 -40	 ,407,00	 	 4,6.
MITCHELL,	AMY	H.	&	PAUL	J.	 9-08-E	 0,800	 ,000	 960.8
MITCHELL,	JOHN	R.	&	SARA	S.K.	 0-9-0	 96,000	 	 ,7.60
MITCHELL,	PAMELA	W.,	TR	 07--A	 ,800	 	 .8
	 PWM-QPRT-	 	 	 	
MITCHELL,	PAMELA	W.,	TR	 07-4	 64,700	 	 ,99.47
	 PWM-QPRT-	 	 	 	
MITCHELL,	ROBERT	F.	&	THRESA	A.	 4-06	 6,00	 ,000	 778.7
MITCHELL,	SHIRLEY	A.	 9-08-C	 4,700	 	 86.7
MOHR,	JONATHAN	DAY	&	 6-	 ,00	 ,000	 996.0
	 HASKELL-MOHR	JAN	G.	 	 	 	
MOHR,	MARILYN	M.,	TRUSTEE	 09-	 46,00	 ,000	 ,407.7
	 MARILYN	M	MOHR	LIVING	TRUST	 	 	 	
MONTGOMERY,	ROBERT	T.	&	DIANE	M.	 7-48	 ,088,700	 	 ,74.97
MOODY,	THOMAS	&	MARY	A.	 -8	 86,800	 ,000	 ,784.98
MOOK	SEAFARMS	 0-9	 8,900	 	 ,6.9
MOONEY,	MICHAEL	E.	 -	 87,400	 	 ,64.94
MOORE,	AUDREY,	P.R.ETAL	 0-	 0,000	 	 40.00
	 CHAPMAN,	YVONNE	 	 	 	
MORAN,	PATRICK	G.	&	MICHELE	D.	 4-6	 88,00	 	 ,7.7
MOREL,	JOSEPH	R.	&	AMY	R.	 8-04	 ,446,000	 	 7,8.60
MOREL,	JOSEPH	R.	&	AMY	R.	 8-0	 ,07,00	 	 ,4.0
MOREL,	JOSEPH	R.	&	AMY	R.	 8-0-A	 70,000	 	 7.00
MORGAN,	ELLEN	L.	 -4	 0,00	 	 60.
MORGAN,	ELLEN	L.	 -06	 67,00	 	 ,9.
MORRELL,	GORDON	&	SHEILA,	TTEES	 -7	 89,900	 	 ,767.99
	 MORRELL	FAMILY	TRUST	 	 	 	
MORRELL,	GORDON	&	SHEILA,	TTEES	 -6	 6,00	 	 ,9.7
	 MORRELL	FAMILY	TRUST	 	 	 	
MORRIS,	JUDSON	&	KATHLEEN	 0-0	 ,46,400	 ,000	 4,480.74
MORSE,	ANDREW	&	PHILIP	A.	 4-7	 0,00	 	 6.
MORTON,	BRUCE	A.	&	MARGARET	 4-0	 44,600	 ,000	 ,7.96
MUELLER,	JAMES	D	&	SANDRA	K	TRS	 9-8-08	 ,69,600	 ,000	 4,986.66
	 MUELLER	LIVING	TRUSTS	 	 	 	
MUIR,	DOUGLAS	&	CYNTHIA	 4-4	 64,00	 	 ,748.7
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MULLEN,	CHARLES	 0--A	 ,,700	 ,000	 4,78.7
NORRIS,	NATALIE	G.	 	 	 	
MULLEN,	ROBERT	L.	JR.	 7-	 4,600	 	 ,08.96
MULLER,	ELKE,	TERRY	&	THOMAS	 -0	 4,00	 	 ,40.8
MUNSEY,	VICTORIA	 07-	 796,000	 	 ,467.60
MUNSON,	RICHARD	W.	&	CHERYL	 -40-B	 ,0,800	 ,000	 ,70.68
MUNSON,	ROBERT	V,	TAMILYN	H	 -04-A	 607,000	 	 ,88.70
	 KUGELMAN,	PAMELA	ANN,	TR	 	 	 	
MURPHY,	BARBARA	O.,TRUSTEE	 -9-A	 ,00	 	 ,7.0
	 BARBARA	O	MURPHY	R.E.T.A.	 	 	 	
MURRAY,	THOMAS	A.	&	VICTORIA	E.	 -6	 8,00	 ,000	 .6
MURRAY,	THOMAS	A.,	JR.	 9-4	 8,00	 	 98.
MUSSULMAN,	BRYAN	D.	 9-47-D	 69,00	 	 4.8
MYERS	JULIA	B.	 8-0	 ,80,00	 	 ,84.6
MYERS	THOMAS	W.	 7-6	 07,400	 	 .94
MYERS,	THOMAS	&	QUAN	 7-6-A	 ,00	 ,000	 ,84.4
NATURE	CONSERVANCY	 -0-	 ,84,400	,84,400	 0.00
NAYLOR,	DOROTHY	E.,	TRUSTEE	 0-8	 8,800	 	 ,80.8
NAYLOR,	FRED	D.	&	MARIE	S.	 9-6	 0,000	 	 .00
NAYLOR,	LYNETTE	N.	 9-0-C	 9,600	 ,000	 770.66
NAYLOR,	MARIE	S.	 9-60	 0,700	 	 .7
NAYLOR,	MICHAEL	F.	&	BERTHA	 9-0-B	 49,00	 ,000	 ,668.7
NELIS,	SUZANNE	J.	 6-7	 48,00	 	 ,7.4
NELSON,	JAMES	HARVEY	JR.	 -7	 69,00	 	 4.8
	 FARRIN,	JUDITH	NELSON	 	 	 	
NELSON,	ROBERT	M.	&	HOLLY	L.	 08-04	 8,00	 	 ,.6
NESTLEDOWN	CO.,	LLC	 0-7	 600	 	 .86
	 C/O	LUCY	BIRKETT	 	 	 	
NESTLEDOWN	CO.,	LLC	 0-6	 600	 	 .86
	 C/O	LUCY	BIRKETT	 	 	 	
NESTLEDOWN	CO.,	LLC	 0-4	 496,00	 	 ,8.
	 C/O	LUCY	BIRKETT	 	 	 	
NEWELL,	JAMES	M.	&	MARGARET	W.	 7-7	 48,000	 	 ,7.80
NEWMAN,	DAVID	P.	&	KATHLEEN	M.	 7-8	 47,00	 	 ,46.
NICHOLS,	JOHN	R.	&	DAVID	H.	 -4	 6,00	 	 8.
	 CORTON,	VIRGINIA	A.	 	 	 	
NILES,	JOAN	LYMAN	 4-8	 ,4,00	 ,000	 ,87.0
NORWOOD,	DAVID	 4-0-A	 76,00	 ,000	 0.0
NORWOOD,	KATHERINE	 4-0-	 ,00	 	 97.0
NORWOOD,	RALPH,	III	&	ESTHER	 4-0	 ,00	 	 779.0
NORWOOD,	RALPH,	III	&	ESTHER	 4-	 47,000	 ,000	 ,66.60
NOYES	REDFISH	FAMILY	RE	TRUST	 08-4-A	 ,00	 	 ,6.4
	 NOYES,	ATHERTON	III	&	ROBERT	W.	TRS	 	 	 	
NOYES	REDFISH	FAMILY	RE	TRUST	 08-	 48,00	 	 ,7.
	 NOYES,	ATHERTON	III	&	ROBERT	W.	TRS	 	 	 	
NOYES,	ATHERTON,	III	&	ELIZ	 08-8	 4,000	 	 ,.0
	 NOYES,	ROBERT	&	HARRIET	 	 	 	
NOYES-HULL,	LEWIS	GREEN	HOUSE	LLC	08-4	 698,400	 	 ,6.04
NUTTER,	CAROLYN			ET	AL	 7-79	 4,00	 	 ,678.0
NUTTER,	SCOTT	J.	 -	 67,600	 	 09.6
NUTTER,	SCOTT	J.	 -04	 8,00	 	 ,90.0
NYBOE,	MICHAEL	S.	&	CHARLOTTE	L.	 4-6-A	 ,066,00	 	 ,0.
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 
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OBERLANDER,	ANITA	M.	&	ROBERT	H.	 -06-D	 744,900	 ,000	 ,7.09
ODONNELL,	SEAN	&	DALY,	JESSICA	 9-8-09	 49,700	 	 ,6.07
OGBURN,	ELIZABETH	L.	REVOC	TRUST	 0--A	 4,800	 	 76.88
OGBURN,	ELIZABETH	L.	REVOC	TRUST	 0-4	 4,6,900	 	 ,4.99
OLCOTT,	REV.	THOMAS	 -9	 66,00	 	 ,0.
OLD	SLED,	LLC	 09-8-A	 00	 	 0.6
OLD	SLED,	LLC	 09-6	 40,800	 	 ,676.48
OLIVER,	JENNIFER	L.	 7-4	 7,700	 ,000	 84.7
OLIVER,	LANDON	&	JOANNE	 9-7-A	 7,400	 ,000	 70.84
OLSEN,	MARTIN	C.	&	ELAYNE	 -0-A	 8,800	 ,000	 ,77.68
OLSEN,	WILLIAM	R.	&	JOAN	K.	 4-7	 40,00	 7,600	 ,48.99
ORAPALLO,	SABATINO	&	PATRICIA	B.	 -0-A	 70,00	 	 7.
ORCUTT,	CHARLES	E.,	III	&	JENNIFER	 09-0	 909,00	 	 ,88.
OSBORN	ET	AL	C/O	MATTHEW	OSBORN	0-7	 6,700	 	 4.77
OSBORN	ET	AL	C/O	MATTHEW	OSBORN	09-	 474,00	 	 ,470.0
OSIER,	DAVID	J.	&	TONI	A.	 7-6	 ,00	 	 ,6.4
OSIER,	DAVID	J.	&	TONI	A.	 7-0	 8,00	 	 64.4
OSTIGUY,	JAMES	 0-9	 ,000	 	 .0
OSTIGUY,	JAMES	 0-8	 8,000	 	 4.80
PAGE,	EVELYN	B.	TRUSTEE	 7-67	 06,800	 ,000	 ,6.98
	 E.B.	PAGE	REVOCABLE	TRUST	 	 	 	
PAGE,	MARK	P.	&	SAMANTHA	A.	 7-48-B	 0,00	 ,000	 899.6
PANGILINAN,	TRISTAN	H.	 0-4	 ,600	 	 8.6
	 BORROMEO,	MERCEDES	 	 	 	
PAR/PAC,	INC.	 -40-C	 68,000	 	 ,.0
PARKER,	WENDY	LEWIS	 09-	 4,00	 	 ,.9
PARKING	LOT	 7-06	 68,900	 68,900	 0.00
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 	 	 	
PARSONS,	JR.,	RICHARD	&	BARBARA	 --A	 ,79,600	 	 ,66.76
PARSONS,	JR.,	RICHARD	&	BARBARA	 -	 8,900	 	 880.09
PARSONS,	JR.,	RICHARD	&	BARBARA	 -	 86,900	 	 ,66.9
PAUL,	JOHN	R.	&	JANET	C.	 0-6	 ,4,700	 	 6,.7
PB	SURIVOR	CORP	C/O	CARL	POOLE	 7-4	 460,700	 	 ,48.7
PEAKER,	DONNA	REVOCABLE	TRUST	 7-7	 6,400	 	 ,0.4
PENDLETON,	CLYDE,	JR.	&	CARRIE	D.	 7-68-G	 6,00	 	 98.
PENDLETON,	DENNIS	R.	&	JEANNE	L.	 7-4-C	 ,00	 	 88.4
PENSCO	TRUST	CO.	 -0-J	 6,600	 	 0.6
	 FBO	JOHN	DARACK	IRA	 	 	 	
PENSCO	TRUST	CO.	 -0-I	 6,00	 	 0.8
	 FBO	JOHN	DARACK	IRA	 	 	 	
PEPE,	MARGARET	S.	 4-4	 46,400	 	 ,4.44
PERKINS,	HILDEGARDE	B.	 0-	 ,00	 	 69.7
	 C/O	TERRELL	WHITNEY	 	 	 	
PERKINS,	HILDEGARDE	TRUSTEE	 0-7	 9,800	 	 96.98
	 C/O	TERRELL	WHITNEY	 	 	 	
PERLEY,	KENTON	B.	&	MOLLIE	 -0-F	 6,600	 	 94.06
PERRY	FAMILY	TRUST	TRUSTEES,	 0-	 ,088,700	 ,000	 ,40.87
	 C	PERRY	&	WG	BRUNNER	 	 	 	
PETERSON,	JOHN	&	JEAN,	TRUSTEES	 0-49	 8,000	 	 86.80
	 PETERSON	FAMILY	REVOCABLE	TR	 	 	 	
PETERSON,	NANCY	B.	 04-4	 44,700	 	 ,6.7
PETERSON,	WILLIAM	M.	 0-0	 ,08,900	 ,000	 6,4.99
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PETERSON,	WILLIAM	M.	 0-0	 8,000	 	 86.80
PETERSON,	WILLIAM	M.	 0-0-B	 987,900	 	 ,06.49
PETERSON,	WILLIAM	M.	 0-06-A	 ,000	 	 44.0
PETERSON,	WILLIAM	M.	 0-0-A	 69,900	 	 ,766.69
PETRA,	CHRISTINA	F.,	TRUSTEE	 -4-A	 ,04,00	 	 ,06.0
	 PETRA	SEAL	COVE	FAMILY	REALTY	TRUST	 	 	 	
PHELPS,	RANDALL	L.	 6-9A	 80,400	 	 ,66.4
PHELPS,	RANDALL	L.,	DALEY,	PAMELA	 0-9-B	 94,600	 	 ,8.6
PHELPS,	RANDALL	L.	 9-47	 48,000	 	 ,7.80
PICCOLA	BAIA,		LLC	 -4	 ,400	 	 70.44
PICCOLA	BAIA,	LLC	 -47	 6,00	 	 60.
PICCOLA	BAIA,	LLC	 -46	 ,400	 	 70.44
PICCOLA	BAIA,	LLC	 -4	 ,400	 	 70.44
PICCOLA	BAIA,	LLC	 -44	 ,400	 	 70.44
PINE,	REBECCA	H.	 07-0	 948,00	 	 ,99.
	 JUNIPER	KNOLL	REALTY	 	 	 	
PINKHAM,	CHESTER	R.	&	ANNE	M.	 9-0	 04,000	 ,000	 98.0
PINKHAM,	CHESTER	R.	&	ANNE	M.	 -0-B-	 ,700	 	 44.47
PINKHAM,	CHESTER	R.	&	ANNE	M.	 7-	 7,00	 	 6.9
PINKHAM,	THOMAS	H.	 -8	 48,700	 ,000	 ,46.7
PITCHER,	BRANDON	T.	 7-7-A	 4,800	 	 49.8
PITCHER,	GARY	S.	 9-0-A	 99,600	 	 08.76
PITCHER,	GARY	S.	 7-7	 4,700	 ,000	 94.47
PLUMMER,	CHARLES	H	&	CHERYL	 7-0	 ,400	 ,000	 ,88.44
PLUMMER,	CHRISTIAN	 0-	 44,400	 ,000	 7.4
	 MACDONALD,	TAMMY	 	 	 	
PLUMMER,	DONNA	 7-8	 79,600	 ,000	 ,4.66
PLUMMER,	TOBY	J.	 0--C	 9,00	 ,000	 8.9
PLUMMER,	TOBY	J.	 0-	 6,00	 	 9.
PLUMMER,	TOBY	J.	 7-6	 7,000	 	 6.0
PLUMMER,	TYLER	 0-8D	 ,00	 	 70.0
POLAND,	ARTHUR	&	PATRICIA	 7-48	 ,00	 7,600	 6.47
POLAND,	ARTHUR,	JR.	&	ANGELA	 7-8	 0,600	 ,000	 97.06
POLAND,	CODY	 0-8-G	 0,600	 	 466.86
POLAND,	ERNEST,	JR.	&	COLLEEN	J.	 0-8-A	 6,00	 	 06.8
POLAND,	IRIS	L.	 -	 4,000	 ,000	 99.0
POLAND,	JR.	JON	G.	&	STEPHANIE	J.	 -4-A	 ,00	 	 6.7
POLAND,	RYAN	J.	 0-8-F	 ,400	 	 70.44
POLLAK,	ALFRED	E.,	WARD,	BONNIE	K.	 -0-C	 70,000	 	 7.00
POOLE,	CARL	S.,	JR.	 6-06	 4,400	 	 ,49.74
POOLE,	CARL	S.,	JR.	 -08-F	 ,99,400	 ,000	 6,.64
POOLE,	EMILY	 -08-G	 8,900	 	 99.9
POOLE,	JEFFERY	B.	 4-0	 68,000	 	 ,40.80
POOLE,	JEFFERY	B.	 -4-A	 77,900	 ,000	 ,77.9
POOLE,	JEFFERY	B.	 4--A	 ,00	 	 79.7
POOLE,	JEFFERY	B.	 4-06	 ,900	 	 77.89
POOLE,	JEFFERY	B.	 -09-A	 7,00	 	 6.6
POOLE,	RAYMOND	D	&	LILLIAN	TRS	 4-04	 0,00	 7,600	 ,89.99
	 POOLE	REVOCABLE	TRUSTS	 	 	 	
PORTER,	BARNABY	 --A	 06,800	 6,600	 0.6
PORTER,	BARNABY	 -7	 89,600	 	 77.76
PORTER,	BARNABY	 --A	 8,400	 	 8.04
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 
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PORTER,	GRETEL	 -9	 ,7,00	 	 ,494.6
PORTER,	SUSAN	B.	 --A	 ,7,900	 ,000	 ,604.99
PORTER,	TALBOT	C.	 -0	 ,74,00	 	 ,640.9
POST	NOMINEE	TRUST	 07-	 70,00	 	 88.
POST	NOMINEE	TRUST	 08-9	 ,,00	 	 4,8.
POST,	JOAN	R.	TRUSTEE	 -09-A	 8,000	 	 7.0
PRATT,	RICHARD	&	ELLEN	 4-	 44,900	 ,000	 ,76.09
PRESCOTT,	A.	NEAL	III,	TRUSTEE	 09--A	 6,600	 	 ,0.96
	 C/O	LANDFALL	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	
PRESCOTT,	A.	NEAL	III,	TRUSTEE	 09-	 ,066,00	 	 6,404.9
	 C/O	LANDFALL	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	
PRESCOTT,	JULIA	A.	 4-8-A	 4,00	 	 974.0
PRESTON,	CAROL,	ET	AL	 --A	 6,00	 	 980.
PRESTON,	MARK	A.	&	LUCY	S.	 7-6-C	 67,800	 ,000	 796.08
PRESTON,	MARK	A.	&	CLAIRE	E.		 -08	 08,00	 	 6.
	 TRS,	SPRUCE	LEDGES	TRUST	 	 	 	
PRESTON,	MARK	A.	&	CLAIRE	E.	 -	 87,00	 	 ,00.6
	 TRS,	SPRUCE	LEDGES	TRUST	 	 	 	
PRESTON,	MARK	A.	&	CLAIRE	E.	 -6-A	 6,900	 	 796.9
	 TRS,	SPRUCE	LEDGES	TRUST	 	 	 	
PRESTON,	RICHARD	S.,TRUST	 -6	 66,900	 	 87.9
	 C/O	PRESTONS	TRUSTEES	 	 	 	
PRICE,	WILLIAM	B	&	BARBARA	S	 -7	 464,000	 	 ,48.40
	 TRUSTEES,	PRICE	TRUSTS	 	 	 	
PRICE,	WILLIAM	BROKAW,	II	 -6	 7,00	 	 847.8
PRICE,	ZACHARY	ET	AL	 -47	 66,900	 	 ,0.89
PRIME,	WINIFRED	L.	&	JON	L.	 8-0	 ,9,700	 	 9,0.47
PRIOR,	JODIE,	MCFARLAND,	LISA	 -0	 44,000	 	 76.40
	 PRENTICE	BARRY	 	 	 	
PROSTOVICH,	JEFFERY	F.	 -06	 76,000	 	 ,78.60
	 LOVEJOY,	SHARON	L.	 	 	 	
PUTZEL,	MICHAEL	&	BLACKMAN,	ANN	 7--B	 49,00	 	 ,.8
	 TEES	PUTZEL	REVOCABLE	TRUST	 	 	 	
PYKETT,	DANIEL	&	DEIRDRE	 0-0	 ,00,000	 ,000	 ,8.90
PYKETT,	MARK	J.	 0-0-B	 4,400	 	 ,4.74
READY,	JAMES	 7-08-D	 98,00	 ,000	 890.
REED,	LARRY	 0-8	 90,00	 7,600	 84.06
RICE,	ADAM	&	SUSAN	B.	 9-9	 7,00	 ,000	 70.
RICE,	CHESTER	 9-47-C-L	 ,000	 	 99.0
RICE,	DAVID	 8-0	 49,800	 6,600	 ,04.
RICE,	DOUGLAS	C.	 9-	 79,900	 	 7.69
RICE,	N	KATHERINE	ET	AL,	TRS	 -06-F	 6,600	 7,600	 ,87.40
	 NK	RICE	REVOCABLE	LIVING	TR	 	 	 	
RICE,	REBECCA	 07-6	 6,800	 	 .98
RICE,CHESTER	A.	&	KATHERINE	 9-9-B	 88,00	 	 8.7
RICHARDSON	FAMILY	 -0-A	 ,6,00	 	 6,9.
	 C/O	PRISCILLA	ULIN	 	 	 	
RICHARDSON,	MARTHA	FARM,	LLC	 -0	 7,400	 	 .74
	 FRANCES	R	MURRAY,	MANAGER	 	 	 	
RICHARDSON,	MARTHA	FARM,	LLC	 -08	 ,04,00	 	 7,4.7
	 FRANCES	R	MURRAY,	MANAGER	 	 	 	
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RICHARDSON,	MARTHA	FARM,	LLC	 -09	 9,000	 	 94.0
	 FRANCES	R	MURRAY,	MANAGER	 	 	 	
RIDDIFORD	FAMILY	TRUSTS	 6-7	 74,000	 	 ,9.40
RIDDIFORD,	DAVID	&	VIRGINIA	 -0	 0,800	 	 ,707.48
RIDDIFORD,	DAVID	T.	&	VIRGINIA	R.	 -	 ,766,00	 	 ,676.
	 TRUSTEES	POORHOUSE	REALTY	TRUST	 	 	 	
RIESMAN,	JANET	A.	 0-0-A	 87,600	 	 ,8.6
RIESMAN,	JANET	A.	 0-7	 ,09,800	 	 ,9.8
RIOS,	SARAH	M.	&	ANDRES	J.	 -	 84,700	 	 88.7
ROBINSON,	JOHN	&	LUCIA	P.	 6--A	 66,00	 	 0.
ROBINSON,	JOHN	&	LUCIA	P.	 6-08	 4,00	 	 ,48.8
ROBINSON,	JOHN	&	LUCIA	P.	 6-07	 8,000	 	 ,047.80
ROBINSON,	JOHN	JR.	 6-07-A	 ,600	 	 ,040.6
RODERICK	ROAD	LLC	 09-0	 4,900	 	 ,70.9
	 C/O	BRODSKY	 	 	 	
RODGERS,	PAUL	C.,	REV	LIVING	TR	 0-0-B	 ,878,00	 	 ,8.
	 RODGERS,	TIMOTHY	ETAL	 	 	 	
ROGALA,	STANLEY	&	LUANN	 9--A	 974,800	 ,000	 ,987.78
ROGER,	JAMES	A.	&	HEATHER	A.	 7-6-H	 78,000	 	 4.80
ROGERS,	JOHN	 -	 44,00	 	 ,67.7
ROSADINA,	PAUL	 09-6	 67,00	 	 ,08.6
ROSS,	LINDA	 9-7-A	 4,600	 ,000	 7.06
ROTCH,	SUSAN	R.,	TRUSTEE	 4-7	 77,400	 	 89.94
	 SUSAN	R	ROTCH	REV	TR	 	 	 	
ROTENBERG,	JON	&	BONNIE	A.	 0-9	 ,08,900	 	 ,66.9
	 C/O	ADVANCED	COMMUNICATIONS	 	 	 	
ROUNDS,	JOHN	&	ATHAR	 8-06	 06,000	 	 948.60
ROUNDS,	JOHN	&	ATHAR	 8-0	 69,00	 	 84.
ROUNDS,	JOHN	&	PETER	REV	TR	 9-6	 4,00	 	 .
	 &	MCVICKAR,	JOAN	 	 	 	
ROUNDS,	JOHN	&	PETER	REV	TR	 8-08	 8,400	 	 ,69.4
	 &	MCVICKAR,	JOAN	 	 	 	
ROWAN	MINOR	TRUSTS	 -08-H	 8,700	 	 69.47
	 C/O	JAMES	A.	ROWAN	 	 	 	
ROWAN	MINORS	TRUST	 4-4-A	 ,,000	 	 ,47.0
RUSHTON,	GEORGE	H	&	NORMA	H	 -06-L	 470,400	 	 ,48.4
RUSS,	CAROLYN	&	JOEL	 9-8-	 460,600	 7,600	 ,7.0
RUSSACK	RA	&	HAMMETT	CH,	TEES	 7-6-D	 9,000	 	 ,.90
	 RUSSACK-HAMMETT	REVOC	LIVING	TRUST	 	 	 	
RUSSELL,	DORIS	 9-6	 ,00	 	 6.7
RUTHERFORD	ISLAND	WHARF,	LLC	 7-0	 4,600	 	 ,07.6
	 WHARF	HOUSE,	LLC	 	 	 	
RUTHERFORD	LIBRARY	 0-0-	 0,900	 0,900	 0.00
RUTHMAN,	DONALD	R	&	BRENDA	J	 -4	 4,000	 	 ,98.0
RUTHMAN,	DONALD	R	&	BRENDA	J	 -	 0,700	 	 9.7
S	ROAD	SCHOOL	 -7	 8,600	 8,600	 0.00
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 	 	 	
SACHS,	MYLES	J.	&	DOROTHY	 6-0	 94,00	 	 ,84.
SAND	COVE	ROAD,	LLC	 08-	 ,888,00	 	 ,8.
	 C/O	WILLIAMS,	ANDREA	D.	 	 	 	
SANDS	HOLLOW,	LLC	 0-9A	 ,00	 	 .7
SAUCIER,	NORMAND	A	&	DOROTHY	E	 0-8-A	 98,000	 	 ,047.0
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 7
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
SCHEIMAN,	CARL	&	KATHLEEN	F.	 -06-P	 7,00	 	 .6
SCHEIMAN,	CARL	&	KATHLEEN	F.	 -06-T	 7,900	 7,600	 800.7
SCHILLER,	W.	LEE	 -	 8,00	 	 ,804.
SCHILLER,	W.	LEE	&	LINDA	E.	 -8-0	 ,9,400	 ,000	 4,78.04
SCHLING,	WALLACE	&	DEBORAH	 0-4	 ,000	 	 ,68.0
SCHNEIDER,	KENNETH	J.	 6-0	 4,00	 	 478.9
SCHNEIDER,	KENNETH	J.	 6-	 9,700	 	 ,.07
SCHNEIDER,	KENNETH	J.,	TR.	 6-0-A	 6,00	 	 96.8
	 SHIPYARD	ROAD	TRUST	 	 	 	
SCHNEIDER,	KENNETH	J.,	TR.	 6--A	 ,600	 	 668.6
	 SHIPYARD	ROAD	TRUST	 	 	 	
SCHREIBER,	SUSAN	V.	TRUSTEE	 08-7	 946,00	 	 ,94.
	 SCHREIBER	REVOCABLE	TRUST	 	 	 	
SCHROCK,	J.	GLADDEN	 --A	 8,000	 ,000	 0.0
SCHROEDER,	ISABELLE	B.,	TR	 07-0	 ,446,000	 	 4,48.60
	 C/O	THE	FIRST	 	 	 	
SCHUBEL,	MARGARET	H.	 4-0-D	 79,700	 	 47.07
	 SCHUBEL,	SUSAN	ELIZABETH	 	 	 	
SCHUBEL,	SUSAN	ELIZABETH	 4-0-C	 70,00	 	 7.6
SCHUETH,	JOANNE	M.	&	 7-70	 448,00	 	 ,90.
	 MANNING	ROBERT,		TRUSTEES	 	 	 	
	 THEODORE	D.	MANNING	JR.	TRUST	 	 	 	
SCHUT,	BRAGI	 -	 ,400	 	 ,09.74
SCHUT,	BRAGI	F.	&	JAN	H.	 --A	 ,644,00	 ,000	 8,6.9
SCOTT,	ANGELA	 7-48-K	 4,800	 	 7.68
SCOTT,	JOSEPH	B.,	MORGAN,	SUSAN	F.	 7--C	 ,4,00	 	 0,0.9
SCOTT,	SHERMAN	A.	 -0-A	 4,64,00	 	 4,.9
SEAL	COVE	TRUST	 0-9	 64,00	 	 ,999.8
	 LYNCH	JJ,&		PETRA	C.F.TRS	 	 	 	
SEARS	MAINELAND	REALTY	TRUST	 7-60	 99,400	 	 08.4
SEARS,	ANN	MASON,	TRUSTEE	 7-9	 0,00	 	 4.
	 HERBERT	T.	SEARS	IRREV	TRUST	 	 	 	
SEARS,	ANN	MASON,	TRUSTEE	 9-	 66,00	 	 .
	 HERBERT	T.	SEARS	IRREV	TRUST	 	 	 	
SEARS,	HERBERT	 7-6	 ,9,900	 	 4,947.9
	 CLARKS	COVE	REALTY	TRUST	 	 	 	
SEASCAPE	PROPERTIES,	LLC	 08-08	 ,80,900	 	 4,900.79
SEIBEL	REAL	ESTATE	COMPANY	 8-0-G	 ,00,700	 	 ,.7
SEIBEL,	ROY	E.,	JR.	 9-8-0	 4,00	 	 ,4.8
SEIBEL,	ROY,	SR.	&	RUTH	 9-8-0	 99,00	 	 ,7.8
SEIDERS,	DWAYNE	&	JANICE	 0-07	 0,00	 	 6.4
SEIDERS,	DWAYNE	L.	 7-0-B	 7,000	 	 0.0
SEIDERS,	ET	AL	 -09-A	 8,600	 	 6.06
SEIDERS,	FRANCIS	A.	&	GAIL	 -	 68,000	 7,600	 776.4
SEIDERS,	JANICE	M.,	ETAL	 0-4	 09,700	 ,000	 6.97
SEIDERS,	JOHN	F.	 -7	 6,00	 ,000	 ,77.7
SEIDERS,	JOHN	F.	 -09	 ,00	 	 6.
SEIDERS,	KENNETH	D.	 0-9	 77,800	 	 4.8
SEIDERS,	KENNETH	D.	 0-8	 4,800	 	 4.88
SEIDERS,	KENNETH	D.	 -7-A	 4,00	 	 44.7
SEIDERS,	KENNETH	D.	 -9	 04,000	 	 .40
SEIDERS,	KENNETH	D.,	JR.	&	CHERYL	A	 -0-A	 ,000	 ,000	 64.0
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SEIDERS,	V.	FAMILY	TRUST	 0-7	 ,600	 7,600	 8.60
SEIDERS,	VAUGHN	 7-48-D	 ,00	 7,600	 66.09
SEWALL	FAMILY	MAINE,	LLC	 08-	 6,600	 	 ,.6
	 C/O	RICHARD	S.	SEWALL	 	 	 	
SEWALL	REAL	ESTATE	TRUST	 08-	 ,66,00	 	 ,.8
	 &	RICHARD	B.	SEWALL	 	 	 	
SEWALL	REAL	ESTATE	TRUST	 08-6	 ,900	 	 ,6.99
	 C/O	CLARE	AMES	 	 	 	
SEWALL	REAL	ESTATE	TRUST	 08-07	 08,600	 	 6.66
SEWALL,	RICHARD	ET	AL	 	 	 	
SEWALL	REALTY	LLC	 08-4	 ,474,00	 	 4,70.0
	 C/O	RICHARD	S.	SEWALL	 	 	 	
SEWALL,	CHRISTINA		 7-9	 69,00	 	 8.4
SEWARD,	SAMUEL	S.	&	LYNN	F.	 -06-H	 894,400	 	 ,77.64
SGARZI,	JULIE	A.,	TRUSTEE	 6-0	 404,700	 	 ,4.7
	 JULIE	A.	SGARZI	TRUST	 	 	 	
SHACKTAFARI,	LLC,	WILLIAM	VOSS	 7-64	 ,00	 	 47.
SHAND,	J.	RICHARD	&	GAIL	R.	 6-	 ,09,600	 ,000	 ,7.66
SHAUGHNESSY,	HEATHER	M.	 -0-O	 ,00	 ,000	 999.
SHAW,	CLAUDIA,	DAVIS,	PAMELA	 4-	 96,00	 	 99.
	 SEIDERS,	DWAYNE	 	 	 	
SHAW,	DORIS	SHERWOOD	 4-04	 9,000	 	 ,608.90
SHENTON,	WILLIAM	C.	ET	AL	 07-	 ,68,00	 	 4,86.
SHEPARD,	NANCY,		ET	AL	 04-0	 4,600	 	 ,4.06
	 CANNING,	GERALDINE,	TRUSTEE	 	 	 	
SHEPARD,	NANCY,	ET	AL	 04-	 9,800	 	 80.8
	 CANNING,	GERALDINE,	TRUSTEE	 	 	 	
SHERIFF,	ANN	R.,	TTEE	U/A/D	/0/9	 4-4	 706,800	 	 ,9.08
SHERMAN,	CYNTHIA	 0-	 474,900	 	 ,47.9
	 GOODYEAR,	JENNIFER	 	 	 	
SHERMAN,	EDWARD	&	ALICE	 09-8-C	 ,08,00	 	 6,8.7
SHERMAN,	EDWARD	&	ALICE	 7-6	 0,800	 	 ,8.48
SHEVCHENKO,	ARTHUR	 9-64	 ,600	 	 4.6
SHEVCHENKO,	ARTHUR	 9-64-B	 66,000	 	 04.60
SHEW,	WILLIAM	D.	JR.	&	ELLEN	M.	 4-6	 806,900	 7,600	 ,446.8
SHIPLEY	POINT	LLC	&	 07-0	 ,9,600	 	 ,994.76
	 MONROE	ET	AL	C/O	ANN	SEARS	 	 	 	
SHIPLEY	ROAD	WCS,	LLC	 07-09	 ,4,00	 	 4,70.4
SHOOK,	PRISCILLA	C.	ETAL	 4-9A	 679,00	 	 ,0.
SHORE	HOUSE	REALTY	TRUST	 07-0	 ,89,700	 	 ,864.7
	 HARRY	SWEITZER,	TRUSTEE	 	 	 	
SHORE,	RULA	 7-68-E	 76,700	 	 7.77
SHORTER,	FREDERICK	J.	&	KATHRYN	R.	08-40	 ,8,00	 	 4,8.
SIDES	REALTY	TRUST	U/D/T	 08-0	 ,8,00	 	 ,9.
	 C/O	KAREN	S	SUVA,	TR	 	 	 	
SIGLER,	DONALD	R.	&	EUNICE	G.	 -0	 ,000	 	 9.0
SIGNELL,	ELIZABETH,	TRUSTEE	 0-0	 7,400	 	 7.94
	 ELIZABETH	SIGNELL	LIVING	TRUST	 	 	 	
SIGNELL,	ELIZABETH,	TRUSTEE	 04-	 ,400	 	 ,09.4
	 ELIZABETH	SIGNELL	LIVING	TRUST	 	 	 	
SIGNELL,	PETER,	TRUSTEE	 04-6	 7,600	 	 848.6
	 SIGNELL	LIVING	TRUST	 	 	 	
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
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SIROIS,	RYAN	 -40-A	 79,700	 	 867.07
SMITH	TRUSTS	 08-0-A	 8,700	 	 ,640.7
	 C/O	NIXON	PEABODY,	LLP	 	 	 	
SMITH	TRUSTS	 08-0-B	 604,800	 	 ,874.88
	 C/O	NIXON	PEABODY,	LLP	 	 	 	
SMITH,	DARREN	D	&	HEATHER	R	 7-48-F	 07,000	 ,000	 607.60
SMITH,	DAVID	E.	&	PRISCILLA	R.	 9-6	 68,00	 	 .
SMITH,	DAVID	E.	&	PRISCILLA	R.	 9-	 ,400	 	 0.4
SMITH,	DAVID	E.	&	PRISCILLA	R.	 9-6-A	 68,600	 7,600	 ,088.0
SMITH,	DAVID	E.	&	PRISCILLA	R.	 9-7-C	 ,00	 	 9.6
SMITH,	DONALD	&	NANCY,	TRUSTEES	 7-76	 4,00	 	 ,49.
	 SMITH	REVOCABLE	TRUST	 	 	 	
SMITH,	HAROLD	G.JR.	 0-06	 ,6,00	 	 4,994.4
	 &	BARBARA,	TRUSTEES	ETAL	 	 	 	
SMITH,	JEFFREY	 0-9A	 ,700	 	 78.7
SMITH,	JEFFREY	&	CHRISTOPHER	 0-4	 ,600	 	 70.06
SMITH,	JEFFREY	&	CHRISTOPHER	 0-9B	 9,00	 	 49.8
SMITH,	RICHARD	L.	&	LINDA	M.	 9-	 78,00	 7,600	 497.
SMITH,	SHERRY	&	KATHLEEN	 9-9	 4,900	 	 77.9
SMITH,	WILLIAM	H.	&	BARBARA	 -07	 ,,900	 	 ,70.89
	 TRUSTEES	SMITH	LIVING	TRUST	 	 	 	
SMITHWICK,	STEPHEN	M.	P.R.	 6-9-B	 48,00	 	 ,699.
	 REGINALD	H.	SMITHWICK	 	 	 	
SMITHWICK,	SUE	MAUNZ	 6-9-A	 90,00	 	 ,89.6
	 C/O	STEPHEN	SMITHWICK	 	 	 	
SMITHWICK,	SUE	MAUNZ	 6-9	 ,67,700	 ,000	 ,60.7
	 C/O	STEPHEN	SMITHWICK	 	 	 	
SNOW,	OLIVE	 0-	 0,800	 ,000	 4.8
SO.	BRISTOL	ASSOCIATES	 -06	 ,76,00	 	 4,886.
	 C/O	MCCLATCHEY,	JOHN	 	 	 	
SOLAR,	ROBERT	L.	&	JANE	M.	 -	 ,09,700	 	 ,70.07
SORENSEN,	HERLOF	 8-08	 ,6,900	 	 4,.89
SORENSEN,	HERLOF	&	BRIDGETTE	 7-0	 ,0,000	 	 ,87.00
SOWDEN,	DAVID	T.	&	 0-	 66,600	 	 ,04.06
	 STURGES,	DEBORAH		 	 	 	
SOWLES,	ANNE,	MATTHEWS,		 09-44	 7,400	 	 ,79.74
	 MEREDITH	&	MEYRIC	 	 	 	
SOWLES,	ANNE	&	MATTHEWS,		 09-4	 6,800	 	 .98
	 MEREDITH	&	MEYRIC	 	 	 	
	 MOHR,	MARILYN	M.	TRUSTEE	 	 	 	
SPARE,	MICHAEL	B.	JR.,		 -0-G	 6,600	 	 94.06
	 &	ALEXANDRA	E.	 	 	 	
SPAULDING,ROBIN	F.	 4-07	 ,0,00	 	 6,.0
	 FOSTER,	WHITNEY	P	ET	AL	 	 	 	
SPINNEY,	CHARLOTTE,	TRUSTEE	 9-4	 7,600	 	 4.6
	 CHARLOTTE	C.	SPINNEY	REV.TRUST	 	 	 	
SPOCK	LIVING	TRUSTS	 08-0	 ,89,900	 	 ,864.89
	 WILLIAM	&	PATRICIA,	TRUSTEES	 	 	 	
SPOCK,	THOMAS	E.	&	LINDA	M.	 07-04	 ,67,600	 	 ,8.06
SPOFFORD,	KATHY	J.	&	 4-	 4,00	 	 ,4.6
	 KOUKOL,	ROBERT	C.	 	 	 	
SPROUL,	DAVID	W.	FOUR	MAPLES,	LLC	 4-49	 07,600	 	 64.6
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
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SPROUL,	DAVID	W.	FOUR	MAPLES,	LLC	 -4	 ,00	 	 7.7
SPROUL,	DAVID	W.	FOUR	MAPLES,	LLC	 4-	 4,800	 	 ,07.88
SPROUL,	ROBERT	A.,	JR	&	SIGRID	 6-0	 ,,700	 	 7,7.47
SPROUL,	ROBERT	A.,	JR	&	SIGRID	 6-	 97,400	 	 0.94
SPROUL,	ROBERT	A.,	JR.	 9-06	 4,00	 	 .6
	 BAY	RIDGE	FARM	TRUST	 	 	 	
SPROUL,	ROBERT	A.,	JR.	 6-0	 46,00	 	 ,.
SPROUL,	ROBERT	A.,	JR.	 6-0-A	 7,00	 	 67.0
	 BAY	RIDGE	FARM	TRUST	 	 	 	
STANHOPE,	MURIEL	G.	 -7-A	 496,00	 7,600	 ,48.97
STANIOSKI,	JOHN	P.	&	MARGARET	A.	 -0	 9,00	 	 99.8
STANLEY,	CHRISTOPHER	 7--D	 6,600	 	 94.06
STANLEY,	DONALD	&	KAREN	 9-7-D	 ,600	 7,600	 68.60
STANLEY,	JEAN	K.	&	SMITH	B.	&	 -	 467,900	 	 ,40.49
	 VICKERY,	CONSTANCE	 	 	 	
STANLEY,	SALLY	&	HILLARY	J.	 7-	 99,00	 ,000	 84.
STANZIONE,	LOUIS	B.	TRUSTEE	 8-0-B	 0,800	 	 ,0.48
	 STANZIONE	FAMILY	TRUST	 	 	 	
STANZIONE,	LOUIS	BARRY	 8-0-A	 4,700	 	 .7
STANZIONE,	LOUIS	BARRY	 8-0-C	 7,00	 	 487.0
STARLAND	PROPERTIES,	LLC	 0--D	 ,090,900	 	 ,8.79
STASZ,	BUSHNELL	B.	 4-08	 ,000	 	 64.0
STATE	OF	MAINE	 7-64-A	 86,700	 86,700	 0.00
STEER,	MARTHA	C/O	JONATHAN	STEER	0-6	 44,00	 	 7.9
STEER,	MARTHA	C/O	JONATHAN	STEER	0-4	 ,00	 	 ,69.0
STEER,	MARTHA	ET	AL	 0-	 8,00	 	 6.7
	 C/O	JONATHAN	STEER	 	 	 	
STEGNA,	CAROLINE	G.	 7-66	 77,00	 ,000	 6.
STEGNA,	LAWRENCE	E.,	JR.	 9-64-D	 00	 	 .
STEGNA,	LAWRENCE	E.,	JR.	 9-64-C	 79,00	 	 .
STEGNA,	LAWRENCE	E.,	JR.	 9-64-E	 6,000	 	 8.60
STEGNA,	TIMOTHY	ERNEST	 7-	 ,00	 ,000	 47.8
STEVENSON,	JOHN	P.,	TRUSTEE	 04-0	 07,00	 	 ,7.0
	 JOHN	P.	STEVENSON	REV	TRUST	 	 	 	
STEWART,	JOHN	&	MARCIA	 -08	 40,00	 ,000	 ,00.
STILES,	KATHERINE	 -4-A	 46,400	 	 76.84
STILES,	TIMOTHY	&	LAURIE	D.	 9--B	 ,700	 ,000	 ,000.7
STOCKLEN	CORP.	C/O	PETER	FAUST	 0-	 900,00	 	 ,790.9
STOCKWELL,	CATHY	L.	 -04	 8,00	 ,000	 9.
STODDARD,	ROBERT	B.	 6-	 ,097,00	 	 ,40.6
	 &	ELIZABETH	W.	 	 	 	
STORCH,	DEBORAH	 -08	 600	 	 .86
STORCH,	DEBORAH	 -09	 6,900	 ,000	 ,09.99
SUVA,	ROBERT	H.	&	KAREN	S.	 -40	 6,400	 	 ,0.4
SWANSON,	DAVID	S.	&	ANN	M.	 6-	 ,96,00	 	 ,94.
	 TRUSTEES,	ET	AL	 	 	 	
SWEET,	ROBERT	W.,	JR.	 -04-B	 9,800	 	 94.8
	 &	KAREN	MERERHOFF	 	 	 	
SWEET,	ROBERT	W.,	JR.	 -04	 7,00	 	 984.
	 &	KAREN	MERERHOFF	 	 	 	
SWETLAND,	JOHN	&	JOYCE	TRUSTEES	 7-86	 488,00	 ,000	 ,479.
	 JOHN	H.	SWETLAND	REVOCABLE	TRUST	 	 	 	
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 4
SWETT,	JOHN	W.	ET	AL	 -0	 ,089,00	 	 ,76.
SWINDELL,	ET	AL,	RICE,	ET	AL	 9-	 ,78,00	 	 4,7.7
SYKES,	AARON	S.	 -0-P	 ,700	 	 470.7
SYKES,	ERICK	&	AMY	L.	 4-4-A	 80,00	 	 ,78.
SYKES,	ERICK	&	AMY	L.	 -0-F	 76,00	 	 6.
SYKES,	ERICK	&	AMY	L.	 -0-D	 4,400	 ,000	 60.4
SYKES,	JOYCE	 -0-K	 9,700	 7,600	 4.8
TAWNEY,	SHIRLEY	J.	 0-8-B	 49,900	 ,000	 ,9.9
TAYLOR,	JEFFREY	L.	 -06-Q	 9,00	 	 89.8
TEBBETTS,	KRIS	B.	&	GEORGEIANNA	 --C	 ,6,00	 	 ,460.
TENERO,	ANN	MARIE	&	 7-9	 ,700	 	 ,040.67
	 DURAND,	KEVIN	A.	 	 	 	
TERMINE,	JEANNIE	 9-0-F	 ,800	 ,000	 77.8
THE	DAMARISCOTTA	RIVER	 0-9-A	 ,067,900	,067,900	 0.00
	 ASSOCIATION	 	 	 	
THE	DAMARISCOTTA	RIVER	 0-9C	 8,800	 8,800	 0.00
	 ASSOCIATION	 	 	 	
THE	GUT	HOUSE,	LLC	 7-08	 40,400	 	 ,96.4
	 PICKETT,	RICHARD	&	WILLIAM	 	 	 	
THE	NATURE	CONSERVANCY	 4-7-B	 79,600	 	 866.76
	 ATTN:		TRADELANDS	 	 	 	
THOMAS	TRUST	C/O	SIMA,	CHERYL	D.	 09-0-B	 ,9,400	 	 6,0.44
THOMAS,	CAROLYN	H.	 0-9	 ,0,00	 	 4,667.0
THOMAS,	JOHN	PARKER	 7-67-A	 669,00	 ,000	 ,040.7
THOMAS,	MARY	P.	 -0-G	 ,600	 	 686.96
THOMPSON	ICE	HOUSE	 -06	 77,000	 77,000	 0.00
PRESERVATION	CORP.	 	 	 	
THOMPSON	LOVING	TRUST	 4-6	 46,00	 	 ,07.
THOMPSON	LOVING	TRUST	 4-9	 9,00	 	 80.
	 THOMPSON,	DANIEL	&	ARDEN	TRS	 	 	 	
THOMPSON,	EMILY	C.	&	BRIAN	P.	 7-40	 ,400	 ,000	 94.4
THORNBLADE,	JAMES	B.	&	CHARLES	N.	8-06	 ,046,000	 	 ,4.60
THORPE,	HENRY	G.	 08-06	 49,000	 	 .90
THORPE,	HENRY	G.	 08-06-A	 ,00	 	 .7
THORPE,	HENRY	G.	 08-0	 98,00	 	 ,4.
THORPE,	HENRY	G.	ET	AL	 08-	 ,000	 	 .0
THORPE,	HENRY	G.	ET	AL	 08-0	 60,800	 	 808.48
THURSTON,	JAMES	I.,	JR	&	CYNTHIA	J.	 -0-A	 40,400	 	 74.4
TIDEWATER	TELECOM	INC.	 9-07	 88,600	 	 74.66
TIDEWATER	TELECOM	INC.	 4-4	 88,400	 	 894.04
TOBEY,	AUBREY	C.	&	CYNTHIA	W.	 -0	 ,008,00	 	 ,.4
	 S	ROAD	REALTY	TRUST	 	 	 	
TOLLI,	LISA	 8-	 97,000	 	 60.70
TOMASULO-PINSON,	ALEXSONDRA	 8-4-B	 ,400	 ,000	 74.4
TONRY,	SANDY	 4-6	 6,600	 	 00.96
TOPPER,	ROBERT	T.	&	JUANITA	A.	 9-8-	 9,00	 ,000	 ,699.7
TOPPER,	ROBERT	T.	&	JUANITA	A.	 9-8-	 8,000	 	 7.0
TORRES,	EDWARD	&	YVETTE	 4-0	 0,400	 7,600	 69.68
TOTTEN,	ALEXANDRA	C.	 0-04-A	 ,468,400	 	 4,.04
TOWN	HALL	TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	7-4	 67,600	 67,600	 0.00
TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 0-0-A	 49,400	 49,400	 0.00
	 SAND	&	SALT	STORAGE	BLDG.	 	 	 	
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
4	 ANNUAL	REPORT
TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 0-0	 6,00	 6,00	 0.00
TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 9-0-A	 0,000	 0,000	 0.00
	 OAK	CEMETERY	LOT	 	 	 	
TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 0-44-A	 70,000	 70,000	 0.00
TOWN	WHARF	 -06-V	 0,00	 0,00	 0.00
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 	 	 	
TRACY	PROPERTY	 0-7	 867,00	 867,00	 0.00
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 	 	 	
TRUMPY,	SIGRID	HOLLACE	 7-48-I	 87,600	 	 7.6
TSO,	SALLY	ET	AL	 -	 8,800	 	 ,89.78
TUNNEY,	MARY	L.	REV	TR	AGREEMENT	7-64	 8,900	 	 ,86.99
	 C/O	DOROTHY	NORRIS	 	 	 	
TURNER,	CHRISTY	F.	 4-0-B	 76,900	 	 8.9
TURNER,	RALPH	W.,	JR.	&	JEAN	P.	 4-4	 84,400	 7,600	 ,.08
TURNER,	THEODORA	B.	&	JOHN	J.	 -0	 40,000	 	 ,4.0
TURNER,	THEODORA	B.	&	JOHN	J.	 -06-A	 0,00	 	 0.
UHL,	MICHAEL	 7-68	 7,00	 7,600	 649.4
UNDERWOOD,	J.	SCOTT	 09-0-A	 ,949,800	 ,000	 ,0.8
UNION	CHURCH	PARISH	HOUSE	 4--	 70,00	 	 7.9
UNION	CHURCH	#		PARSONAGE	 4-0	 99,00	 0,000	 6.4
UNION	CHURCH	#		 4-0	 ,600	 ,600	 0.00
UNITED	STATES	OF	AMERICA	 0-0	 ,900	 ,900	 0.00
	 U.S.	FISH	&	WILDLIFE	SERVICE	 	 	 	
UNIVERSITY	OF	MAINE	 8-07	 ,4,900	,4,900	 0.00
	 WILLETT	PROPERTY	 	 	 	
UNIVERSITY	OF	MAINE		 8-09	 ,74,00	,74,00	 0.00
	 DARLING	CENTER	 	 	 	
UNIVERSITY	OF	MAINE	 8-0-A	 ,900	 ,900	 0.00
	 DARLING	CENTER	 	 	 	
VAN	DER	HOEVEN	REVOCABLE	TR	 0-	 ,4,800	 	 4,88.98
VAN	DYKE	INNER	HERON	ISLAND	 04-	 8,00	 	 ,606.7
	 ASSOC	C/O	JOHN	VAN	DYKE	 	 	 	
VAN	MIDDLESWORTH,	TRUM	&	 0-07	 904,900	 	 ,80.9
	 VERA,	SOWDEN,	DAVID	 	 	 	
VAN	SICLEN	EXCHANGE	LLC	 6-7-C	 9,400	 	 ,899.74
VAN	SICLEN,	JOHN	R	&	PAMELA	S	 6-7-A	 674,600	 	 ,09.6
VAN	WESTREENEN,	DIRK	 -4	 66,900	 	 ,77.9
VAN	WESTREENEN,	DIRK	 -	 80,00	 	 49.
VAUGHAN,	JOSEPHINE	 -07	 97,000	 ,000	 886.60
VICKERY,	CONSTANCE	 4-0	 6,700	 	 7.77
VIEGA,	STEVEN	&	SARAH	W.	 0-09	 7,700	 ,000	 ,694.77
VIEHWEG,	PAMELA	M.	 -04	 679,00	 	 ,06.4
VOELKER,	FREDERICH	C.	&	CLAUDIA	M.	-	 ,4,00	 	 ,0.4
VOELKER,	FREDERICH,	TRUSTEE	 8-0-F	 ,0,600	 	 6,7.86
	 HERON	OAKS	FCV	TRUST	U/A/D	 	 	 	
VOLPE	REALTY	TRUST	 -0-A	 ,067,00	 	 ,08.
VOLPE,	THOMAS	S.	 -0	 ,,900	 	 6,80.99
	 &	ELIZABETH	DORGAN,	TRS	 	 	 	
VONVOGT,	CARL	&	LOURDES	 0-46	 70,900	 ,000	 80.69
WADE,	JAMES	R.	&	BARBARA	A.	 -0-D	 ,400	 7,600	 ,040.98
WAIALUA	LLC	C/O	EMILY	MACKENZIE	 09-0	 ,909,00	 	 ,98.8
WAIALUA	LLC	C/O	EMILY	MACKENZIE	 09-09	 ,00	 	 .4
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 4
Name Map-Lot Total Exempt Tax
WAIS,	JENNIFER	M.	 8-	 86,000	 ,000	 8.0
WAKEMAN,		ELIZABETH	G.	 08-0	 ,6,000	 	 ,909.0
WALKER,	JOHN	 6-8	 4,8,00	 	 ,0.
WALPOLE	MEETING	HOUSE	 -07	 7,00	 7,00	 0.00
WALPOLE	UNION	CHURCH	 9-0	 7,00	 7,00	 0.00
WALSH,	CAROL	WAY	 6-06	 7,800	 	 .8
WALSH,	CAROL	WAY	 6-4	 98,00	 	 ,4.
WALTON,	MARK	A.	&	 9-8-	 48,000	 	 ,6.80
HAGEMAN,	MARY	S.	 	 	 	
WARD,	ROBERT	A	JR.	&	NANCY	P	 09-0	 74,00	 	 ,780.0
WARNER,	ELIZABETH	D.	&	 9-04	 ,469,400	 	 4,.4
	 P.M.	WARNER,	TRUSTEES	
	 WARNER	FAMILY	TRUSTS	 	 	 	
WARNER,	JAMES	&	DEBORAH	 09-0-A	 84,00	 	 ,80.7
WARTMAN,	MARY	W.	 08-	 94,000	 	 ,90.0
	 CHRISTMAS	COVE	LTD	PARTNERSHIP	 	 	
WARTMAN,	MARY	W.	 08-	 ,000	 	 6.0
	 CHRISTMAS	COVE	LTD	PARTNERSHIP	 	 	
WATT,	DOUGLAS	E	TRUSTEE	RLT	 0-40	 697,800	 	 ,6.8
	 BLANCHARD	&	DILLINGER	 	 	 	
WAWENOCK	COUNTRY	CLUB	 9-9	 846,900	 846,900	 0.00
WAWENOCK	COUNTRY	CLUB	 9-40	 6,00	 6,00	 0.00
WAWENOCK	COUNTRY	CLUB	 9-4	 0,00	 0,00	 0.00
WAWENOCK	COUNTRY	CLUB	 9-8-A	 46,000	 46,000	 0.00
WEBBER,	TIMOTHY	W.	 9-0	 ,000	 	 76.0
WEBEL,	FREDRICK	A	&	SUSAN	D	 9-8-7	 4,800	 ,000	 ,4.88
WEISLOGEL,	JONATHAN	G.	 9-0-A	 ,700	 	 470.7
WEISLOGEL,	JONATHAN	G.,		 9-0	 60,800	 ,000	 464.8
	 STIRES,	ANNE	 	 	 	
WELCH,	BENJAMIN	M.	JR	 -0-Q	 6,600	 	 97.6
	 &	MILDRED	H.	 	 	 	
WELLES,	BARBARA	C.,TRUSTEE	 0-09-A	 ,9,00	 	 ,779.8
	 BARBARA	WELLES	TRUST	 	 	 	
WELLES,	BARTON	J.	 09-0	 99,000	 	 ,6.90
WELLES,	CHASE	B.	&	ANNE	 -0-B	 ,,900	 	 6,68.9
WELLES,	ELIZABETH	B.,	TRUSTEE	 -0	 ,04,800	 	 9,49.8
	 ELIZABETH	B.	WELLES	REVOCABLE	TRUST	 	 	 	
WELLS	FAMILY	LLC	 08-7	 ,400	 	 ,089.4
WELLS	FAMILY	LLC	 08-4-A	 ,80,000	 	 7,068.00
WELLS	FAMILY	LLC	 08-4	 48,600	 	 ,499.6
WELLS,	A.	STANTON	 08-8	 7,00	 	 ,770.7
	 NEWELL,	MARGARET	 	 	 	
WELLS,	ELLEN	B.	 08--A	 4,600	 	 4.6
WELLS,	FREDERICK	&	JENNIFER	 -4-A	 67,600	 	 ,976.6
WESLEY,	CHARLES	&	AGNES	TRUSTS	 0-0	 780,400	 	 ,49.4
	 C/O	ELIOT	FIELD,	TRUSTEE	 	 	 	
WESLEY,	CHARLES	&	AGNES	TRUSTS	 0-0	 0,000	 	 .00
	 C/O	ELIOT	FIELD	 	 	 	
WESLEY,	CHARLES	&	AGNES	TRUSTS	 0-0-A	 ,800	 	 ,9.78
	 C/O	ELIOT	FIELD,	TRUSTEE	 	 	 	
WESSELLS,	DEBORAH	D.PR	TR	 08-	 ,776,00	 	 ,06.
	 NICHOLS,REED	&	SADLIER,ALEXANDRA	 	 	 	
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WESTON,	BERKLEY	&	JOANNA	 0-0	 6,700	 7,600	 4.
WESTON,	BERKLEY	&	RICE,	DENNIS,	 0-4	 ,00	 	 7.6
	 ROBERT	&	KENNETH	 	 	 	
WETMORE,	FRANK	TRUSTEE	 7-7-A	 ,08,00	 	 ,6.4
	 THOMPSON	INN	RD	REALTY	TR	 	 	 	
WHARF	HOUSE,	LLC	 7-04	 09,700	 	 40.07
	 RUTHERFORDS	ISLAND	WHARF,	LLC		 	 	
WHITE,	CLARE	&	 0-47	 ,8,800	 	 ,06.68
	 HAYDEN-POWER,	LORNA	 	 	 	
WHITE,	JOHN	&	DIANE	 --B	 7,00	 7,600	 479.7
WHITE,	WILLARD	D,	JR.,	TR	 0-04	 ,400	 	 ,8.4
	 WILLARD	D	WHITE	REV	TRUST	 	 	 	
WHITNEY,	ROBIN	D.,	TRUST	 09-8	 66,00	 	 ,06.
	 ROBIN	&	WALLACE	F.,	TRUSTEES	 	 	 	
WHITNEY,	WALLACE	JR	&	ROBIN	D	 09-6	 8,400	 	 ,89.74
WILDE,	WILLIAM	W.,	JR.	&	SARAH	 9-08-A	 46,900	 ,000	 7.9
WILDER,	PW,	III	&	DA,	TRS	 -0	 94,400	 	 ,.64
	 WILDER	FAMILY	TRUST	 	 	 	
WILEMAN,	ANN,	ET	AL	 7-4	 79,00	 ,000	 ,4.4
WILEY	POINT	LLC	C/O	DAVID	COIT	 -0	 ,9,700	 	 7,00.07
WILLIAMS,	KARLA	&	O.	&		 9-	 9,800	 	 6.8
	 N.	HOFMEISTER,	JR.	 	 	 	
WILLIAMS,	KARLA	&	O.	&		 8-	 4,400	 	 74.4
	 N.	HOFMEISTER,	JR.	 	 	 	
WILLIAMSON,	RANDALL	D.	&		 7-08-B	 78,000	 	 86.80
	 RACHEL	B.	 	 	
WILSHIRE,	TAYLOR	G.	 7-0	 97,000	 	 00.70
WILSON,	DAVID	&	MARY,	TRS	 7-8	 77,00	 	 ,9.6
	 CLARKS	COVE	NOMIEE	REALTY	TR	 	 	 	
WISE,	CAROL	 -06-N	 ,900	 ,000	 ,689.9
WOODMAN,	GLENN	K	&	CELINE	T	 -08-A	 8,00	 	 80.
WOODMAN,	GLENN	K	&	CELINE	T	 -08-B	 96,400	 ,000	 74.74
WRIGGINS	FAMILY	TRUST	 4-	 940,400	 	 ,9.4
	 THOMAS	WRIGGINS	III,	TRUSTEE	 	 	 	
WRIGHT,	EARL	&	DOROTHY	M.	ET	AL	 0-6	 4,000	 ,000	 69.0
WRIGHT,	JEAN	E.	 7-08-C	 9,600	 ,000	 876.06
WRIGHT,	NORMAN	&	LORI	 -0	 09,900	 ,000	 06.9
YATES,	DAVID	B	JR	&	LINDA	G	 -	 47,800	 	 ,46.68
YATES,	DOUGLAS	S	&	MICHELLE	S	 4-	 40,00	 ,000	 ,0.4
YATES,	DOUGLAS	S	&	MICHELLE	S	 0-4-A	 0,000	 	 66.0
YATES,	KATHRYN	M.	REVOC	TRUST	 4-9	 ,400	 	 ,69.74
YEREANCE.	JASON	 7-68-D	 6,800	 ,000	 947.98
YOUNG,	GEORGE	A.	 -0-N	 97,00	 ,000	 67.
ZACK,	RICHARD	J.	&	EVELYN	 -	 ,00	 	 ,90.6
ZAHNER,	CAROL	MARIE	&	 9--A	 80,900	 	 60.79
	 DOZIER,	MARSHALL	F.	 	 	 	
ZAHNER,	CAROL	MARIE	&	 9-	 9,400	 ,000	 ,8.44
	 DOZIER,	MARSHALL	F.	 	 	 	
ZERBE,	ROBERT	M.	 -	 60,400	 	 ,94.4























































































Owner	 Map-Lot	 Acres	 Valuation
AGA	Correa	 	6-6	 	4	 	9,6
Barton	 	6-0A	 	4	 	,9
Brunner	 	7-	 	96	 0,94
Cole	&	Weston	 	-A	 	6	 	49,477
Cole	&	Weston	 	9-44	 	4	 	4,79
Dean	 	7-9	 	4.	 	,
Farrin	 	7-9	 	0	 	,904
Holme	 	7-40,	4	 	8	 	9,748
Koch/Gagnon	 	9-7B	 		 	6,89
Kuniholm/Porter	 	0-B	 48	 4,70
Naylor	 	9-60	 	7	 0,74
Naylor	 	9-6	 	40	 	9,98
Robinson	 	6-A	 	7	 	7,84
Robinson	 	6-7	 	7.	 	7,986
Robinson	 	6-8	 	88	 	,97
Robinson	JR	 	6-7A	 .	 ,804
Rounds	Rev	Trust	 	9-6	 	 4,9
Rounds	Rev	Trust	 	8-8	 4.8	 6,6
Williams/Hoffmeister		 	8-	 	6	 	6,64
Williams/Hoffmeister	 	9-	 		 	9,	
Vander	Hoeven	 	0-	 0.	 4,44













	 	 Excerpts	 from	Maine	Revised	Statutes	Annotated,	Volume	6,	Title	
6,	Section	706.
	 	 “Before	making	 an	 assessment,	 the	 assessors...may	give	 reasonable	
notice	 in	writing	 to	 all	 persons	 liable	 to	 taxation	 in	 the	municipality...to	
furnish	to	the	assessors,	true	and	perfect	lists	of	all	their	estates,	not	by	law	








and satisfied them that he was unable to furnish it at the time appointed.





























































































































































































































































	 Appropriation	 	 	46,900.00	
	 Postage	Refund	 	 	9.40	

































	 Appropriation	 		 ,00.00	
Disbursements:	
	 Clerical	 6.0	







	 Carried	Forward	 	 	7,79.60	
	 Appropriation	 	 	6,000.00	
	 Overpayment	 	 	4.0	

















	 Appropriation	 		 ,00.00	
	 Reimbursement	 	 	7.70	











	 Appropriation	 		 0,00.00
	 South	Bristol	School	Share	WC	 	 4,00.00	
	 MMA	Refund	(liability)	 	 	,467.00
	 MMA	Refund	(wc)	 	 8.00


































	 Carried	Forward	 	 	8,.4	
	 Mooring	Fees	 	 4,98.00	
	 	 	 ,98.4	
Disbursements:	
	 Supplies	 	644.	




























	 Carried	Forward	 	 ,40.0
	 Appropriation	 	 4,000.00
	 DOT	Road	Assistance	 	 ,08.00	
	 	 	 08,78.0	
Disbursements:	




	 Commissioners	 ,00.00	 	
	 Cold	Patch	 	,8.6	





	 Surplus	 	 	6,00.00	
	 Prepaid	04	Contract	 	 7,79.7



















	 Appropriation	 	 ,400.00	
	 Reimbursement	State	of	Maine	 	 	,9.78
	 	 		 669.78	
Disbursements:	







	 Appropriation	 	 ,97.00	
	 Surplus	 	 9,9.00	
	 	 	 	,76.00	
Disbursements:	
	 Mid	Maine	Community	Action	 0.00	 	
	 L.C.	Ambulance	Service	 	4,400.00	
	 Senior	Spectrum	 ,64.00	



































	 Carried	forward	 		 4,0.66	
	 Clam	licenses	 	 4,60.00	
	 Fines	 	 	88.00	







































	 Headinvest	 	 00,000.00	
	 Bath	Savings	Institution	 	 00,000.00	
	 Bourne	Stenstrom	Lent	Asset	Mgt	 		 00,000.00	










	 Carried	forward	 	 	0,498.
	 Equitable	Production	Co	 	 9,88.4	









	 Carried	forward	 		 4,68.0	
	 Interest	 	 6.7	




























































































































attending	 Lincoln	 Academy	 and	 two	 ()	 students	 attending	 other	 high	
school	 opportunities.	 These	 students	 continue	 to	 achieve	 to	 high	 levels.	
Lincoln	Academy	continues	a	very	high	placement	level	of	students	seeking	
post-secondary	learning.	The	School	Boards	of	the	Central	Lincoln	County	
School	System	meet	with	 the	Board	 of	Directors	 of	Lincoln	Academy	 a	
couple	times	per	year	in	order	to	align	curriculum	and	prepare	for	transition	
of	our	grade	eight	students	to	a	successful	experience	in	high	school.	
Speaking	 for	 the	 School	 Board,	 we	 try	 relentlessly	 to	 provide	 the	
best	 education	possible	at	 a	 level	 reasonable	 to	 the	 taxpayer.	Here	 is	 the	
comparison	 between	 budgets	 from	 the	 last	 two	 years	 and	 the	 proposed	
budget	you	will	be	voting	on	at	Town	Meeting:	
	 0-0		 	 Education	Budget	Total	=	$,76,76


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SECONDARY ENROLLMENT and Home School – October	2013
 9th 10th 11th 12th TOTAL
Bremen	 0	 8	 7	 7	 	
Bristol	 4	 8	 	 	 0	
Damariscotta	 	 	 	 9	 86	
Jefferson	 9	 	 0	 	 	
Newcastle	 8	 	 7	 4	 80	
Nobleboro	 6	 	 	 	 6	
South	Bristol	 	 	 8	 6	 8
TOTAL	SECONDARY	 113	 135	 130	 136	 514




	 2	Years	Prior	 1	Year	Prior	 Budget	
	 Actual	 Adopted	 Total
Description	 7/1/12-6/30/13	 7/1/13-6/30/14	 7/1/14-6/30/15
Revenues
LOCAL	APPROPRIATION:	REQUIRED	 (90,68.00)	 (997,090.00)	 (997,090.00)
LOCAL	APPROPRIATION:	ADD’L	LOCAL	 (498,78.00)	 (444,0.00)	 (48,4.97)
MISC.	SALES	&	REFUNDS	(MSMA,	ETC.)	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	
MISC	SPED	SHARED	PROGRAM	REVENUE	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	
STATE	SUBSIDY	 (,00.00)	 (40,67.00)	 (40,67.00)
FUND	BEGINNING	BALANCE	 (09,48.00)	 (0,000.00)	 (64,000.00)
Total	Gen	Fund	Revenue	 (1,761,376.00)	 (1,631,782.00)	 (1,620,315.97)
Budget	Difference:	 $11,466.03	 -0.70%
Regular	Instruction	 	 	
TEACHER	SALARY	 47,78.00		 6,0.00		 7,77.6	
ED	TECH	SALARY	 8,468.		 ,48.00		 ,808.8	
SUBSTITUTE	SALARY	 4,60.00		 7,00.00		 7,00.00	
TUTOR	SALARY	 4,879.9		 7,.00		 7,.99	
TEACHER	LEADER	STIPEND	 60.00		 60.00		 60.00	
TEACHER	BENEFITS	 ,4.		 ,6.00		 6,80.	
ED	TECH	BENEFITS	 0.09		 .00		 98.79	
SUBSTITUTE	BENEFITS	 86.6		 0.00		 4.7	
TUTOR	BENEFITS	 70.74		 0.00		 .00	
TEACHER	LEADER	STIPEND	BENEFITS	 0.00		 0.00		 .9	
TEACHER	HEALTH	INSURANCE	 8,47.8		 87,779.00		 96,6.90	
ED	TECH	HEALTH	INSURANCE	 4,887.9		 ,944.00		 8,49.00	
TEACHER	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 9,44.7		 8,94.8	
ED	TECH	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 406.7		 48.9	
TEACH	LEADER	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 6.00		 7.	
SUBSTITUTE	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 60.00		 98.7	
TUTOR	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 0.00		 400.	
TEACHER	TUITION	 6,07.00		 ,00.00		 4,00.00	
ED	TECH	TUITION	 0.00		 0.00		 ,00.00	
TEACHER-CASH	IN	LIEU	 00.00		 00.00		 ,600.00	
ED	TECH-CASH	IN	LIEU	 800.00		 800.00		 800.00	
COPIER	LEASE	(TEACHER	USE)	 ,70.80		 ,0.00		 6,700.00	
TRAVEL	PROFESSIONAL	DEVELOPMENT	 6.44		 0.00		 0.00	
INSTRUCTIONAL	SUPPLIES	 0,4.64		 4,800.00		 ,09.4	
INSTRUCTIONAL	TEXTBOOKS	 49.7		 ,0.00		 4,447.7	
INSTRUCTIONAL	DUES/FEES	 00.00		 00.00		 60.00	
SECONDARY	PUBLIC	TUITION	 6,7.		 8,8.00		 0.00	
SECONDARY	OUT	OF	STATE	PUB/PRIV	TUIT	 8,87.46		 0.00		 9,7.00	
SECONDARY	PRIVATE	TUITION	 0,447.9		 70,00.00		 7,9.00	
7	 ANNUAL	REPORT
SECONDARY	PRIVATE	INSURED	VALUE	 6,860.46		 0,7.00		 ,477.06	
G&T	CONFERENCES	 0.00		 .00		
G&T	SUPPLIES	 89.86		 00.00		 0.00	
G&T	ARTIST	IN	RESIDENCE	 ,89.9		 ,00.00		 ,00.00	
SECONDARY	ALT	ED	TUITION	(LA)	 ,09.00		 ,0.00		 ,407.04	
ALTERNATIVE	EDUCATION	(CAL)	 0,7.		 9,69.00		 8,679.00	
Total	Regular	Instruction	 858,950.78		 833,968.00		 824,510.51	
Budget	Difference:	 -$9,457.49	 -1.13%	 	 	
Special	Education	Instruction	 	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	TEACHER	SALARY	 6,9.0		 8,0.00		 ,84.0	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	ED	TECH	SALARY	 7,.		 7,8.00		 ,0.74	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	TUTOR	SALARY	 ,999.76		 0.00		 ,000.00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	TEACHER	BENEFITS	 ,04.90		 ,4.00		 60.0	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	ED	TECH	BENEFITS	 7.8		 60.00		 709.9	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	TUTOR	BENEFITS	 9.00		 6.00		 .00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	TEACHER	HEALTH	INS	 4,87.8		 ,8.00		 0,88.9	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	ED	TECH	HEALTH	INS	 ,694.00		 ,944.00		 4,4.80	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	TEACHER	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 0.00		 9.8	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	ED	TECH	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 0.00		 609.9	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	TUTOR	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 0.00		 6.0	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	TEACHER	TUITION	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	ED	TECH	TUITION	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	ED	TECH-CASH	IN	LIEU	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	CONFERENCES	 0.00		 400.00		 00.00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	SUPPLIES	 70.46		 774.00		 984.6	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	TESTING	 0.00		 7.00		 7.00	
MAINECARE	SEED	EXPENSE	 647.6		 0.00		 00.00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	TEXTBOOKS	 0.00		 00.00		 00.00	
SPECIAL	PLCMENT	ED	TECH	COST	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	
SPECIAL	PLCMENT	SEC	ED	TECH	COST	 0.00		 0.00		
SPECIAL	PLCMENT	ELEM	PUBLIC	TUITION	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	
SPECIAL	PLCMENT	SEC	PUBLIC	TUITION	 ,497.00		 0.00		
SPECIAL	PLCMENT	ELEM	PRIVATE	TUITION	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	
SPECIAL	PLCMENT	SEC	PRIVATE	TUITION	 9,464.8		 ,80.00		 ,000.00	
PATHWAYS	EDUCATION	CENTER	SHARE	 0.00		 4,48.00		 4,47.00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	ADMIN	COST	 8,76.00		 8,40.00		 7,46.00	
SHARED	SOCIAL	WORKER	 0.00		 ,9.00		 0.00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	PSYCH	ELEMENTARY	 ,04.00		 ,70.00		 4,0.70	
SS	SPEECH	SALARY	 4,68.00		 ,4.00		 6,.00	
SS	SPEECH	BENEFITS	 0.00		 0.00		 4,9.4	
SS	SPEECH	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 0.00		 89.9	
SS	SPEECH	SECONDARY	 0.00		 ,90.00		 0.00	
SS	SPEECH	TUITION	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	
SS	SPEECH	CONFERENCES	 0.00		 0.00		 .00	
SS	SPEECH	TRAVEL	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	
SS	SPEECH	SUPPLIES	 9.		 00.00		 00.00	
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SPECIAL	SERVICES	OT	ELEMENTARY	 ,79.00		 6,89.00		 6,9.88	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	OT	SECONDARY	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES		PT	ELEMENTARY	 ,474.00		 ,79.00		 60.00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	ESY	SALARY	 00.00		 00.00		 ,00.00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	ESY	ED	TECH	SALARY	 94.00		 00.00		 00.00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	ESY	BENEFITS	 0.00		 0.00		 .00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	ESY	ED	TECH	BENEFITS	 6.00		 6.00		 0.00	
SPEC	SERV	ESYMSUPPLIES	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	ESY	SPEECH	 00.00		 00.00		 00.00	
SPECIAL	SERVICES	ESY	PT	 00.00		 0.00		 00.00	




SEC	TUITION	ROCKLAND	VOC	SCHOOL	 ,800.00		 8,000.00		 8,000.00	
SEC	TUITION	TO	BATH	VOC	SCHOOL	 0.00		 .00		 6.00	
SEC	TUITION	TO	AUGUSTA	VOC	SCHOOL	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	




SUMMER	SCHOOL	TEACHER	PAY	 0.00		 ,000.00		 ,000.00	
SUMMER	SCHOOL	TEACHER	BENEFITS	 0.00		 40.00		 40.00	
SUMMER	SCHOOL	SUPPLIES	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	
CO-CURRICULAR	STIPENDS	 900.00		 ,00.00		 ,90.00	
MAINE	MARIT	COORDINATOR	 0,000.00		 0,000.00		 ,000.00	
CO-CURRICULAR	STIPEND		BENEFITS	 .0		 60.00		 74.66	
MMA	COORDINATOR	BENEFITS	 8.		 4.00		 60.00	
CO-CURRICULAR	STIPEND	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 .00		 04.68	
CO-CURRICULAR	PROF	SVCS	(KIEVE	&	MMM)	4,669.00		 7,800.00		 ,46.00	
CO-CURRICULAR	MUSICAL	EQUIP	MAINT	 484.00		 8.00		 800.00	
CO-CURRICULAR	OTHER	SERVICES	 7.00		 96.00		 ,04.0	
CO-CURRICULAR	SUPPLIES	 ,47.0		 ,000.00		 ,000.00	
CO-CURRICULAR	MISC	FEES	 	 60.00		 60.00	
CO-CURRICULAR	DUES/FEES	 8.0		 440.00		 8.00	
CO-CURRICULAR	FIELD	TRIP	TRANS	 ,69.00		 ,80.00		 ,70.00	
COACH/AD	STIPENDS	 ,0.00		 ,00.00		 ,00.00	
COACH/AD	BENEFITS	 49.8		 00.00		 ,84.00	
COACH/AD	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 .00		 .	
GAME	OFFICIALS	PAY	 ,008.9		 ,060.00		 ,40.00	
SPORTS	SUPPLIES	 ,404.6		 ,48.00		 00.00	
SPORTS	DUES/FEES	 0.00		 0.00		 00.00	
SPORTS	TRIPS	 8.		 ,00.00		 ,000.00	
Total	Other	Instruction	 32,972.24		 55,651.00		 49,091.98	
Budget	Difference:	 -$6,559.02	 -11.79%
	 	 	
	 7/1/12-6/30/13	 7/1/13-6/30/14	 7/1/14-6/30/15
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Student	and	Staff	Support	 	 	
GUIDANCE	COUNSELAR	SALARY	 0,40.86		 0,860.00		 ,48.80	
GUIDANCE	COUNSELOR	BENEFITS	 8.00		 8.00		 ,9.	
NURSING/SHARED	HEALTH	SERVICES	 6,974.0		 ,07.00		 ,.	
HEALTH	SUPPLIES	 90.00		 94.00		 94.00	
SECONDARY	TUTOR	SALARY	 0.00		 00.00		 ,000.00	
SECONDARY	TUTOR	BENEFITS	 0.00		 0.00		 .00	
CURRIC/COMMITTEE	TEACHER	SALARY	 90.0		 ,00.00		 ,00.00	
CURRIC/COMMITEE	TEACHER	BENEFITS	 6.0		 0.00		 00.00	
CURRICULUM	COMMITTEE	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 6.00		 79.0	
GUIDANCE	COUNSELOR	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 .79		 69.7	
ASSESSMENT	FOR	CURRICULUM	ADMIN	 7.00		 ,9.00		 ,009.	
STAFF	DEVELOPMENT	(INCL.	SHARED)	 ,04.79		 9,.00		 ,9.00	
MEDIA	SPECIALIST	SALARY	 ,.00		 ,46.00		 ,99.68	
MEDIA	SPECIALIST	BENEFITS	 ,47.00		 74.00		 00.88	
MEDIA	SPECIALIST	HEALTH	INSURANCE	 ,879.6		 ,680.00		 4,49.00	
MEDIA	SPECIALIST	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 40.00		 4.87	
LIBRARY	PROFESSIONAL	SERVICES	 0.00		 0.00		 ,.0	
LIBRARY	EQUIPMENT	MAINTENANCE	 499.00		 0.00		 0.00	
LIBRARY	SUPPLIES/AV	 ,04.00		 ,600.00		 6.	
LIBRARY	BOOKS/PERIODICALS	 ,40.00		 ,47.00		 ,87.0	
LIBRARY	DUES/FEES	 0.00		 60.00		 00.00	
TECHNOLOGY	INTEGRATOR	SALARY	 ,674.00		 ,84.00		 ,879.	
TECHNOLOGY	INTERGRATOR	BENEFITS	 40.00		 4.00		 4.	
TECHN	INTEGRATOR	HEALTH	INSURANCE	 ,89.00		 4,09.00		 4,49.00	
TECHNOLOGY	INTERGRATOR	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 6.00		 6.8	
COMPUTER	HARDWARE	MAINT	REPAIR	 0.00		 4,600.00		 4,600.00	
COMPUTER	SOFTWARE	MAINT/REPAIR	 876.00		 ,00.00		 ,00.00	
COMPUTER	SUPPLIES	 89.00		 ,900.00		 ,97.00	
COMPUTER	HARDWARE	PURCHASE	 ,706.00		 ,00.00		 6,00.00	
COMPUTER	SOFTWARE	PURCHASE	 ,97.00		 ,0.00		 ,049.00	
TESTING	MATERIALS	(INCL.	NWEA)	 ,089.00		 ,70.00		 ,908.	
SHARED	WELLNESS	COMMITTEE	 00.00		 00.00		 00.00	
Total	Student	and	Staff	Report	 101,307.81		 130,981.00		 140,458.11	
Budget	Difference:	 $9,477.11	 7.24%
System	Administration*	 	 	
SCHOOL	BOARD	STIPEND	 800.00		 ,00.00		 ,00.00	
SCHOOL	BOARD	BENEFITS	 6.0		 9.00		 9.00	
SCHOOL	BOARD	LIABILITY	INSURANCE	 ,00.00		 ,00.00		 ,.0	
SCHOOL	BOARD	ADVERTISING	 8.70		 00.00		 0.00	
SCHOOL	BOARD	DUES/FEES	 40.00		 0.00		 0.00	
SCHOOL	BOARD	CONFERENCES	 0.00		 00.00		 00.00	
SCHOOL	BOARD	NEGOTIATION	SERVICES	 ,8.00		 00.00		 ,000.00	
SCHOOL	BOARD	AUDITOR	SERVICES	 ,600.00		 ,0.00		 ,6.00	
SCHOOL	BOARD	LEGAL	FEES	 ,90.00		 ,000.00		 ,000.00	
ASSESSMENT	-	ADMINISTRATION	(SUPT)	 4,07.00		 9,464.00		 ,0.04	
	 7/1/12-6/30/13	 7/1/13-6/30/14	 7/1/14-6/30/15
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 7
ASSESSMENT	-	FISCAL	SVCS:	SUPT	OFFICE	 7,88.00		 0,9.00		 9,96.	
Total	System	Administration	 32,862.90		 40,137.00		 39,348.37	
Budget	Difference:	 -$788.63	 -1.96%
*2014-2015	System	Administration	Budget	 includes	reduced	contingency	of	$15,000,	7	
personnel	 	 	 	
	 	 	
School	Administration	 	 	
PRINCIPAL/ASST	PRINCIPAL	SALARY	 79,97.00		 8,70.00		 84,84.0	
ADMIN	ASST	SALARY	 ,.00		 4,8.00		 ,4.84	
PRINCIPAL/ASST	PRINCIPAL	BENEFITS	 0,0.67		 ,669.00		 ,60.0	
ADMIN	ASST	BENEFITS	 7,776.00		 46.00		 666.	
PRINCIPAL	HEALTH	INS	 0.00		 0,70.00		 ,90.00	
ADMIN	ASST	HEALTH	INSURANCE	 	 7,888.00		 8,498.00	
PRINCIPAL	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 ,8.00		 ,48.9	
ADMIN	ASST	RETIREMENT	 0.00		 907.00		 94.	
PRINCIPAL	PROFESSIONAL	DEVELOPMENT	 ,8.00		 ,00.00		 ,00.00	
SHARED	POWER	SCHOOL	STIPEND	 80.00		 80.00		 97.40	
PRINCIPAL	COPIER	LEASE	 ,8.00		 ,60.00		 ,7.00	
PRINCIPAL	OFFICE	TELEPHONE	 0.00		 ,00.00		 ,40.00	
PRINCIPAL	PRINTING	 7.00		 0.00		 00.00	
PRINCIPAL	TRAVEL	 48.70		 00.00		 00.00	
PRINCIPAL	PD	TRAVEL	 70.40		 00.00		 00.00	
PRINCIPAL	SUPPLIES/POSTAGE	 ,64.00		 ,00.00		 ,00.00	
PRINCIPAL	DUES/FEES	 70.00		 600.00		 00.00	
Total	School	Administration	 147,694.77		 159,386.00		 165,822.70	
Budget	Difference:	 $6,436.70	 4.04%	 	 	 	
Transportation	and	Buses	 	 	




SECONDARY	VOCATIONAL	TRANSPORTN	 7,984.47		 ,988.00		 9,74.00	
Total	Transportation	and	Buses	 103,517.23		 94,664.00		 93,512.00	
Budget	Difference:	 -$1,152.00	 -1.22%
Facilities	and	Maintenance	 	 	
ASSET	MANAGEMENT	 600.00		 60.00		 68.0	
SHARED	CHO	STIPEND	 00.00		 00.00		 00.00	
UTILITY		SERVICES	(WATER/SEWER)	 90.00		 790.00		 80.00	
DISPOSAL	SERVICES	 ,90.00		 ,0.00		 ,0.00	
GROUNDS	MAINTENANCE	 4.70		 00.00		 00.00	
PROPERTY	INSURANCE	 ,96.80		 ,4.00		 ,49.60	
TELEPHONE	 ,080.70		 ,000.00		 ,00.00	
ELECTRICITY	 8,66.90		 7,40.00		 ,000.00	
HEATING	OIL	 4,66.		 9,96.00		 9,77.88	
MISC	BUILDING/UTILITY	FEES	 60.00		 40.00		 40.00	
	 7/1/12-6/30/13	 7/1/13-6/30/14	 7/1/14-6/30/15
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CUSTODIAN	SALARY	 4,947.00		 ,68.00		 6,6.04	
CUSTODIAN	BENEFITS	 ,6.4		 ,9.00		 84.6	
CUSTODIAN	HEALTH	INSURANCE	 0.00		 7,888.00		 6,996.00	
CASH	IN	LIEU	CUSTODIAN		 0.00		 800.00		 0.00	
CUSTODIAN	WORKSHOPS	 0.00		 400.00		 400.00	
CUSTODIAN	TRAVEL	 0.00		 00.00		 00.00	
CUSTODIAL	SUPPLIES	 ,488.7		 7,96.00		 7,84.00	
PLANT	MAINTENANCE	 ,99.70		 0,900.00		 0,000.00	
SHARED	SAFETY	COMMITTEE	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	
PLANT	ENHANCEMENT	&	IMPROVEMENT	 4,08.00		 8,00.00		 ,00.00	
Total	Facilities	Maintenance	 120,444.63		 144,283.00		 151,583.43	
Budget	Difference:	 $7,300.43	 5.06%	 	 	 	
	 	 	
All	Other	Expend.,	incl.	Lunch	 	 	
SCHOOL	LUNCH	MONITOR	 ,09.00		 ,00.00		 4,00.00	
SCHOOL	LUNCH	MONITOR	BENEFITS	 96.00		 0.00		 400.00	
SCHOOL	NUTRITION	EQUIP	MAINT	 0.00		 0.00		 0.00	
SCHOOL	NUTRITION	CO-OP	SHARE	 ,7.00		 ,80.00		 ,7.48	
Total	All	Other	Expenditures	 15,157.00		 6,630.00		 8,207.48	
Budget	Difference:	 $1,577.48	 23.79%










classes	 free	 of	 charge	 in	 our	 Learning	 Center	 program	 on	 Tuesday	 and	
Thursday	evenings	and	Tuesday	mornings	with	 students	 from	each	 town	










and	 students	will	 still	 earn	 a	 high	 school	 equivalency	 diploma	 from	 the	
State	of	Maine.	Anyone	8	or	older	who	is	out	of	school	and	wants	to	earn	a	
high	school	credential	should	contact	us,	as	always,	to	get	started.




Certified	 Residential	 Medical	Assistant	 and	 Personal	 Support	 Specialist	
classes	with	8	people	receiving	certification	or	recertification.
Hundreds	of	students	continue	to	enjoy	the	more	than	90	low-cost,	high	










Lincoln	Academy	 is	 an	 independent	 secondary	 school	 chartered	 in	





Lincoln	Academy	 is	 accredited	 by	 the	New	England	Association	 of	
Schools	and	Colleges.	It	 is	also	a	member	of	the	National	Association	of	
Independent	 Schools,	 the	 Maine	 Association	 of	 Independent	 Schools,	
the	National	Association	 of	 Secondary	 Schools,	 the	 Independent	 School	







Officers	 include:	 Todd	 Savage,	 President;	 Ann	 McFarland	 ’7,	 Vice-
President;	Christine	Wajer	’8,	Secretary.	Members	include:	Faustine	Reny	
’0,	Treasurer;	Robert	Baldwin	’6;	Stephen	Dixon,	George	Masters,	Jr.;	
Lisa	 Masters	 ’8;	 Sarah	 Maurer;	 Jon	 McKane;	 Karen	 Moran;	 William	
Morgner;	 Rob	 Nelson;	 Dennis	 Prior	 ’9.	 Standing	 committees	 work	 in	
the	areas	of	Finance,	Development,	Facilities,	Long-Range	and	Strategic	
Planning,	 Personnel,	 Policy,	 and	 the	 Committee	 on	 Trustees.	 David	
Sturdevant	is	Head	of	School.
The	Student	Body
Lincoln	Academy	 serves	 as	 the	 secondary	 school	 of	 choice	 for	 8	
towns	 in	mid-coast	Maine	with	 a	 comprehensive	 curriculum	designed	 to	









































accolades.	 They	 include	 the	 following	 highlights:	 Technology	 instructor	
Maya	Crosby	was	awarded	the	Maine	State	Technology	Leader	of	the	year	
and	vocal	music	teacher	Beth	Preston	was	named	the	Maine	State	Music	




won	 the	KVAC	 sportsmanship	 award.	 Freshman	Bailey	Plourde	was	 the	














Because	most	students’	 tuition	is	paid	by	their	sending	towns,	 the	 tuition	
is	established	by	the	State	Department	of	Education	using	a	formula	based	
on	average	per	pupil	expenditures	of	Maine	public	high	schools	during	the	
previous	 two	years.	The	 tuition	for	 the	0-04	school	year	 is	$9,0.	
This	is	an	increase	of	$7	per	local	student	or	.8%.	















and	 Engineering	Center	 in	 the	 spring	 of	 04.	The	Applied	Technology	
and	Engineering	Center	will	 replace	 the	 rooms	 under	 the	Nelson	Bailey	











Because	 Lincoln	Academy	 is	 a	 non-profit	 organization,	 fundraising	
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in	 the	 tuition	 formula,	Lincoln	 has	 conducted	 several	 capital	 campaigns,	
beginning	with	the	Third	Century	Campaign	in	00	and	leading	to	the	most	







Contributions	 to	 annual	 and	 capital	 campaigns	 provide	 for	 major	




SBHS	 trustees	 spent	 the	winter	months	working	on	several	projects.	
Eugenie	Cole	continued	archiving	South	Bristol	articles	from	the	Lincoln	
County	 News.	 Deb	 Storch	 completed	 a	 redesign	 of	 our	 brochure	 with	
updated	 text,	photographs	and	map.	The	“History	of	South	Bristol”	from	
the	00	Comprehensive	Plan	was	modified	by	Polly	Ulin	with	additional	
information	and	photographs;	 it	 is	available	on	both	 the	 town	and	SBHS	
websites	 and	 in	 printed	 form.	A	 comprehensive	 “tour	 guide”	map	which	
identifies	 points	 of	 interest	 on	 the	 Pemaquid	 peninsula	 was	 completed	







www.southbristolhistoricalsociety.org	 and	 click	 on	 “A	Town	 is	 Born”	 to	
view	the	fascinating	result.
In	May	the	 trustees	greeted	 the	spring	with	rakes	and	clippers	at	 the	



















South	Bristol’	 in	words	 and	 pictures,	 displays	marking	 the	 stages	 of	 the	
town’s	growth	over	the	one	hundred	years	since	its	birth,	and	a	re-issue	of	







planning	 (or	 -	 unplanned)	 have	 been	 done.	We	 had	 our	 heating	 system	






























Most	 activities	within	 the	 shoreland	 zone	 (0’	 from	 the	water)	 are	
regulated	by	or	require	a	permit	under	the	South	Bristol	Shoreland	Zoning	
Ordinance.	A	copy	of	the	current	ordinance	is	posted	on	the	Town’s	website	











The	 Planning	 Board	 meets	 on	 the	 first	 Tuesday	 of	 the	 month	 and	





























Section 3911 DOGS NOT TO RUN AT LARGE
  It is unlawful for any dog, licensed or unlicensed, to run at large, except 
when used for hunting.
Section 3912 DISPOSITION OF DOGS AT LARGE
  Any animal control officer or person acting in that capacity shall seize, 
impound or restrain any dog found in violation of Section 3911 and deliver 
to any shelter, or shall take the dog to its owner if known. Such dogs shall 
be handled as stray and abandoned dogs.
Section 3921 LICENSE NECESSARY
  No dogs shall be kept within the limits of the State, unless the dog has been 
licensed by its owner or keeper in accordance with the laws of the State.
Section 3922 ISSUANCE OF LICENSE
  January 1st, each owner or keeper of a dog at the age of six months 
or more shall, on or before January 1st of each year, cause the dog to be 
licensed.
  A. In the Clerk’s office of the municipality where the dog is kept. 
  B. A person becomes the owner or keeper of a dog aged 6 months or more.
  No Municipal Clerk may issue a license for any dog until the applicant 
has filed proof with the Clerk that the dog has been immunized against rabies.
Section 3924 VIOLATION
  1. Civil violation. Any person who violates any section of this chapter 
commits a civil violation for which a forfeiture not to exceed $100 may be 
adjudged.
  2. UNLAWFUL use of collar or tag. Any person who removes a dog 
tag or rabies tag or who places either a collar or rabies tag on any dog not 
described on it or for which the license was not issued commits a civil 
violation for which a forfeiture of not more than $100 may be adjudged.
 
DOG  LICENSES  ARE  DUE  PRIOR  TO  JANUARY 31. 














































The	South	Bristol	Volunteer	Fire	Department	 is	 ready	 to	 respond	 to	







































We	 have	 continued	 our	 partnership	 with	 the	 hospital	 and	 remained	
committed	to	the	cardiac	care	program.	With	the	I-pad	and	our	new	cardiac	
monitors	 that	 transmit	data	 to	 the	Emergency	Room,	we	are	able	 to	save	
precious	time	in	the	treatment	of	a	cardiac	event.	
Looking	towards	04	we	are	launching	a	new	program	in	partnership	
with	 the	other	Lincoln	County	EMS	providers.	We	will	be	 taking	part	 in	
a	 Community	 Para-Medicine	 program.	 This	 program	 is	 one	 of	 	 pilot	
programs	approved	 in	 the	State.	We	will	 soon	be	making	home	visits	 to	
patients	that	need	follow-up	care.	Our	goal	will	be	to	decrease	the	need	for	
return	visits	to	the	hospital	and/or	emergency	room.	We	will	be	providing	





























visit	 the	historical	 sites	and	make	memories	 in	our	nation’s	capitol.	This	
memorable	 experience	 would	 not	 be	 possible	 without	 your	 generous	
donations	and	support.
Also,	 we	 want	 to	 express	 our	 appreciation	 to	Ann	 McFarland	 and	
Betsy	Graves,	representatives	of	the	Nancy	and	Herbert	Burns	Foundation,	
who	continue	to	provide	the	funds	necessary	to	continue	the	boat	building	


























agriculture	 and	manufacturing,	 and	 invest	 in	 the	 infrastructure	needed	 to	
expand	our	 economy.	Traditional	 industries	 and	 small	 businesses	 remain	
the	 backbone	of	Maine’s	 economy,	 and	 innovation	will	 be	 important	 for	
future	 jobs	 as	well.	 I	 have	 supported	Maine’s	 effort	 to	 lead	 the	world	 in	
deepwater	wind	technology	and	was	proud	when	the	University	of	Maine	

























throughout	Maine.	To	 bring	 some	Maine	 common	 sense	 to	 this	 process,	
I	authored	bipartisan	legislation	to	allow	federal	agencies	to	set	priorities	
in	 administering	 the	 required	 cuts	 and	 wrote	 a	 new	 law	 to	 ensure	 that	
sequestration	would	not	disrupt	air	 travel,	which	plays	such	an	important	
role	in	fueling	Maine’s	tourism	economy.
























is	 a	 rural	 state	 and	 I	 know	 that	 traveling	 to	 our	 offices	 can	present	 both	
logistical	and	financial	challenges.







Budget,	 and	 Rules.	 These	 appointments	 allow	 me	 to	 engage	 on	 issues	
important	to	Maine	and	help	craft	legislation	before	it	comes	to	the	Senate	




security	 threats	 facing	 our	 country	 while	 also	 establishing	 measures	 to	
guarantee	that	the	privacy	rights	of	U.S.	citizens	are	protected.	On	the	Budget	








your	 input	 there,	 or	 call	 our	 toll	 free	 in	 state	 line	 at	 -800-4-99.	 In	
addition,	our	local	numbers	are	as	follows:	Augusta	(07)	6-89,	Presque	














issues	 from	 being	 addressed	 and	 even	 led	 to	 a	 shutdown	 of	 the	 federal	
government.Worst	of	all,	it	has	created	uncertainty	for	Maine	families	and	
the	economy.	It’s	the	last	thing	we	need.	Over	the	next	year,	I	will	continue	
pressing	Congressional	 leaders	 to	bring	 the	focus	back	 to	helping	people	
rather	than	advancing	ideologies.
As	 difficult	 as	 it’s	 been,	 though,	 there	 are	 areas	where	 I	 have	 been	
able	to	make	progress	on	needed	policy	reforms.	One	has	been	support	for	
local	food	producers.	For	decades	now,	federal	agriculture	policy	has	only	
benefited	 huge	 farms	 and	 commodity	 crops,	 not	 the	 kind	 of	 the	 diverse	






their	service.	 I’ve	 introduced	 the	Ruth	Moore	Act—named	after	a	Maine	
veteran	 who	 struggled	 for	 	 years	 to	 get	 disability	 benefits	 from	 the	
Department	of	Veterans	Affairs	after	 she	was	sexually	assaulted	while	 in	
the	military.	The	bill	would	help	veterans	like	Ruth	get	the	assistance	they	






This	 work	 might	 include	 providing	 letters	 of	 support	 for	 federal	 grant	
applications,	 getting	 answers	 from	 federal	 agencies,	 or	 bringing	 national	
officials	to	our	state	to	raise	awareness	about	the	good	things	being	done	here.
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to	 Social	 Security	 problems	 and	 passport	 inquiries.	 They	 can	 help	 you	
navigate	 the	process,	 communicate	with	 federal	 agencies,	 and,	 in	 certain	
circumstances,	facilitate	the	expediting	of	claims.	If	there	is	an	area	where	













of	 legislation	 before	 the	 end	 of	April.	One	 of	 those	 bills	 is	 a	measure	 I	

















I	 take	my	 role	 as	your	Senator	very	 seriously	and	 I	 am	always	glad	

























activities,	 each	major	 fund,	 and	 the	aggregate	 remaining	 fund	 information	of	 the	
Town	of	South	Bristol	as	of	and	for	the	years	ended	December	,	0	and	0,	
and	 the	 related	notes	 to	 the	 financial	statements,	which	collectively	comprise	 the	
Town’s	basic	financial	statements.
Management	is	responsible	for	the	preparation	and	fair	presentation	of	these	
financial	 statements	 in	 accordance	with	 accounting	principles	 generally	 accepted	






accepted	 in	 the	United	 States	 of	America.	Those	 standards	 require	 that	we	 plan	
and	perform	the	audit	 to	obtain	reasonable	assurance	about	whether	 the	financial	
statements	are	free	from	material	misstatement.
An	 audit	 involves	 performing	 procedures	 to	 obtain	 audit	 evidence	 about	




preparation	 and	 fair	 presentation	 of	 the	 financial	 statements	 in	 order	 to	 design	
audit	procedures	that	are	appropriate	in	the	circumstances,	but	not	for	the	purpose	
of	 expressing	 an	 opinion	 on	 the	 effectiveness	 of	 the	 entity’s	 internal	 control.	
Accordingly,	we	 express	 no	 such	 opinion.	An	 audit	 also	 includes	 evaluating	 the	
appropriateness	of	accounting	policies	used	and	 the	 reasonableness	of	significant	





material	 respects,	 the	 respective	 financial	position	of	 the	governmental	activities,	
each	major	 fund,	 and	 the	 aggregate	 remaining	 fund	 information	 of	 the	Town	 of	





Accounting	 principles	 generally	 accepted	 in	 the	 United	 States	 of	 America	
require	that	 the	management’s	discussion	and	analysis	and	budgetary	comparison	
information	 listed	 in	 the	 table	 of	 contents	 be	 presented	 to	 supplement	 the	 basic	
financial	 statements.	Such	 information,	 although	not	 a	part	of	 the	basic	 financial	
statements,	 is	 required	 by	 the	 Governmental	Accounting	 Standards	 Board,	 who	
considers	 it	 to	 be	 an	 essential	 part	 of	 financial	 reporting	 for	 placing	 the	 basic	
financial	statements	in	an	appropriate	operational,	economic,	or	historical	context.	
We	 have	 applied	 certain	 limited	 procedures	 to	 the	 required	 supplementary	
information	in	accordance	with	auditing	standards	generally	accepted	in	the	United	
States	of	America,	which	consisted	of	inquiries	of	management	about	the	methods	
of	preparing	 the	 information	and	comparing	the	 information	for	consistency	with	
management’s	responses	to	our	inquiries,	the	basic	financial	statements,	and	other	
knowledge	we	obtained	during	our	audit	of	the	basic	financial	statements.	We	do	




statements	 that	 collectively	 comprise	 the	Town	of	South	Bristol’s	basic	 financial	
statements.	 The	 introductory	 section,	 combining	 and	 individual	 nonmajor	 fund	
financial	statements,	and	statistical	section	are	presented	for	purposes	of	additional	
analysis	and	are	not	a	required	part	of	the	basic	financial	statements.
The	 combining	 and	 individual	 nonmajor	 fund	 financial	 statements	 are	 the	
responsibility	 of	 management	 and	 were	 derived	 from	 and	 relate	 directly	 to	 the	
underlying	 accounting	 and	 other	 records	 used	 to	 prepare	 the	 basic	 financial	
statements.	Such	information	has	been	subjected	to	the	auditing	procedures	applied	
in	 the	 audit	 of	 the	 basic	 financial	 statements	 and	 certain	 additional	 procedures,	





















The	 financial	 statements	presented	herein	 include	all	 of	 the	 activities	of	 the	
Town	of	South	Bristol,	Maine	(the	Town)	using	the	integrated	approach	as	prescribed	
by	GASB	Statement	No.	4.
































The	 fund	 financial	 statements	 provide	 detailed	 information	 about	 the	 most	
significant	fund-	not	the	Town	as	a	whole.	Some	funds	are	required	to	be	established	







method	 called	 modified	 accrual	 accounting,	 which	 measures	 cash	 and	 all	 other	
financial	 assets	 that	 can	 be	 readily	 converted	 to	 cash.	 The	 governmental	 funds	
statements	provide	a	detailed	shorter-term	view	of	the	Town’s	general	government	







that	 our	 taxpayers	 financed	 for	 these	 activities	 through	 taxes	was	 $,0,0.	
because	 some	 of	 the	 costs	 were	 paid	 by	 those	 who	 directly	 benefited	 from	 the	
programs	 or	 by	 other	 governments	 and	 organizations	 that	 subsidized	 certain	
programs	with	operating	grants	and	contributions.	The	Town	paid	for	 the	“public	
benefit”	 portion	 of	 governmental	 activities	with	 $,4,48.94	 in	 property	 taxes	
and	with	other	revenue	such	as	excise	tax,	interest,	State	Revenue	Sharing	and	other	
miscellaneous	revenues.
The	 Town’s	 programs	 include	 General	 Government,	 Health	 &	 Welfare,	
Highways,	 Education,	 Intergovernmental	 on	 Behalf	 Payments,	 County	 Tax	
Assessment,	Public	Safety	and	Unclassified.	Each	program’s	net	cost	is	presented	




















The	 breakdown	 of	 actual	 expenditures	 for	 the	 year	 may	 be	 found	 in	 the	
Selectmen’s	 Financial	 Report	 which	 is	 part	 of	 the	Annual	 Report	 of	 the	 Town	















The	 Stratton	 Fund	 investment	 groups,	 Headinvest	 LLC,	 Bourne	 Stenstrom	
Capital	Management	 and	Bath	 Savings	Trust	 Co.	 continue	 to	 serve	 us	well.	We	
will	be	using	approximately	70%	of	 the	income	to	reduce	taxes	and	0%	will	be	
reinvested.	Our	goal	remains	to	maintain	a	low	mil	rate	for	our	taxpayers.	
This	 year	 the	 Town	 finally	 accomplished	 its	 goal	 of	 obtaining	 a	 piece	 of	
property	for	a	municipal	boat	ramp/launch.	This	purchase	was	funded	by	Stratton	
Funds	of	$600,000,	approved	overwhelmingly	at	a	Special	Town	Meeting	August	










	 	 Capital	 Special	 0	 0
	 General	 Projects	 Revenue	 Totals	 Totals
REVENUES:	 	 	 	
Intergovernmental	Revenue	 	,77.96		 	-		 	-		 	,77.96		 	,00.00	
Homestead	Reimbursement	 	,06.8		 	 	 	,06.8		 	,049.0	
Property	Taxes	 	,78,.49		 	 	 	,78,.49		,9,9.86	
Excise	Tax	(Auto	/	Boat)	 	07,6.67		 	 	 	07,6.67		 	08,00.9	
Education	 	6,07.6		 	 	 	6,07.6		 	67,0.79	
General	Government	 	4,68.		 	 	 	4,68.		 	,8.96	
Public	Safety	 	0,7.9		 	 	 	0,7.9		 	0,47.0	
Interest	Income	 	6,78.9		 	 	 	6,78.9		 	6,9.0	
Public	Transportation	 	40,797.7		 	 	 	40,797.7		 	6,64.00	
Unclassified	 	6,04.6		 	 	 	6,04.6		 	8,77.48	
Human	Services	 	,9.78		 	 	 	,9.78		 	,.0	
Realized	Losses	 	 	 	,9.8		 	,9.8		 (9,60.0)
Unrealized	Gains	 	 	 	78,76.89		 	78,76.89		 	40,9.	
Investment	Interest	and	Dividends	 	 	7.		 	9,90.0		 	9,0.8		 	408,68.4	
Maine	State	Retirement	on	Behalf		 	 	 	 	
	 Payments	(Note	F)		 	78,9.00		 	 	 	78,9.00		 	76,70.00	
Stratton	Fund	 	40,000.00		 	 	 	40,000.00		 	70,000.00	
Total	Revenues	 	,98,49.9		 	7.		 	896,98.		,880,49.4		,78,4.	
	 	 	 	 	
EXPENDITURES:	 	 	 	 	
Education	 	,04,460.9		 	-		 	-		 	,04,460.9		,,09.48	
General	Government	 	66,9.00		 	 	 	66,9.00		 	64,46.9	
Public	Transportation	 	9,66.6		 	 	 	9,66.6		 	77,960.99	
Public	Safety	 	74,4.47		 	 	 	74,4.47		 	6,96.7	
Sanitation	 	4,68.00		 	 	 	4,68.00		 	,796.00	
Unclassified	 	49,.		 	 	 	49,.		 	8,6.	
Special	Assessments	 	76,.9		 	 	 	76,.9		 	74,08.6	
Maine	State	Retirement	on	
	 Behalf	Payments	 	78,9.00		 	 	 	78,9.00		 	76,70.00	
Boat	Building	Expense	 	 	 	 	 	0,000.00	
Cemeteries	 	,760.00		 	 	 	,760.00		 	,7.00	
Human	Services	 	,487.8		 	 	 	,487.8		 	,6.60	
Investment	Fees	 	 	 	,46.7		 	,46.7		 	44,84.97	
Total	Expenditures	 	,8,.0		 	-		 	,46.7		,4,779.8		,00,00.7	
Excess	of	Revenues	Over	
	 (Under)	Expenditures	 	(98,87.0)	 	7.		 	84,4.94		 	444,770.7		 	677,94.4	











	 In	 evaluating	 the	 Town	 of	 South	 Bristol	 as	 a	 reporting	 entity,	 management	
has	addressed	all	potential	 component	units.	The	primary	criteria	 for	 including	a	
component	reporting	entity	are	the	exercise	of	financial	accountability	by	the	Town	
of	South	Bristol’s	municipal	officials.
	 The	Town’s	 financial	 statements	 are	 prepared	 in	 accordance	with	 accounting	
principles	generally	accepted	in	the	United	States	of	America.	The	Governmental	




issued	 through	 November	 0,	 989	 (when	 applicable)	 that	 do	 not	 conflict	 with	
or	 contradict	 GASB	 pronouncements.	 The	 more	 significant	 accounting	 policies	
established	in	GAAP	are	used	by	the	Town	as	discussed	below.
	 In	 June	 999,	 the	 Governmental	 Accounting	 Standards	 Board	 (GASB)	
unanimously	 approved	 Statement	 No.	 4,	 Basic Financial Statements – and 
Management’s Discussion and Analysis – for State and Local Governments.	Certain	
significant	changes	in	the	Statement	include	the	following:
	 .)	The	financial	statements	now	include:
	 	 •	 A	Management’s	Discussion	and	Analysis	(MD&A)	section	providing	an	
analysis	of	the	Town’s	overall	financial	position	and	results	of	operations.





OTHER	FINANCING	SOURCES	(USES):	 	 	 	 	
Operating	Transfers	-	In	 	60,90.7		0,000.00		 	,000.00		 	67,90.7		 	47,8.9	
Operating	Transfers	-	Out	 	(,000.00)	 	 	(84,90.7)		(867,90.7)	 (,760.44)
Total	Other	Financing	
	 Sources	(Uses)	 	77,90.7		0,000.00		(87,90.7)	(40,000.00)	 (68,.49)
Excess	of	Revenues	and	Other	
	 Sources	Over	Expenditures	
















assigned	 for	 other	 purposes;	 and	 unassigned.	 The	 Town	 first	 utilizes	 restricted	
resources	to	finance	qualifying	activities.
	 The	government-wide	Statement	of	Activities	reports	both	the	gross	and	net	cost	
of	 each	 of	 the	Town’s	 functions	 and	 business-type	 activities	 (fire,	 public	works,	





grants	 include	 operating-specific	 and	 discretionary	 (either	 operating	 or	 capital)	
grants	while	the	capital	grants	column	reflects	capital-specific	grants.
	 The	net	costs	 (by	 function	or	business-type	activity)	are	normally	covered	by	
general	revenue	(property,	intergovernmental	revenues,	interest	income,	etc.).




	 The	 financial	 transactions	of	 the	Town	are	 reported	 in	 individual	 funds	 in	 the	
fund	financial	statements.	Each	fund	is	accounted	for	by	providing	a	separate	set	
of	self-balancing	accounts	that	comprise	its	assets,	liabilities,	reserves,	fund	equity,	
revenues,	 and	 expenditures/expenses.	 The	 various	 funds	 are	 reported	 by	 generic	
classification	within	the	financial	statements.
	 The	following	fund	types	are	used	by	the	Town:
	 	 a.	 Governmental	Funds:
	 	 	 The	 focus	 of	 the	 governmental	 funds’	 measurement	 (in	 the	 fund	
statements)	 is	 upon	 determination	 of	 financial	 position	 and	 changes	 in	 financial	
position	 (sources,	uses,	 and	balances	of	 financial	 resources)	 rather	 than	upon	net	
income.	The	following	is	a	description	of	the	governmental	funds	of	the	Town:
	 	 	 .	 General	Fund:




	 	 	 .	 Fiduciary	Funds:
	 	 	 	 Fiduciary	Funds	are	used	to	report	assets	held	in	a	trustee	or	agency	
capacity	for	others	and	therefore	are	not	available	to	support	town	programs.	The	
reporting	 focus	 is	 on	 net	 assets	 and	 changes	 in	 net	 assets	 and	 is	 reported	 using	
accounting	principles	similar	to	proprietary	funds.





	 	 	 	 The	Town’s	fiduciary	funds	are	presented	in	the	fiduciary	fund	financial	
statements.	Since	by	definition	these	assets	are	being	held	for	the	benefit	of	a	third	
party	 and	 cannot	 be	 used	 to	 address	 activities	 or	 obligations	 of	 the	 government,	
these	funds	are	not	incorporated	into	the	government-wide	statements.
4.		Basis	of	Accounting










accrual	 basis	 of	 accounting.	 Under	 the	 modified	 accrual	 basis	 of	 accounting,	
revenues	 are	 recorded	 when	 susceptible	 to	 accrual;	 i.e.	 both	 measurable	 and	
available.	“Available”	means	collectible	within	the	current	period	or	within	60	days	
after	year	end.	Expenditures	are	generally	recognized	under	 the	modified	accrual	
basis	 of	 accounting	 when	 the	 related	 liability	 is	 incurred.	 The	 exception	 to	 this	
















and	 other	 capital	 outlays	 that	 significantly	 extend	 the	 useful	 life	 of	 an	 asset	 are	
capitalized.	 Other	 costs	 incurred	 for	 repairs	 and	 maintenance	 are	 expensed	 as	
incurred.	Depreciation	on	all	assets	is	provided	on	the	straight-line	basis	over	the	
following	estimated	useful	lives:
	 	 	 	 Buildings	 0-0	Years
	 	 	 	 Machinery	and	Equipment	 	-0	Years
	 	 	 	 Improvements	 0-0	Years
















affect	 the	 reported	 amounts	 of	 assets	 and	 liabilities	 and	 disclosure	 of	 contingent	
assets	and	liabilities	at	the	date	of	the	financial	statements	and	the	reported	amounts	








	 Category	 #	 -	 Collateralized	 with	 securities	 held	 by	 the	 pledging	 financial	
institution’s	trust	department	or	agent	in	the	Town’s	name.
	 Category	 #	 -	 Uncollateralized	 (This	 includes	 any	 bank	 balance	 that	 is	
collateralized	with	securities	held	by	the	pledging	financial	institution,	or	by	its	trust	
department	or	agent	but	not	in	the	Town’s	name.)	
	 CARRYING	 BANK	 CATEGORY
ACCOUNT	TYPE	 AMOUNT	 BALANCE	 #	 #	 #
Interest	Bearing	Accounts	 ,9,06.84	 ,0,94.4	 ,0,94.4	 	–	 	–
	 TOWN	OF	SOUTH	BRISTOL	 09
NOTE	C	-	GENERAL	FUND	BUDGET:
	 The	 Town	 operates	 on	 a	 net	 budget	 as	 compared	 with	 a	 gross	 budget.	 All	




	 Historically,	 the	 townspeople	 vote	 to	 carry	 certain	 departmental	 unexpended	
balances	forward	 to	 the	following	year	 for	expenditure.	This	 is	usually	 in	 lieu	of	
additional	appropriations	in	any	particular	account.
	 	 	 	 General	Government	 7,6.64
	 	 	 	 Education	 	,440.44
	 	 	 	 Public	Transportation	 	89,7.9
	 	 	 	 Public	Safety	 	48,8.7
    Unclassified  239,375.06

















those	 taxes	 expected	 to	 be	 collected	 within	 sixty	 days	 after	 year	 end	 as	 stated	
above.
NOTE	F	-	DEFINED	BENEFIT	PENSION	PLAN:













using	 the	actuarial	basis	 specified	by	 statute.	The	covered	payroll	 for	 teachers	 is	
approximately	$79,480.00.	As	required	by	Accounting	Standards,	the	amount	paid	
on	behalf	of	 the	School	Department	by	 the	State	of	Maine	has	been	 recorded	as	
revenue	and	an	expenditure,	which	amounted	 to	$78,9.00.	The	only	 exception	





	 Balance	 	 	 Balance
	 Jan.	,	0	 Additions	 Deletions	 Dec.	,	0
Land	and	Improvements	 688,996.00	 400,000.00	 –	 ,088,996.00
Buildings	 	,79,77.00	 	6,960.00	 	 	,766,697.00
Equipment	 	,06,646.6	 	4,00.00	 	 	,0,846.6
Infrastructure	 	,0,76.9	 	 	 	,0,76.9
	 ,686,096.7	 4,60.00	 –	 6,097,6.7
Accumulated	Depreciation		(,760,77.48)	 	(4,77.78)	 		 (,90,00.6)
Net	Property,	Plant,	and		 	 	 	









to	 annual	 assessment	 of	 its	 proportional	 share	 of	 County	 expenses.	 Long-term	















	 	 	 Total	Assets	 4,006.07	 96,40.4
	 	 	 Total	Liabilities	 	,489.6	 	,9.8
	 	 	 Total	Fund	Balance	 7,6.	 9,006.60
	 	 	 Total	Revenues	 476,9.	 90,66.86
	 	 	 Total	Expenditures	 	46,70.9	 	86,068.8






	 	 	 Bath	Savings	Institution	 ,74,.4
	 	 	 Merrill	Lynch	 	,0,486.9
	 	 	 Fidelity	Investors	 	,66,667.6















































































Total	Cash	Receipts	 	 	 	,09,7.4	









Total	Cash	Disbursements	 	 	 	,,4.	















































































































	 Latest	 Latest	 Since
	 	Year	 	Year	 Inception
HeadInvest
Account	 6.80	 .	 .7
Equities	 8.84	 .7	 .4
S	&	P	00	 .9	 6.8	 6.6
Fixed	Income	 0.7	 .4	 .60
Barclay’s	Int	Gov/Cr	 -0.86	 .9	 4.
Bath	Savings
Account	 8.00	 7.0	 6.00
Equities	 9.0	 6.0	 7.0
S	&	P	00	Index	 .40	 6.0	 .40
Fixed	Income	 -0.0	 .80	 .0
Barclay’s	Interm	Govt/Credit	 -0.90	 .90	 .80
Bourne	Stenstrom	Lent
Asset	Management,	Inc.
Account	 0.96	 7.77	 .0
Equities	 8.	 .99	 .
S	&	P	00	-	IDC	 .44	 6.9	 .7
Fixed	Income	 	-0.68	 .80	 .7































	 Article	 .	 To	choose	a	moderator	to	preside	at	said	meeting.	
	
















	 Article	 6.		To	 see	 if	 the	Town	will	 authorize	 the	 Selectmen	 to	 sell	
and	dispose	of	any	tax	titles	held	by	the	Town	on	such	terms	as	they	deem	

























	 Article		.	 To	 see	 if	 the	 Town	 will	 authorize	 the	 Selectmen	 to	
appropriate	 from	 the	 Stratton	 Earnings	&	Dividend	Account	 the	 sum	 of	
$40,000.00	to	reduce	the	tax	commitment	for	the	year	04.	
	










		 Article		.		To	 nominate	 and	 choose	 one	 member	 of	 the	 Budget	
Committee	for	a	five	year	term.	
	
		 Article		6.		To	see	 if	 the	Town	will	vote	 to	authorize	 the	Selectmen	




	 Article		7.		To	 see	 if	 the	 Town	 will	 vote	 to	 give	 to	 the	 Route	 66	
Snowmobile	Club	one	hundred	percent	(00%)	of	the	money	refunded	by	







		 Article		8.		To	 see	what	 sum	 of	money,	 if	 any,	 the	Town	will	 vote	

















Accounts		 	 	 Approp	
Fire	Dept	Maintenance	&	Payroll		 4,000.00	
Lights	&	Power			 ,900.00	









Account		 	 	 Approp		 Surplus	
Highway	Maintenance	(Carried	$89,7.9)	 $,000.00	









Coastal	Trans		 	 	 40.00		 40.00	
New	Hope	for	Women		 9.00		 9.00	
South	Bristol	Historical	Society		 00.00		 00.00	
Memorial	Day			 	 0.00		 0.00	
South	Bristol	Little	League		 ,00.00		 ,00.00	
CLC/YMCA		 	 	 ,00.00		 ,00.00	
Healthy	Kids		 	 	 ,700.00		 ,700.00	
Eldercare	Network/Trans-Linc		 ,000.00		 ,000.00	
Youth	Promise			 	 ,000.00		 ,000.00	













raise	 and	 appropriate	 for	UNCLASSIFIED	ACCOUNTS	 for	 the	 ensuing	
year.	
Account		 	 	 Approp		 Surplus	
General	Assistance		 ,400.00	
Recreation		 	 	 ,000.00	
Cemeteries		 	 	 	 ,000.00	




















































	 Article		6.		To	 see	 what	 sum	 the	 Town	 will	 authorize	 the	 school	
committee	to	expend	for	the	fiscal	year	beginning	July	,	04	and	ending	













	 Article	7	Required	Local	(EPS)	Raise	Amount		 $		 *	
	 Article	8	&	9	Additional	Local	Raise	Amount		 $		 *	
	 Total	Local	Funds	Raised		 $		 *	
	 Fund	Balance	Forward	Estimate		 $		 64,000	





	 Article	 7.	 To	see	what	sum	the	Town	will	appropriate	for	 the	 total	
cost	of	funding	public	education	from	kindergarten	to	grade		as	described	
in	 the	Essential	Programs	and	Services	Funding	Act	(School	Committee	
Recommends	$	 	 	 	 	 )	and	to	see	what	sum	the	Town	will	raise	as	
the	Town’s	contribution	to	the	total	cost	of	funding	public	education	from	
kindergarten	to	grade		as	described	in	the	Essential	Programs	and	Services	
Funding	Act	 in	 accordance	with	 the	Maine	Revised	Statutes,	Title	0-A,	
section	688.	
	 School	Committee	Recommends		 $	 	
Explanation: The Town’s contribution to the total cost of funding public 
education from kindergarten to grade 12 as described in the Essential 
Programs and Services Funding Act is the amount of money determined by 
state law to be the minimum amount that a municipality must raise in order 
to receive the full amount of state dollars. 
	
	 Article	 8.	 (Written	ballot	required)	To	see	what	sum	the	Town	will	
raise	 and	 appropriate	 in	 additional	 local	 funds	 (Recommend	 $	 	 	 ),	
which	exceeds	the	State’s	Essential	Programs	and	Services	allocation	model	
by	$	 	 	 	 ,	as	required	to	fund	the	budget	recommended	by	the	school	
committee.	
	 The	 school	 committee	 recommends	 $	 	 	 	 	 for	 additional	 local	
funds	and	gives	the	following	reasons	for	exceeding	the	State’s	Essential	
Programs	and	Services	funding	model	by	$	 	 	 	 :	
	 Statutorily	required	amounts	for	secondary	tuition,	as	well	as	special	




Explanation: The additional local funds are those locally raised funds over 
and above the Town’s local contribution to the total cost of funding public 
education from kindergarten to grade 12 as described in the Essential 
Programs and Services Funding Act and local amounts raised for the 
annual payment on non-state funded debt service that will help achieve the 













 Requested	Local	Share		 $6 
	 Selectmen	and	Budget	Committee	Recommend		 $6 
	
The	Registrar	of	Voters	gives	notice	that	she	will	be	at	the	Elementary	














	 Second	 Debat-	 Amend-	 Majority	 Recon-
Type	of	Motion	 Required	 able	 able	 Vote	 sidered	 Other
Adjourn	(sine	die)	 yes	 no	 no	 yes	 no	 D
Amend	 yes	 yes	 yes	 yes	 yes	 D
Appeal	 yes	 yes	 no	 yes	 yes	 A
Limit	Debate	 yes	 no	 yes	 /	 yes
Voting	Method	 yes	 no	 no	 yes	 no	 A
Main	Motion	 yes	 yes	 yes	 yes	 yes	 D
Nominations	 no	 no	 no	 N/A	 no
Postpone	to
	 Time	Certain	 yes	 yes	 yes	 yes	 yes	 D
Previous	Question	 yes	 no	 no	 /	 no	 D
Recess	or	Adjourn
	 to	Time	Certain	 yes	 yes	 yes	 yes	 no	 D
Reconsider	 yes	 yes	 no	 yes	 no	 A,B
Take	up
	 Out	of	Order	 yes	 yes	 no	 /	 no
Withdraw	a
	 Motion	 no	 no	 no	 yes	 C
Yes	-	 This	action	is	required	or	permitted
No	 -	 This	action	cannot	be	taken	or	is	unnecessary
A - This motion may be made when another motion has the floor
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